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In our 100th Year

State Officials Take Telephone Call Seriously

Volume 101 No. 2

110

Gov. Brown Discounts Threats
comj)anled the Browns.
htaaid were ambito:1C'Brown
?frs. Brown was in Pasadena to
said.
provide television commentary on the
Officials have said about 10 state
Rose Bowl parade Tuesday, along with
troopers are used for the security force
television personality Bob Barker.
at the governor's mansion. Brown said
Brown also appeared briefly on
he thought they would keep it about the
television;and issued his first Kentucky
same.
Colonel commission to Barker. Mrs.
Brown said there had been no move to
Brown remarked that a state trooper
make any changes in truck weight limit
had delivered the certificate.
enforcement.
Mills stressed that Adams was there
"There hasn't even been any conto add to Brown's security, not for the
sideration of it," he said. "I'm just now
sole purpose of delivering the
putting my management team
colonelcy, though Ashley said that
together."
because_ of the national television exHis wife, who was in California to
posure, "Even if he had gone for that
participate in the telecast of the
reason alone, it would have been a good
Tournament of Roses parade, said she
investment for Kentucky.
not so much worried about the threat as
"Kentucky shared prominently in the
that her parents might have read about
Tournament of Roses Parade because f
it in Denton, Tex., and might be worried
Brown's participation (and) you can't
about it.
buy that kind of promotion for the state
The state police investigation is
that reaches 125 million viewers
focusing on a telephone caller who
worldwide anchwhere advertising costs
apparently has been using several false
jumping bond.
A Detroit woman presently in the
$150,000 a minute," Ashley said.
names and telephone numbers in
Ms. Karnes, 38, was apprehended
Calloway County Jail on drug charges
Ashley said Brown shies away from
making the threats.
Dec. 10 in Murray and charged with
refused to waive extradition in conhaving any security. He said Brown
Commissioner Ken Brandenburgh
attempting to obtain non-narcotic
nection with a Tennessee murder
asked that no troopers accompany him
confirmed Tuesday that an incontrolled substances and possession of
charge at a preliminary hearing on the
to California, but was overruled by
vestigation was underway, but decliged
non-narcotic controlled substances.
drug charges in Calloway County
state police.
to elaborate.
According to police reports, she was
District Court.
-The Browns are scheduled to return
Frank Ashley, presS-Secy
----W
caught passing a forged prescription at
Judge Sid Easley ordered Wednesday
Brown, confirmed that the governor -to Kentucky by commercial airliner
Say-Rite Drugs. Various drugs and
afternoon that the Tennessee attorney
Thursday.
was threatened, but said state police
'several other forged prescriptions were
general *be notified of Shirley Karnes' "found in her car.
Security was an issue in the adsuggested not disclosing details.
decision. Tennessee authorities will file
ministration of former Gov. Julian
One threat was received by a
-return Ms.
A trial on the drug charges against
èxtraditioniiiiperg"
Carroll, Brown's predecessor, who at
Lexington, Ky., newspaper.
Ms. Karnes, who is presently under
_Karnes to stand trial on the first degree
times was guarded by more than 20
The Lexington Herald reported
$100,000 bond, is scheduled
-murder charge in Clarksville. Ms.
rning.4
÷:p
ezz ar_.okactt 'the clock—'in the
mu
eerving a- call ilLaracfriV•IY
Karnes is alsa_wanted in C1arksviUeip "
ale:Ammon.
_
--CsiloviaLf&tui_ty,RistitireC01.----R*5
-k4dortiecT,!LarAllwvti:
Those precautions were taken in the
County truckers and coal operators
wake of rumors — never confirmed —
were angry because "Brown has upped
that Carroll was the target of
the enforcement of overweight
assassination plans by underworld
violations against coal trucks."
elements.
The Herald said the caller, who apLater, it was learned that one of the
parently gave a false name and Lonalleged threats — overheard in a Las
don. Ky., telephone number, said
Vegas bar — probably had been
Brown "better stop the enforcement or
misinterpreted by a police informant.
he's a dead man." •
Mills said about 10 troopers probably
Don Mills, one of Brown's chief
will be used as a security force for
said
there
were
executive
assistants,
15.75
record
rate
hit
a
The prime
Brown when he is in Frankfort.
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
more telephoned threats, with the
percent in mid-November. Some
Associated Press Writer
Mills
using
a
variety
of
names.
caller
slowing in the economy, in the final
did not disclose who received the adWASHINGTON .(AP) — Recent
quarter of 1979 has helped push it down
ditional calls, however.
somewhat since then.
dedines in some key interest rates
One Section — 14 Pages
vehicle
Arnold, state
O.B.
Volcker also told his audience at the
should not be viewed as a sign the
Aces
3
registration
commissioner,
said
he
was
Federal Reserve Board is loosening its
National Press Club Wednesday that
13
12,
Classifieds
not aware of any increased effort to
tight credit policy, says board chairthe Carter administration and Congress
12
.
--•=a=
Comics
enforce truckweight restrictions.
man Paul A. Volcker.
need to watch for "the right time" to
12
Crosswords
"We're
just
operating
normally,"
he
Volcker
it?"
with
"Will the Fed stick
reduce taxes.
2
Dear
Abby
said.
asked rhetorically of the policy. "My
"I hope we resist temptations that
14
Deaths
&Funerals
But
Mills
said
that
even
in
the
abto
that
answer
pump
fresh
simple
simply,
to
short
and
arise
own
could
sence of stepped-up enforcement,
2
Dr. Lamb
purchasing power into the economy at
question is 'yes'. And I do not intend to
"There's no way to know what
2
Horoscope
qualify that answer."
the first sign of a recession," Volcker
someone's perception might be."
4
Garrutts Galley
He added in a speech Wednesday that
said
Because of the threats, a second state
Local Scene
2,3
the policy is "an absolute prerequisite
The rare public appearance by
trooner — 1..t.-13BI- Adams, head of
Opinion page
to dealing with the inflation that has
Volcker, who took over last August "as
Brown's security force — left Frankfort
" 6,7
Sports
ravaged the dollar, undermined our
chairman of the Federal Reserve
last Friday to join the Browns in
economic performance and prospects
Board, came at a time business conPasadena, Calif. One trooi5er had acand disturbed our society itself."
ditions seem to be deteriorating.
devotion
to
a
steadfast
predicting
the
But even with
Many economists are
tight money policy, Volcker said there
nation's economy will slide into a
will be some fluctuations in interest
recession early this year, with
rates.
unemployment rising by some 2 million
Occasional light snow tonight.
A few hours after his remarks,
people by election day in November.
Snow accumulation of one to two
Bankers Trust Co. of New York, the
The latest evidence came Wednesday
inches on grassy areas possible
nation's eightlargest bank, lowered its
in a Commerce Department report
by late tonight. Lows tonight in
prime interest rate from 15i4 percent to
which said construction spending fell
Sales of Type 23 fire cured tobacco at
the upper 20s. Mostly cloudy with
15 percent. Citibank, the second-largest
1.3 percent in November to an annual
Growers and Farris Loose Leaf Floors
a chance for snow flurries
commercial bank in the country, and
$235.3 billion rate.
in Murray will open Monday, Jam 14,
Friday. Highs in the low to mid
ninth-ranked First National Bank of
The drop was the largest since a 4.9
according to Holmes Ellis, general
30s.
Chicago, lowered their rates to 15
percent decline in January and
manager of the Western Dark Fired
Ky Extended Forecast
percent Dec. 14.
followed an increase of 2.5 percent in
Tobacco Growers Association.
The extended forecast calls for
The prime rate — the interest banks
October, Commerce said.
Mayfield sales will start Tuesday,
clearing Saturday, with a chance
charge their most creditworthy
Meanwhile, the price of gold soared
Jan. 15. Sales will be in Murray on
of rain or snow Sunday and
rose
customers
—
business
to all-time highs in New York and, on
Monday and Wednesday and in
Monday. Highs through the
dramatically in the wake of central
overseas markets Wednesday as the
Mayfield on Tuesday and Thursday.,
period will be in the 40s, with lows
bank action on Oct. 6 to get tighter
dollar sagged. Analysts blamed tense
Ellis said that tobacco will be sup-__
Saturday in the 20s and in the 20s
control of the nation's money supply.
relations between the United States and
ported at $90 per hundredweight with
and 30s Sunday and Monday.
Rapid growth of money and credit are _ Iran and the Soviet Union for the hot
most increases applicable to higher
believed to be inflationary.
market conditions.
grades.
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Icy.(AP) — Gov, John
Y. Brown Jr., back in Kentucky today
from California, said a telephone call
allegedly threatening his life sounded
"like a bunch of the boys got together
drinlung."
State officials have indicated they are
taking the threat seriously, but Brown

reiterated at a brief airpnct nvilk
conference in Louisville that the matter
sounds like a crank call to him. He said
he does not expect state police to increase their security force around him.
The governor said he heard tapes of
the telephone calls by a man who said
coal truck drivers were angry due to
increased enforcement of weight limits,
The caller "sounded coherent, but the

Woman Refuses To
Waive Extradition
On Murder Charge

Recent Declines In Interest
Rates Part Of Policy To
Deal With Ravaged Dollar

today's index

Sales Of Fire
Cured Tobacco Will
Open Here Jan. 14

occasional
light snow

U.S. To Seek U.N.Council Condemnation
Of Russian Invasion Into Afghanistan
By The Associated Press
Soviet invaders were reported to
have crushed resistance and occupied
Afghanistan's southern provincial
capital of Kandahar and the eastern
city of Jalalabad today as America and
its allies prepared to seek U.N. Security
Council condemnation of the Russian
sweep into the Central Asian nation.
President Carter also was reported
ready to ask the Senate to delay indefinitely its consideration of the SALT
II treaty with the Soviet Union.
In Moscow, the official Soviet news
agency' Tess accused Carter of making
"bellicose and wicked" statements and
of distorting the "essence and
meaning" of the Soviet military intervention.
Kabul
Sporadic gunfire was heard
Tuesday, but the city was reported
quiet Wednesday and today.
Associated Press correspondent
Steven Hurst, reporting fromtoday, said the Afghan capital Was
quiet overnight and that the only sign

of the Soviet presence he saw in the city
were a fey' helicopters flying overhead
and three Russian tanks grinding
through the streets before dawn.
Travelers from Kandahar, 270 miles
southwest of the Afghan capital of
Kabul and 50 miles from the border
with Pakistan's Baluchistan province,
told the Pakistani newspaper Jasarat
the Soviets occupied Kandahar City
Wednesday after two days of clashes
with Afghan government forces opposed to the Russians.
They said the Soviets poured into
_Kandahar City Monday after landing in
Soviet military aircraft. They said for
the next two days the Russians battled
rebellious Afghan government troops,
and that when they routed them proSoviet Afghan forces hung garlands of
flowers around the invaders' necks.
The newspaper also said the Soviets
look control of Jalalabad City Sunday
However,.„diplomats in Kabul said
'Soviet troops were airlifted Monday to
Jatalabad, in eastern Afghanistan
about 50. miles from the border and

Pakistan's Kyhber Pass, to fight
Moslem rebels who have been battling
the communist Afghan government
since the first of three pro-Soviet coups
20 months ago.
The diplomats also said the Soviets
used sophisticated attack helicopters
and tanks against the. Moslem insurgents in _rugged Bamian province
about 100 miles northwest of the Afghan
capital Wednesday, and that casualties
were heavy on both sides.
The diplomats said other Soviet
troops were . flown into Herat, in
western Afgahnistan about 60 miles
from the Iranian border, the day the
Russians launched the Dec. 27 coup that
put their latest proxy, Babrak Karma!,
in power, and toppled President
Hafizullah Aznin, who was summarily
executed.
Afghan guerrilla leaders quoted by
Tehran Radio said the Moslem insurgents were in control of Herat
province, and that they attacked the
prison In Herat City and freed the inmates Wednasclay.

Karmal said in a speech on Afghan
television that Amin was a U.S. puppet
and CIA agent.
He said "we may have to seek help
from other valiant nations like Vietthe
Ethiopia,
nam,
Angola,
Palestinians and Cuba also."
Sources in Washington said the
United States and its allies will ask for a
U.N. Security Council meeting shortly
to demand the Soviet Union withdraw
its 30,000 to 40,000 troops.
Sources at the United Nations said
Britain, Pakistan and others will join
with the United States in asking the
Security Council to debate the Soviet
Union's intervention, possibly over the
weekend.
Among the steps understood-10 be
under consideration were lifting. the
U.S. arms embargo against Pakistan,
endorsing a boycott of the 1980 summer
Olympic Games in Moscow, imposing
curbs on wheat sales to the Soviet Union
and finding ways to provide Western
arms to Afghan insurgents.

isciNTERTimv,—itdidst:Osikolcing.for.lke firstspo.w.of4Ite lie year to ronv
totisA"met.sdittg to .i-eathei •Officidtst,-as ristmar4g.*Ast apsirft
accumulation of one to two inches is expected by tonight with temperatures dipping into the upper 20s. There is a chance of some flurries Friday with 30-degree
temperatures and clearing is expected for Saturday. A possibility of more snow
or rain has been predicted for Sunday and Monday.

City Board Adopts
Procurement Code
Faculty members in the Murray
previously have been considered as
Independent School System must
small purchases made by each
submit a requisition for supplies and
separate school. The new code dictates
have it approved before purchasing
that bids must be taken on an item if the
following the school board's adoption of
aggregate of the items purchased
systemwide exceeds $2,500.
the state's new Model Procurement
In other action, the board decided to
Code at Wednesday night's special
postpone the election of officers for 1980
meeting.
until the next meeting when all
The code, which defines bidding and
members can be present. Chairman
purchasing for all state agencies, was
Don Henry was out of town and unable
passed • by the 1979 Legislature.
to attend the meeting.
Although the code is state law, each
Board member Bill Adams Jr. exagency must officially approve it.
-11,0 _SPIJWitAbout
_ All. supply_purrllases will.be. routed,-reports of drug and alcohol abuse in the
through the principal of the school
local schools. BeAequested that the
during a trial period which will conboard invite persons knowledgeable in
tinue until June 30. At that time, the
these
areas to speak to board members
board will evaluate the situation and
and explain what measures could be
determine if a central purchasing agent
taken to alleviate the problem.
is needed for the system.
Jeffrey said that he would get in
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
touch with local medical personnel and
pointed out that one of the difficulties
law enforcement and court officials
the system will encounter with the new
prior to arranging a date for the
law concerns purchases which
meeting.

Mob Forces Waldheim
To Flee Tehran Cemetery
By BRYAN BRUMLEY
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — An angry_
mob of fist-waving Iranians sent U.N.
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
fleeing in his limousine from a
cemetery on Tehran's outskirts today
just minutes after he arrived to lay a
wreath at the graves V revolutionary
dead.
In the city, Afghan protesters tried to
storm the Soviet Embassy for the
second time this week, and tens of
thousands of Iriffilans gathered outside
the-occupied U.S. Embassy to protest
the Waldheim visit in one of the biggest
such demonstrations in recent weeks.
About 500 persons, believed to include
relatives of those buried at the
sprawling Behesht Zahra Cemetery,
converged on the car carrying
Waldheim to the cemetery from a pad
where his helicopter touched down.
Waldheim, in Iran in an effort to
defuse the crisis over the U.S. Embassy
hostage-holding, was on the ground for
only six minutes and never left the car.
As the chanting crowd encircled his
car, he ordered the driver to return to
the helicopter.
"Go! Go!" Waldheim could be seen
shouting excitedly to his driver.
°nee aboard the helicopter, the craft
lifted off immediately,flying Waldheim
back to the city, where he met with
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadetr
for about three hours. Asked how the
talks on the American hostages were
going, Waldheim said: "The talks are
continuing and it would not be helpful
for me to elaborate at this point."

Waldheim later met with several
hundred crippled Iranians said to have
been brutalized under the regime of the
ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
He said he was "shocked" by the encounter.
The visit with the disabled had been
canceled Wednesday when antiWaldheim street demonstrations broke
out and the government said it had
uncovered an assassination plot against
Waldheim. Ghotbzadeh claimed the
plot had "foreign backing."
Asked today in an American
television interview whether Waldheim
might visit Iranian leader Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, Ghotbzadeh
responded vaguely, "We'll see...."
The foreign minister, speaking on
NBC-TV's "Today Show," also played
down the angry outburst at the
cemetery.
The sudden rush by the cemetery
crowd apparently caught police and
revolutionary guardsmen off guard.
Only about 20 were stationed at the area
where Waldheim landed, and they were
unable to hold back the crowd.
The angry demonstrators shouted
demands that "Waldheim should be
thrown out of Iran." They also
screamed slogans against the United
States and the United Nations.
Waldheim flew to the cemetery south
of the capital in response to a demand
by the militant students holding some
50 Americans hostage in the U.S. •
Embassy since Nov. 4. It is the burial
place of many who died in the
revolution that overthrew Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi last
February.
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Halford & Thweatt Vows
Solemnized At-Church

k
t
e\\*

Frances Drake

1 he Wedding of Miss Kathy
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 4, 1980
daughter of Mr. and
Halford,
may
A
friend
have
mixed
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what feelings about a joint business Mrs. William H. Halford, to
the stars say, read the venture. Expect a change of Joe Wayne Thweatt, son of
forecast given for your birth mind, before a final decision is Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
reached.
Thweatt, was solemnized in a
Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
caraclight ceremony in the ;
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
sari
-Amery of the Memorial
ARIES
Consider alternative Baptist Church with the Rev. I
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
•
A time to buy something for viewpoints, then make up your Dr. Jerrell White reading the
the children or a romantic own mind re a career venture. double ring ceremony.
interest. kyoid
mixing Double check costs, though.' Rick
McManus
of
•
business with pleasure. Work Don't be wishy-washy.
Metropolis, Ill., organist, and
CAPRICORN .
on creative projecta,
Kathy Copeland, vocalist,
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
TAURUS
presented a program of
let
cautiousness
Don't
keep
•( Apr. 20 to May 20)
nuptial
music. -.
Home seems the best place you from taking advantage-of
The church altar was
to entertain a loved one. Pay a business proposal. A talk
centered with a fifteen branch
attention to the needs of with an adviser should
candelabrum entwined with
relatives. More thought alleviate doubts.
greenery and flanked by
AQUARIUS
needed re travel.
c
andelabra on each side. Two
(Jan.
20
18)
to
Feb.
GEMINI
small arrangements of large
A
mate
or
close
ally
many
May 21 to June 20) lb
f
ii
Your moods could fluctuate be uncertain, but the time is white fuji mums and fuji poms
now. Watch out for erratic ripe for a decision re joint were also at the altar. The
thinking. A family member is investments. Romance shows windows were decorated with
large-white fuji mums. The
supportive but as reser- a modest improvement.
PISCES
family pews were marked
vations re your ideas.
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
CANCER
with white bows with baby
A partner may shrink from blue centers.
(June 21 to July 22) epti: 1/
Extra income through a task. With a little of your
Bride's Dress
creative projects. After an encouragement, though, he or
The bride wore a gown of
initial enthusiasm, your in- she will gain new fortitude. Be white quiana knit designed
1Ir. and Mrs. JO(' avne Thweatt
terest could wane if results supportive.
with a full floor length skirt
•
are not quickly forthcoming.
gathered onto a strapless
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY Are effect fitted bodice. Tiny wore blue tuxedoes. The with blue candles garlanded
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
dutiful and a hard worker. In
rolled straps went over the groom had a boutonniere of with the same flowers and
Judicious spending leads to your case, variety should be
shoulders. The waist length stephanotis, and the other greenery flanked the wedding
worthwhile purchases. Watch the spice of life, for you have a fitted overblouse was of sheer men had boutonnieres of white cake. Crystal appointments
carnations.
a tendency to simply charge tendency to get into a rut. Self- Belgium lace
were used.
with jewel
it. Pick 1.164 -st5Mething for disciplined, you'd make a
For her daughter's wedding • Rice roses-were distributed
neckline and three quarter
yourself.
Mrs. Halford wore a light blue
good teacher and a fine writer. length sleeves,
to the guests by Melissa
.' VIRGO
floral
dress. The gm's
An inherent conservatism
Her chapel length bridal veil
Morton and Heather Ross,
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
though at times conflicts with
mother chose to wear a floor
of the groom.
cousin
of
Belgium
lace
matcbed
the
Unfinished tasks could get a need to experiment. For you
length peach dress. Their
Vicki" Chadwick presided at
you down. However, if you grit life is the greatest teacher, bridal gown and cascaded corsages were of gardenias.
the guest register at the table
your teeth and resolve to get and your greatest success frortin- large brimmed garden
Mrs. Flossie W. Thompson. overlaid with a blue cloth
them out of the way, you'll comes when you gain an hat. White and pale blue silk and Mrs. Elbert A. Halford,
under white lace.
succeed.
understading of human flowers were used on her hat. grandmothers of the bride,
The new Mr. 'and Mrs.
LIBRA
nature. PoLitic_s.. She carried a bridal bouquet and. Mrs. .Roosevelt Mathis
ar-e-, • how- =residing- in
-Theatt
of
white
poms
arid
-white
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 1Lirl
management,
real
and
estate,
—
and Mrs. Wallard Thweatt,
Murra4,..
The accent is on _social life, _corporation work are some of gardenias with stephanotis.
grandmothers of the groom,
r. - tyit
COISCHI
. may_ feel_ somewhat the fields for Which you-haven- -Barbara
of-.wor.e.corsages of stephanotis
by a friend. If so, a natural affinity. Birthdate of: MacllsonVille-Wii the rrialrof
private talk will rectify things. Isaac Newton, physicist; Don honor, and Penny Wilson of and small fuji poms.
Reception
SCORPIO
Shute, football coach;and Salem was the bridesmaid.
Following
the wedding the
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Jane Wyman, actress.
They wore light blue floor
length dresses with floral reception was held in the
church fellowship hall with
overlay.t
.
Fiegh of the atEversmeyer
as
terients carried nosegays of Elaine
director.
Serving
the
guests
gardenis and fuji mums tied
were Cindy Vance, Karen
with light blue ribbon.
Bestman for Mr. Thweatt Cole,and Sandy Morton.
The bride's table was
was Charles Morton, and the
overlaid with a white lace
groomsman
was Craig
Thweatt, brother of the cloth over blue and centered
groom. Ushers were Craig with the two tiered wedding
Thweatt and Bill Halford, cake -adorned with blue carbrother of the bride. The men nations, fuji mums and
sprengeri. Hurricane lamps

ver,
(40,

ill‘Rq
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Bad breath is a symptom
Lawrence E.Lteeenb,M.D.
MMEI.

DEAR DR LAMB - - My
son is 14 years old and he has
terrible breath. I took him to
,the familydentist for a cheek
up to have his teeth cleaned.
He has no cavities. However,
his dentist said that his foul
breath is due to gastricjuices.
This 000r in his mouth is causing unpopularity in school. Is
it true that Ette odor is caused
by his stomach and, if s9, how
can it be corrected? If you
have a Health Letter on bad
breath. I'd sure like to have it.
DEAR READER - Bad
breath is a symptom. It was
proper to take your son Ora.
dentist. Frequently bag breath,
is caused by -dentarffalems.
That doesn't mean cavities. It
means either accumulation of
food particles around the
teeth or an infection that.
involves the areas around the
roots of the teeth and under
the edges of the gums (gingiva). The latter requires treatment by a dentist and is not
something that a person can
correct himself just by
improving his dental hygiene.
Then some cases of bad
breath are caused by food
-accumulation on the tongue
That's because not everyone
knows you need to brush the
tongue regularly, just as you
brush your teeth.
I am sending you The
Health Letter that you asked
for, number 9-4, Halitosis.,The
Breath Problem And What To
Do About. It. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio_City Station,
New York:2TV 10019. As The Health Letter I'm
sending you explains, you can
have bad breath from many
different causes other than
the teeth. It can be but seldom
is associated myth bad tonsils.'Much more often it's associat-

ed with sinus problems. If
your son has an infection in
the nose and throat area, such
as a problem with the sinuses,
that can be the source of the
odor. So your next stop should
be to see an ear.- nose and
throat specialist.
If the problem can't be
solved there, you might want
to talk to your son's physician
(pediatrician or family
doctor). You can have bad
breath from any upset in body
chemistry. The classic example here is the diabetic or the
paLient with liver disease.
Abnormal'Chemicals are carried by the bloodstream and
escape into the lungs to be
exhaled. That's the same way
that alcohol breath works.
I doubt very much that your
son's problem comes from his
stomach. In the firstylace. we

,
Seabury, Brigance
and Kupper, P.S.C.
Urology, Adult and Pediatric
announce the
relocation of their Office

220 Lone Oa*, Rood,
Paducah, Ky._
Effective January 2, 1980

James,C. Seabury Jr , MD
William H Brigonce, MD
Ronald M. Kupper, MD
-

Special!"Tea Rose"

By Abigail Van Buren
DECEMBER BIRTHDAY PARTY-Senior Citizens
honored at the birthday party held Dec. 19 at the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the Douglas Center were Otis
Hatcher, Raymond Phelps, Virgil White, Estelle Adams,
Clyzell Falwell, Otis Falwell, Alex Gay, Mildred Sharpe,
Madie Vaughn, Hazel Locke,and Tres a Washer.

R e are pleased to announce that
Georg:km na Fa rgerson. bride -elect
of ken Thomas and Nancy Diuguid.
bride-elect of Richard Stanford.
hare selected their decorating accessories-from- the

The Treasure House of Gifts
Murray, Ky.
46\
.

---

to

tonite's movies
For Program Information. Please Call 753-331.4
7:25,9:20
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THE ROSE4

He's Transvestite,
Can't Skirt Issue
DEAR ABBY: At 16 I married a 21-yearold man I thought
I loved. We had a son a year later, but.the marriage didn't
work out, so we were divorced when the boy was 6.1'in nov‘
married to wonderful inan who adopted my son.
Meanwhile, my ex dropped out of sight for three years
Yesterday, out of the blue, he called saying he had
something very important to tell me, and would I meet him
downtown -alone.
When I met him, I nearly fainted dead away! He v.-as
dressed like a woman. He said he was a transsexual who han
been living as a woman for two years and was scheduled for
a sex change operation next month! He said his name is
"Anita" now, and he's in show business. Abby. I couldn.:
believe my eyes. He had electrolysis to remove his faciaJ
hair, took hormones to develop a female figure, and was
wearing a wig, makeup, and stylish clothes. He looked like a
beautiful woman! This was a great shock to me because he
was all man when we were married. Our sex life was normal.
andl never dreamed he had thesetendencies.
My problem is how to tell our son. Or should I tell him it!
all? (He's 9 now.; My ex.lives in another state and has pro
mised not to come- near our son without my approval. If th;
boy ever.saw his father as "Anita" he would die, and so
would I! I am so afraid someone in this little town will find
out about this and blab itaround. What should I do?
SMALL TOWN MESS
DEAR MESS: A 9-year-old is too young to comprehend
what transsexualism' is all about, so hold off telling him, but
prepare to tell him oni; day by educating yourself now
Write to The Janus Information Facility. _University of
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas 77550 for
enlightening, up-to-date literature. They are a legitimate,
non-profit facility, dependent on private donations, so send
$5 to cover cost of literature and mailing.
DEAR ABBY: I have a mother-in-law who comes to m%
house and starts cleaning it up, or changing things around,
the minute she gets here. If my clothes are in the dryer;she
_takes them out and folds them. She's always poking around
in my cupboards and rearranging things.
If I had a dirty or messy house, that would be a different
story, but my home is spotless, and I am never behind in my
laundry.
This really took the cake: She came over and pulled the
sheets right off my bed and laundered therq! I was never so
insulted in all 'my life. II change my sheeton Friday, and
this was only Sunday!)
I spoke to my husband-irbout her, and he ski."Don't has
sle her. She's getting old." (Abby, she's 46.)
' Please tell me how to handle her.
HA!)IT IN ALLENTOWN
DEA Rilhilft-frandie such a strong and assertive
person, rine must be even avower sod more assertive. Let
her know in no uncertain terms that when she is in your
home, she is a guest -and she's not to do • thing. At 46,
she's young enough to learn.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular.
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with•long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cental envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverlyk Hills, Calif. 90212.

Towels & Cloths
Reg. $2.49

99
$2

$1 99

TEA ROSE PATTERN on Beige
Ground.88% Cotton -12% Dacron
Polyester Fringed

SI

FULL SIZED NO IRON SHEETS

All-Over Print-.
Brown..azid,13111.e...
Regular $6.99

$488

New,Era sheets by Thomaston. 70%
polyester and 30% cotton with timesaving no-iron finish. All-over print
"Missy" pattern.

QUEEN SIZE
$388
Regular $4.99
STANDARD CASES..

Sale! Geometric Patterned

TOWELS AND WASH CLOTHS
22x44" Towel
Reg.$3.99

16x26" Towel
Reg.$2.99

99

$199

• Wash Cloths
Reg.$1.99

929

Northstar

Fitted Mattress Pads

$988

Twin,reg. 10.99

90"
94"

Full, reg. 12.99
Queen, Reg. 15.99,

1-piece construction with smooth, flat surface. Machine washable
and dryable. White only.

Full Double Size

Folyes)er
Serode Pillows.
Regular 17.99 Each

2 For'1288
50% cotton - 50% polyester cover filled with enriched Fortrel*
and continuousfilament polyeateffiberfill.

•

'Electric Blankot
Regular $23.99
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DealtA(At

all have gastric juices and not
everybody has bad breath
The stomach is functionally
close& at the top so its contents do not emit odors unless
person burps or belches and
that's very transitory. A number of people also have the
mistaken idea that colon problems witt contribute to bad
breath. There is no way that
this can happen. But any of
the digestive disturbances
that result in an upset body
chemistry can cause the problem through the bloodstream
and lungs as I mentioned.
Sometimes it's quite a
search to find out what factors are related to bad breath
It's not a simple problem that
by
be relieved
may
mouthwash as .. many TV
advertisements would have
you believe.
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Twin
Reg.$21-99

sale

Queen
Reg.$39.99
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King
Reg.$50.90

Sale

$1 988
$3788
$5788
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12-28-79 Adults 130
Nursery
Newborn Admissions
Raymer, baby girl (Terry,
Rozycke, baby girl Brenda).
Dismissals
Kenneth C. Cash, fit. 2,
Mayfield, Charles Clendenin,
311 Thompson St., Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Carol Eldridge,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Rebecca
J. Nance and Baby Boy, R.7,
Box 244, Murray, Mrs.
Marilyn Jean Taylor and
Baby Boy, 1603 Hamilton
Ave., Murray, Mrs. Rita Ann
Fleming and -Baby Boy, 705
'Elm St., Murray. Mrs. Martha
A. Watkins, Rt. 1, Puryear
Heights, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Fannie M. Borders,• 204 N.
Main, Benton, Christopher M.
McCuiston, Rt.. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Mary LOuise Phillips, Rt.
2, Covey Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Jane Collins, Rt. I. Box 466,
Hardin, Crystal D. Ford„Rt. 1,
Box 152-i, Benton, Heather D.
Ford; Rt..1„BOx'132A.,./tenton,
Jenny A. Gray, Box 6626,
Elizabeth Hall, MSU, Murray,
Amy R. 'Parks, 1714 Holiday
r., Murray; Reece D. Smith,
t. 1, Box 280, Farmington,
Jo n W. Cooper,•Rt. 1, Cottage
G ve, Tenn., Clarence N.
Eldridge, Rt. I, Box 24, Almo,
Dennis M. Maguire, 100 S. 13th
St.. Murray, Jimmy Sinith, P.
0. Box 235, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary Beth Harp., 104 N.
17th St., Murray, Glenda M.
Haynes, 508 Hastings St.,
-Paris, Tenn., Mrs.Iless-Jones,
Box 2. Kirksey.

Ego
nvat COMMUNITY
....-• CALENDAR

1
,
M*
,

Melrose, Murray, Robert M.
Lowe, 307 North 8th St.,
Murray, Tommy L. Brittian,
Rt. 3, Box 1003A, Murray,
Mrs. Kathryn J. Perry..,No. 28
Green Acres Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mary Ann Murray, Rt. 7, Box
665, .Murray, James H.
Cassity, Rt. 7, Box" 222,
Murray, Ifacry R.Flood,111,4,
Box 812-,.Mtirray, Mrs. Eula
-Psischall,'i Rt. 1, Farmington,
Guy Y. Smith, Rt. 1, Box 198,
Almo, Mrs. Anne M. Morrison,
Rt. 2, Box 26, Murray, Johnnie
J. Walker, 1602 Sunset Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby . M.
Stations, Rt. 1, Box 548,
Ffirdin,,

Thursday, Jan.3
Murray Civitan Club will
meet at Seven Seas at.7 p.m.
--with Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter to speak on The
Citizen and The Law."
Members invite persons interested in this subject to
attend. - •
Murray State University
Merils Racer Basketball team
will play the University of
Missouri at St. Louis team at
the MSC Arena at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
4:30 p.m. at the library.

12-30-79
Newborn A missions
Morefield, Baby
Boy
(Debra), Rt. 8, M1ayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marilyn S.Stickler and
Baby Girl, 113 Henry,
Murray, Mrs. Kar n J. Wilson
and Baby Girl, Rt.! 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn,Mrselinda L.
Gordon and Bab il irlt16.West 6th St., Benton, Mrs. Nell •
MRS. JEAN MURDOCK was a guest speaker at Calloway County Middle School explaining about Hydroponic
J. Parker, 111 Wyn ' St., Paris,
Greenhouses. Here she is demonstrating the advantages of hydroponic gardening to students from Mrs. Marion
Tenn., Mrs. Paul tte Smith,'
O'Rourke's class. They are,left to right,Donna Raspberry,Melissa Manning, Mrs.Murdock,and Greg Shelton.
Rt. 6, Box 76, Mufrray. Mrs.
Sandra Pritchett, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Larry P/ Pyla, 1315
Olive Blvd., Mt/ray, William
P. Dunaway, t. 3; Box 78,
Dover, Tenn. ,
SLIM LINE
HOSPITAL PATIENT
PADUCAH PATIENT
NOW AT HOME
You can look- -thinner
Marine
of
Murray
Wavel
Recently
dismissed from
Mrs.
has
Fred
Stone
Without shedding a pound just
by wearing the right clothes. has been dismissed from returned home after spending Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
-three weeks-with her son, IA as Mrs. Virginia Burnham of
Choose -flat=Woviii- fabrics in -Lourdes HospitaPadueali,
Albert Lee Stone and Mrs. Hazel.
'dark or rich, colors. Look for
HOME
RETURNS
Stone
at -Kingsport, Tenn. Her
idetails-Stripes,
vertical
BENTON PATIENT
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan of son brought her home on
pleats-, full-Vngth zippers-and
W. L. Traughber of Hardin
Browns
Grove
and
her
Friday
and
he
has
now
and
plaids,
prints,
large
avoid
was dismissed Dec. 20 from
4grandson, George Matt Potts returned to his home.
metallics. The new shoulder,.
the Marshall County Hospital,
jackets and 1 slim and a-line , of Paducah, returned home
HOSPITAL PATIENT- -•
skirts are flattering. An easy ,!Sunday after spending the
Mrs. Jessie Flora of Murray
fit will make you look far holidays with their daugliter
slimmer than squeezing into a and. mother, Mrs. Marian has been dismissed from the
- PATIENT AT BENTON
too-small size, especially in Workman Lockett of Bryn Western Baptist Hospital,
Dismissed Dec. 21 from the
Mawr,Pa.,and family.
Paducah.
pants.
- Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Rollie Lyles of
Hardin.

12-29-79
Adults 126
Nursery 12
Newborn Admissions
.
baby
bay
._ Shaffer,.
(Veronica), Benham, baby
boy *( GlOria ),
Murray,
Ragsdale, baby girl Cynthia), Murray, Ore, baby girl
(Sandra ), Hazel.
Dismissals
Michael G. Holbrook,. Rt. 5,
Box 405-A,:
Murray, Henry
Fred Johannsen, Rt. 1; Box
385, Hardin, Crista A.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
Burgess, Rt. .1, Box 171-A,
than 200
Murray, Willie L. Holland, Rt. (AP) - After more
them,
with
dealing
of
years
4, Murray, Mrs. Diana L.
government is
Chadwick, Rt. 5, Murray, the federal
to define
Mary E. Smith, 521 South 6th planning a study
Indians.
St., Murray, Mrs. Ruby P.
The 'UfS. Department of
Madden, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
f Education and
Health,
Mrs. _Georgine M. Wells, 1208

Definition OfIndian Studied
Welfare will conduct public
hearings next year -to explore
options for changes in the
definition of the term Indian,"
HEW officials said.
The agency is trying to
standardize the definition,
said Edward J. Baca, REW's

regional education commissioner in Dallas:
"Different groups have
different definitions of
Indian," Baca said. "The
educational people have one
definition, the Internal
Revenue people have another,
the census people have even
another."
•
The
Education Act
defines an Indian as, "Any
individual who is a member of
a tribe, band or other
organized group of Indians,
including those tribes, bands
or groups terminated since
1940 and those recognized by,
the state in which they
reside."
'Some inigl
fi
think this is being frivolous.
Everyone's entitled to an
opinion."

THIE
COOKIE EXCHANGE-Members of the medical auxiliary and wives of dentists in the
community met together on Dec. 11 in the meeting room of the Oniversity Branch of the
Bank of Murray for a Cookie Exchange. The table was decorated with poinsettias,-red
candles,and cookies of all kinds. Cookie recipes were exchanged. Pictured,left to right, are
Mesdames Allen Moffitt, Donald Hughes, Ron Babb, William Hart, Russell Howard, and
George Oakley.
Photo by Kathy M.Hodge

Quesaddla Recipe
Given For Cheese
Sandwich Change

Just Arrived
New Shipment of

Boy's Overalls
Sizes 1-6

8
8
8

Try a quesadilla (Mexican
turnover) for a tasty variation
of the cheese sandwich. Place
a slice of milk, meltable
cheese, such as Colby, on a
heated soft corn tortilla and
dust the combination slightly
with chili powder. Fold the
tortilla and fasten with a
toothpick. Bake on a buttered
cookie sheet in a 350-degree
- oven, or fry in a bit of melted
fat in a heavy skillet until the
cheese melts and the outside
'becomes crisp and brown.
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Murray
Southside Shopping Ctr.

So. 12th
753-3321

Exhibit Of
Black Art
Scheduled

Xi Alpha Delia Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30_1).m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Knights of Columbus
Council meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at Gleason Hall,St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall on North 16th
Street.
Friday,Jan.4
Lunch will be served at 12
noon at the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly at the Douglas
Community Center.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for-morning shopping and by- 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping. ,

The exhibit, Black Kentucky
Artists, will be on display at
Hazel Senior Citizens will
the Paducah Art Guikl Galltry have aCtivities at the Hazel
from Jan. 8 through 27. The Community Center from 10
show includes work by 21 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
contemporary artists from served at 11:45 a.m.
around the state, and is being
circulated by the. Kentucky
Saturday,Jan.5
Arts Commission. The media
Special Celebration and
the
,pipers
oL
Seminar for the Youth will be
works in cast aluminum, held at the First
Baptist
painting, intaglio, em- Church at 6 p.m. with Bill and
broidery, weaving, and mixed
Marian Lee of Hattiesburg,
media.
-Miss., as leaders. ReserThe exhibit was organized
vations should be made by
by Roberta Williams, Director Thursday,Jan. 3.
of the Junior Art Gallery in
HOSPITAL PATIENT
, Mary Miller of Hardin was Louisville. Ms. Williams tried
Winter Horse Show, spondismissed Dec. 26 from the to illustrate the variety of sored by the New Providence
Marshall County Hospital, backgrounds of Kentucky's Riding Club, will start at 4
Black Artists ' when she p.m. at the West Kentucky
Benton.
selected the show. The artists Livestock
Show
and
range from naive, .with no Exposition Center, College
formal training, to full time Farm Road.
....PADUCAH PATIENT
Allen Kelso of Murray has professionals.
been dismissed from the
The exhibit includes pieces
Oaks Couples Bridge is
Western Baptist Hospital, by three artists of the Purchase Area - Elliott Jordan, scheduled at 7:30 p.m. with
Paducah.
who attended Murray State Norman and Carolyn Lane as
University, Clifford Harrison the host couple.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Morton II, formerly of
Dismissed recently from
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Paducah, and Miss George
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Foree, a life long Purchase Free and Accepted Masons
was Mrs. Hubert Bell of
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
resident.
Hardin.
The Paducah Art Guild hall.
Gallery is located in the north
+1413sminsOs
end of the old- city Market
HOSPITAL PATIENT
-Noose,-at--Seennd----alid
4Keeey. -1--hggins
dismissed Broadway. ,It is open to the
Hardin
was
Lourdes_ public free of charge from 12-4
recently
from
through
Tuesday
p.m.
Hospital,Paducah.
Saturday and 1-5 p.m.Sunday..
The Gallery is closed on
Mondays. '

NORTH
41 7 4 2
•K Q 7
* K 65 3
•A K4

1-3-A

EAST
East saw little hope to WEST
•K 8 •
beat today's seemingly •Q 9 5
•9
•J 10 8 5 3
impregnable game. Never- •10684722
•A Q 4
theless, instead of giving up 464
+752
in despair, East took his
SOUTH„
only chance and the reward
•A J 1063
was jqst compensation for
•A
the imaginative defense.
*J 9
41 QJ 1098
East won the first trick
with his diamond queen and
wondered where the defense
might find four tricks. He
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
could see two diamond South. The bidding:
tricks and, possibly, West
might have the ace of South West North East
hearts. In that case, South •
Pass 2 NT Pass
Pass
Pass 34
surely would have the rest 3,
Pass Pass Pass
for he would have had a bet- 4•
ter trump suit to justify his
Opening lead: Diamond
opening bid. If so, a winning
trump finesse would land deuce
the game.
into the fourth defensive
With no future in playing trick and-the defenders had
West for the ace of hearts. found a sterling defense.
East decided to play West
for a crucial holding in
trumps. But, even- if one
looks at all four hands, it is
Bid with Corn
difficult to spot the winning
South holds: 1-3-13
defense. .
Here's how East laid, the
40-A-.1 1063
groundwork to get a plus
IV A
After winning the dia•J9
mond queen, East continued
1098*QJ
with the ace and another.
South North •
dummy winning the' king
I.-. I NT
• while declarer enjoyed a
2*
2 NT
worthless discard. A trump
was led to declarer's 10 and
West's queen and a fourth
ANSWER: Three clubs.
round of diamonds landed a
Completes the distributional
knockout blow.
picture and leaves the final
East uppercutted with the
decision to North.
king . of trumps and South
-- Send bridge questions to The Aces.
was forced to overruff with
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
his ace. This -Maneuver proWith sell-addressed. stamped envelope
moted West's trump nine
for reply

Al-A-l'hon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholis and for information
call 437-1229.
Sunday, Jan.6
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C.
McLemore will be honored on
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Churchfrom
2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests
that guests not bripg gifts. .
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Edwards will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary at their lame- on
Almo Route 1 from 2 to 5 p.m.
The Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints (The
Mormons)invites the public to
an open- house- at the new
chapel, 520 South 16th Street,
Murray,from 4 to 7 p.m.
The Rev. and Mrs. Earl
Warford will be honored at a
reception at the First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall,
Murray, from 2to 4 p.m. Rev.
Warford has retired as
director ,of missions for the
River
Baptist
Blood
Association, sponsor of the
reception. The public is invited.

Fr/t ter Tennis
Le ue Play
Be Monday
1
The Winter Tennis League
will meet Monday, Jan. 7, at
9:30 a.m. at the Murray High
School Tennis Courts to go to
the Kenlake Tennis Center to
play at 10 a.m.
Lineups are as follows:
Hogancamp,
Andrea
Jeanetta Williams, Shelia
Farmer,and Sue Overbey.
Rainey Apperson, Janet
Frousden, Geogianna Moffitt,
and Agnes Payne.
Brenda Marquardt, Joni
Billington, Shirley Homra,
and Penny Cappoe-k.
Peggy Billifigton, Lynn
Stout, Carol Boaz, and Lillie
Johnson.
Substitutes will be Patsy
Miller or Patsy Oakley.

The Bamboo garden is
pleased to announce thatNancy Diuguid, bride elect of'Richard Stanford has selected
her stainless from our
bridal registry
The

ACESTRA G CORN, JR.

It certainly is wrong to
despair; and if despair is
wrong, hope is right
-John Lubbock.

Saturday, Jan. 5
Square and Round Dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.

The first true skyscraper
using a steel skeleton for
kupport was the Home
Insurance Company Building,
built in Chicago in 1885.

Bamboo Garden
753-0317

1914 Coldwater Rd.

n
rt coLaclie6 Spa
Jilare Wo"

erian aacher
.gigure World cEacke3 Spa

is pleased to an-

nounce the addition of -Rrian aacher Of
Murray.to their professional staff of exercise councilers.
..74a4er will be available by appointment at the spa, for complete
physical examinations and cardiovascular
stress tests.t9ure

Wor/c1adteó
Opening Jan. 3

Spa
214N.15th

73-4121
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The first baby of 1970 in Calloway
County was Don Bradley Willoughby,
whose parents are Donald and Wilma
Willoughby. He was born Jan. 1 at 11:55
p.m.. at the Murray-Calloway County.
Hospital.
The body of Toy lenning, Murray
flyer, will be returned to Murray in one
of Its Lenning Flying Service planes
with Hamp Erwin of Murray as pilot as
soon as the body is released by the
Federal Aviation Administration at
Crossville, Tenn., where he died in an
airplane crash on Dec. 23.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ada
Elizabeth Gargus,87, and W. A. Laster.
William Ralph Oliver, sort of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Oliver of Murray Route 7,
has been, awarded the Doctor of
Philosophy Degree at Iowa State
University.
Births reported include a girl,
Amanda Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Sims,and a boy,Gregory James, to Mr.
and Mrs. James F. Miller, both on Dec.
30.
Rainfall for the year 1969 was 8.32
inches above the normal fall, according
to John Ed Scott, local weather observer. He said total snowfall was 13.94
inches With 4.80 in January, 2.54 in
February, and 6.60 in December.

Letters To The Editor

Asks Support For Coach
To The Editor:
On November 16, 1979, Coach Stan
Outland waa told by Mr.Ainley, Principal of Calloway County High School,
and Dr. Rose, Superintendent of
Education, that a recommendation
would be made to the school board that
he not be rehired as head football
coach. A "lack of communication" was
given as the prevailing reason.
Coach Outland came to Calloway
County High School with outstanding
qualifications as a football coach. In
1976 he was selected "Teacher of The
Year" in Henry County, Tennessee. He
was given this honor for his work with
his co-workers and students in
Academic and Physical Education. He
was given a Letter of Commendation
from Grove Junior High School, Paris,
Tennessee, for his outstanding
initiative in developing the Physical
Education program and his work with
the community in raising funds and
support for the athletic program. They
cited his greatest contribution to Grove
Junior High School was his influence
with the students as a friend and
counselor, his personal interest in the
problems of individual students, while
tirelessly working to better the physical
education program. Coach Outland
received a Commendation from
Emerson Electric, Paris, Tennessee,
for his community activities and the
additional hours he worked for the
conununity and school that are not
required by mandatory "teacher"
functions.
The "lack of communication" is not
the fault of Coach Outland. He communicates very well with the students.

He has worked tirelessly developing the
football program. He, sir the Varsity
Team, has not had the support of the
administration. The Varsity Team was
not shown the courtesy of a locker room
visit after a football game by Mr.
Ainley, Principal, or Mr. Nix, Vice
Principal. The Jaycee's wanted to have
a football banquet for the Varsity
Team. That was also vetoed.
We are proud and pleased with the
work Coach Outland has done in
establishing a football program at
Calloway. We feel the players do not
have the experience to start running
football coaches through the High
School the way they do basketball
coaches. We would like for Coach
Outland to remain at the school and
continue to build the program.
The Businesses, Civic Organitations
and people have put a lot of money and
time in the football program. We asked
for your help to establish the program.
We are now asking you, and all the
people in Calloway County for your
support to preserve the football
program at Calloway County High
School.
Board of Education
Walter Byars, Chairman 492-8245
Ferrell Miller 435-4372
Lubie Parrish 753-7319
Billy Joe Kingins 436-2624
Jerry Overby 436-2454
You may also call the representatives
of the Committee to Preserve The
Football Program.
Mayme Bryan 753-3259
Jane McCuiston 753-6649
.T,c. Hargrove .S.3-3815
Signed: Mayme E. Bryan

Park Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board and the Parks &
Recreation Department, I would like to
take this opportunity to express our
appreciation to those who contributed
to this year's "Christmas In The Park."
The response shown by the Civic
Clubs and local merchants toward this
program exhibits exceptional civic
pride and concern. In only its second
year, this year's spectator count
revealed a large increase. During the

(IR AFCErIr
,-3

twenty-night period of "Christmas In
The Park," thirty three thousand five
hundred (33,500) people toured the
lighted displays.
Those we wish to express our deepest
gratitude to are: Murray lions Club,
Kiwanis Club, Beta Sigma Phi, MurrayCalloway County Jaycees, Murray
Rotary, Fraternal Order of Police,
Calloway County Homemakers,
Murray Woman's Club, Tau Phi
Lambda, Loyal Order of The Moose,
Scott Drugs, Wholesale Electric,
Murray Lumber, Pickens Electric,
Murray Art Guild, and the Murray
State Art Department.
Based on the support and cooperation
of those mentioned above, we will
continue our endeavor to expand and
promote "Christmas In The Park" as a
part of Murray's Christmas Season.

----- •
Gary P. Homan
Parks Director

Garrott's Galley

By M. C. Garrott
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Business Mirror

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
In a time when rising oil prices have
forced many Americans to stop driving
automobiles as often or as far as in the
past, it is interesting to recall that 75
years ago, the motorcar was considered a plaything of the rich.
No less a champion of the people than
Woodrow Wilson declared in 1907 that
"nothing has spread socialistic feeling
in this country more than the use of the
automobile."
Wilson, the president of Princeton
University at that time, added that to
most simple workers and farmers the
motorist was "a picture of the
arrogance of wealth, with all its independence and carelessness."
Perhaps, if (rather whenj oil prices
reach outrageous levels, this image of
the irresponsible motorist will return?
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An all time high_..of 112 seleetees -were called. up..fgr JAY..
1942, and another on September 30 when ,99 men were subjected
to induction., Effective November 22 gasoline would be rationed
in Calloway County with allowance slightly under four gallons per_
car a week. Prices of all commercial products were frozen at
prevailing prices. Rents also were ordered back to prevailing
levels as of March 1..
The county jail located at North 4th Street at Walnut was
dismantled after 'being used since the incorporation of the town.
The new jail was constructed on the third floor of the court house
at the southwest corner of the building. Predictions were earls'
forecast that the new jail was more undesirahlp than the old jail
which had been condemned by grand juries for 30 consecutive
_years. The old jail was barbaric and an insult to a compassionate i
humankind. The-tiew jail was a disgrace -to the-eounty-eoutt-heuse,
Fire destroyed the old Peoples Bank Building•ht the corner of
North 5th Street at Main, -Oot. 20, 1942. The building. had been
used as a hotel, library, printing shop, professional offices, photo
gallery and three banking institutions since its construction in about
1890. The fir+ got underway at 7:30 o'clock in a north wing
passageway on the second floor where storage and offices were
located. Subsequently, it was believed with reasonable assurance
the fire was started by a German arsonist, blazing from a trail of fires
leading -through southern Illinois and into western Kentucky, using
highly volatile chemicals that thwarted firemen efforts to. contain
the conflagration. A Mayfield fire unit assisted in -controlling the
fire that threatened 'other buildings.
_ Pvt. Leland W. Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Thompson.
former residents of Hymon where Pvt. Thompson was born, ‘k,,,
killed at Camp Forrest, Tenn., Aug. 30, 194.2, when a srna' II truck
overturned. Leland was a resident of Buchanan, Tenn., but enlisted
in the army in Illinois. Another son of the former Callowayans,
Pvt, Vernon B. Thompson. died from wounds he received at Iwo
Jima, Japan, March 8, 1945. Like his brother, Vernon was a *wive
of Calloway. Both boys died in service before attaining their nineteenth birthdays.

To Be Contfnued

hollering the students were doing.
Then, as the blindfold was taken
away, he saw the money. He held his
seat while Charlie, at the microphone,.
described what he was to do. He could
keep all the dollar bills he could pick up
in 30 seconds.
- Then Charlie blew a whistle, and Ike
took off, grabbing at dollar bills. Thirty
seconds later, he was whistled to a stop,
but by then he had 649 clutched in his
hands and a grin as wide as a barn gate
on his face. The crowd loved it as much
as Ike did.
+++
few nights later, Charlie sprung his
second halftime surprise- this time an
offer of merchandise prizes for a
successful half-court shot. To select the
lucky contestant, he used the game
program.
Secreted among its pages were
-certain numbers, and when the lucky
one was announced, Mike Cappock, a
17-year-old senior at Murray High
School, had it. Mike is the son of
William and Penny Cappock, 2115
Gatesboro Circle.
Summoned to the center circle by
Coach HaaJt, Mike was told to take one
"warmup".- shot at the south goal from
mid-court. His shot came close,
bouncing off the rim.
Then he was shown something like
MOO in merchandise - donated by local
merchants -'and told that it all would
be his if he could sink a shot from midcourt. If he missed, several of the items
would be taken away, but he would be
permitted to shoot again from a few
latinearv_thtgoal for the remaining.
prizes.
He wasn't to go away empty-handed,
however. He would be permitted to
move closer to the goal each time he

-.-

missed until he would surely hit one
from right under it. Each miss, though,
would cost him prizes.
+++
Mike's first shot fell inches short of
the rim, and, sure enough, Coach Haak
took-bideseV-ere orlhe prizes, tavtng
a beautiful down sleeping bag,tent, a
camp stool and a knapsack, all contributed by Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods.
This time Mike didn't miss. His shot
fit only the bottiid-the basket from
about_ 30 feet out. And, home he went
with. the--16ii Thiec
-es" of camping
equipment, valued at something like
$75.
-.- —
So, you won't want to leave your seat(
during hallitime at a Racer game this
season. You might miss something, as
Charlie has something special planned
for each home game - either the dollar
grabs or something like the mid-court
shots.
He also has lined up a 19-inch color
television set from Security Federal
Savings and Loan for a successful midcourt toss at all the home Ohio Valley
Conference games.
Dakota Feed SC Grain has popped for
several meals for two as prizes at other
games. North Side Shell will be pumping in 10 gallons of gasoline for each
home game; Pagliai's is pitching in
eight pizza dinners for two: and Dennison & Hunt have contributed some
sporting goods merchandise.
From what we've seei'R of the
basketball Racers so far, they're going
to be an exciting team to watch this
season,egilitio,*nen Gary Hooker is
in the lineup, and Charlie is going to
make the half times just as exciting.
It should be some season!

By John Cunniff

The President
_ - And Inflatio_n,
• NEW YORK (AP)
With still
another red ink, potentially inflationary
budget expected by Jan. 29, political
critics of the president will be asking
what ingredients make up his antiinflation program.
Existing programs have failed to
make much of an impression, judging
by an inflation rate that is epected to
exceed 13 percent for 1979 and to
remain in double digits through most of
1900.
Interest rates too are widely forecast
to remain at roughly the rate of inflation, and probably to rise even
higher before any sustained correction
locks itself into place.
Savings have withered under the heat
of inflation, and the official U.S.
savings rate is now only 5 percent or so,
the lowest for any of the major trading
nations. People are burdened with
credit payments.
A recession is scheduled, too. And
while some economic traditionalists
say the pain must be endured before the
patient can again enjoy health, workers
aren't accepting it. Their take-home
pay has been shrinking.
The administration's Pay Advisory
Committee has so far failed to agree on
a level of pay increase acceptable for
1980.
If no decision is reached the impact
might reverberate It could, for
example, add to the feeling that inflation and other economic matters are
beyond the administration's ability to
cope with•
•
Dollar-watchers will continue to offer
their opinion of the currency by advising people to get out of paper and
into gold, silver, diamonds - commodities of limited supply and
seemingly unlimited demand.
Republican opponents can be ex-
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The Racer Basketball Ha!fumes
To Be As Exciting As The Games
How would you like to open your eyes
to find dollar bills scattered all over a
basketball court and then be told that
you could keep as many of them as you
could pick up in 30 seconds?
_Not a bad
_
deal!
That happened to Ike Tsitlor, a
Murray State freshman from Fulton at
one of the Racers' first scheduled home
basketball game of the 1979-80 season
and played before Christmas.
The stunt was the brain-child of
Charlie Hank, one of Ron Greene's
assistant coaches and a newcomer to
the staff. Charlie had gone to Peoples
Bank and got them to provide the dollar
bills - 100 of them.
Then he put the names of all the
men's residence halls on campus in a
hat, shook them up and drew one out.
Richmond Hall was the one drawn. It
has four floors, so this time Charlie put
four numbers in the hat - 1, 2, 3 and 4.
This time the number I came out - the
first floor.
Then Charlie put a number into the
hat for each room on the first floor of
Richmond Hall and drew again. Room
106 came out. That was Die's room, but
he had a roommate, Troy Kahl of
Louisville. To decide which of the two
would get the chance at the money.
Charlie then flipped a coin.
Alphabetically, l.ahl was given heads
and Ike tails. It came up tails. Ike was
the winner', but, of course, he had no
idea all this was going on.
When his name was called at the
game, he went down to the floor and sat
apprehensively ih,a chair at mid-court
while a blindfold was put over his eyes.
Then the, money was scattered about
the floor. He couldn't imagine what was
going on from all the hooting and

11 ,
tit'
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pected to hammer away at the
rationale of the so-called windfall
profits tax, seeking to convince voters
that what it is called a tax on oil companies will be paid for by them.
The OPEC defense, blaming the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Companies for domestic inflation, is
challenged by economists every day. In
debate, it isn't likely to retain much
credibility.
There are plenty of economic issues,
many of which involve the wallet.
The Carter people won't be without
ammunition, being able to point to a
high 1?.vel of job-creation, low unemploymiint and prosperity.
The C-ouble for Carter is that many
people haven't perceived his years as
good times. While people bolisht in
record amounts, for example, they
repeatedly indicated they lacked
financial security and confidence.
People have jobs, but the polls
suggest that people don't enjoy the
security of having jobs. People apparently have had money with which to
buy things, but they've been inclined
also to aPrnphasize the high price of
goods arid the depleted condition of
their wa:lets.
At a time of incredible economic
extremes, there's no lack of debatable
issues. 1
The debate to date, it seems, will be a
debate.

Bible- Thought
I have looked upon my people,
because their cry is come unto me.- 1
Samuel 9:16,
Thes ear of the Lord is always open
and attentive to the cry of His people.

Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis gave a
review of the accomplishments of the
city administration thus far and what
the goals for the coming years are at
the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He credited the administration
of former Mayor George Hart with the
initiation of some of the accomplishments.
Deaths reported include Ivy". Lyons,
_.tind Jim
67. Norton Cochran,
Strader, 80.
Arlie Lorimer is pastor of the Lone
Oak Primitive Baptist Church, located
on Murray Route 6.
-Judy Parker,____.
Murrelle Walker, Billie Wilson, Juanita
_Iiiiff,i)pt.Mahandro, Margaret Tielyiell,
Flo Wright, Gladys Etherton, and Essie
Caldwell had the top ten individual
averages in the Magic Tri Bowling
League at Corvette Lanes.
Mr. and Mrs. Hyland Darnell and
children of Cocoa, Fla., spent the
holidays with relatives here.
Johnson's Grocery has announced in
an ad that the firm will stop delivering
groceries to homes due to the increasing cost of this service.
3()
..Yeiirs
The search continued today for three
men who are missing after leaving
their home here early on Jan. 1 for a'
Kentucky Lake Duck Hunt. They are
Gene Slocum, Bob Healy, and
Talmadge Burkeen.
"Good news for the former prisoners
of war today. To receive benefit
payments," from column: "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
._ Births reported include a -boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Tipton Miller on Dec. 30 and a
girl to .Mr. and Mrs. David Nelson on
/

Miss Lillian Hollowell, English instructor at Murray State College, was
called to New York City at the expense
of Rinehart and Company to help
resolve some difficulties in connection
with the publication of the revised
addition of a book of Children's
Literature which is now in page proof.
Miss Charlene Orr, a student at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington,
spent the holidays with her mother,
Mrs. Laverne Orr. She, accompanied
by a group of friends, attended the
Orange Bowl football game at Miami,
Fla., on Jan. 2 with Kentucky losing to
Santa Clara.

I odav In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 3, the third
day of 1980. There are 363 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 3, 1959, Alaska became the
49th state.
On this date.
In
1777,
General
George
Washington's army routed British
regulars in the Battle of Princeton, N.J.
In 1961, the United States severed
relations with Cuba.
In 1967 Jack Riiby the' convicted
killer of Lee Harvey Oswald, died of
cancer.
In 1V74,' Kuwait reached agreement
with Gulf Oil and British Petroleum for
a 60 percent takeover of their
operations in the Persian Gulf state.
In 1977, the biggest loan in the 30-year
history of the International Monetary
Fund - almost $4 billion -- was made
to Britain.
Ten years ago, a Brazilian plane
hijacked by Brazilian revolutionaries
arrived in C'uba after stops in Peru and
Panama.
F,ve years ago, the recession
deepened as the government reported
the highest American jobless rate since
1962.
One year ago, Iran's new Prime
Minister, Shapour Bakhtiar, promised
a gradual dismantling of martial law,
and hinted that the shah would soon
leave Iran.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Ray
Milland is 73.
Thought For Today: Curses are like
processions. They return to the place
from which they came - Giovanni
Ruffini 11807-1881)
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Mine Worker Wears His Troubles On His Shirt
DRAKESBORO, Ky. tAP I
- Arthur "Smitty" Smith of
I irakesboro wears his troubles
on his sleeve,
"There's trouble in coal
country," his T-shirt says. For
Smith, 42, that's no joke.
He and 55 other mine
workers at Sinclair underground mine in Muhlenberg County lost their jobs
Deo,14 with little warning.

"They posted it (the layoff)
a day or two before the last
shift," Smith said. "I think
they only have to give 24 or 48
-hours' notice."

Smith said the effects of used to," he said. "That can rehired first when a job
off, and the construction locals 500 now waiting
being laid off sink in slowly. be rough for people living in a opening appears, according to
for jobs," would be close to 1,500.
or so," Gaston said. -Bill
have about 260 men on the Gaston said.
, "People 'who should know,
"One thing that happens is you small community."
seniority. "But who knows
people can starve to death in a
panel.
With
the
other
He said the number of men say the coal market will
comlose contact with your friends- A trip to Muhlenberg when that will be?" Smith
be
>ear,
and there's no reason for
panies,
it
looks pretty close to laid otf..during the past year back booming again
at the mine. .
County's two larger towns, said.
in a year it."
"They live all over - only Central City and Greenville,
He said he went from a
four or five live within 15 miles require 15 to 18-mile round takehome paycheck of $595
of here. And we only have one trips for Drakesboro's 900 every two weeks to an
union meeting a month."
residents.
unemployment check of $120 a
Smith said the miners who
week.
-That's a big cut. We'll
"We're just going to have to
lost their jobs continue to pay
cut things down to the start cooking those pinto
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
a small portion of their union minimum," said Smith,
who beans for supper, I guess.
dues to maintain health
do
to
us
nothing
"There's
for
said being laid off resembles
benefits.
the lean weeks of the 1978 but wait around until
"But there are a lot of things contract strike.
something breaks loose."
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
that just have to change. Gas
But union officials say they
Men who are laid off can
prices - I won't be able to
anything
little
chance
see
that
sign up for the mine's panel.
drive around as much as I Workers
on the panel will be will "break loose" sooh.
Tommy Gaston, president of
United Mine Workers of
America's District 23 in
Madisonville, said the union
has about 500 men on the
panel.
"The best we know,
and her 31-year-old aunt were unit at Bexar County
Hospital. Peabody has 212 people laid
accidental or deliberate.
Her aunt, Alice Alvarado,
Jeanette, whose legs are suffered a neck wound,
but
paralyzed due to a congenital was released Wednesday.
spinal cord disorder, received
"We really don't have any
a superficial gunshot wound to idea why the child
was shot.
the head just after midnight It's hard to tell _if
it was
SALE PRICES
Monday as she watched deliberate or accidental,
" said,
EFFECTIVE
fireworks with friends and Inspector Marion
Talbert.
relatives outside her grandPolice Lt. Robert Katz
TRU 1-6-80
mothers house.
earlier speculated that the
QUANTITY
Hospital officials, said. --shot might have been
ranWednesday'the girl had been domly fired by a New Year's.
RIGHTS
moved from the intensive care reveler.
RESERVED

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc. .
Now Has A LocalNumber
The Number To Call

National Easter Seal Poster
Child Wounded By Gunfire
SAN ANTONIO:Texas IAP)
- 1980 National Easter Seal
pester
chikl
Jeanette
Alvarado, wounded by gunfire
as she watched fireworks New
Year's Day, is improvineand
will continpe to represent the
society this year, officials say.
Police said Wednesday they
have not determined whether
the shootings of Jeanette, 8,

Crude Hikes Cause
Texaco To Up Prices

MORGANTOWN, Ky. tAP;
- A Morgantown mart
charged in connection with the
July 4 fire bombing of
NEW YORK ( AP;- Texaco home heating oil prices by„.14
Broadway I.iquors in Bowling
Green, was in fair condition at Inc. announced rapidly rising to 15 cents a gallon. But with
Bowling
Green-Warren crude oil costs had pushed its this increase, Texaco is "just
wholesale home heating oil catching up to everyone else"
County Hospital following a
prices up 6 cents a gallon, as in the industry, he said-.
__shooting incident.
"Several of the leading oilAccording_to. Buller. county . Mexico declared it was raising
-Sheriff James C. Phelps said the price
- Wits crude 30 per- exporting • - countries -have
raised crude oil prices
friaY,W414 .4.Vers, 44, was cent
,
--reSroactive to Nov. 1," Texaco
-re'ra o Abe nin'bn
found alone at his home about
8:45 a.m. CST, ,Wednesday. largest oil company, raised its said, adding,"other increases
State. police are investigating price to an average of 73 cents have been made by various
'a gallon effective Jan.L1 and OPEC members either before,
the shooting.
or after" the
Aye'rs-was recently indicted announced the -move Wed- during
Organization of Petroleum
by a federal grand jury in nesday.
The increase was the first Exporting Countries' recent
Louisville on two counts of
in
Caracas,
since
last fall, when Texaco's meeting
fraud or an attempt to defraud
an insurance company by average wholesale price in its Venezuela.
The increases boosted the
mail, one count of second 43-state marketing area was
degree arson and one count of 67 cents a gallon. Texaco average price of a 42-gallon
spokeswoman Marilyn barrel of OPEC oil from $22 to
conspiricy.
Also indicted in the incident Povotador said the wholesale $26 and have resulted in recent
was Timothy F. Flaherty, 36, price increase probably would gasoline price increases by
several companies of 1 cent to
of Portland, Maine, on a be passed on to consumers.
Vincent Sgro,,editor of the 6 cents a gallon.
charges of second degree
On the spot market, home
arson. The two men are to industry., newspaper Oil
appear Feb. 11 in U.S. district Buyers Guide, said retailers heating oil sold Wednesday for
typically mark up wholesale 80 cents a gallon, down from 85
court at Bowling Green.
cents last week and around $1
last fall when worries over
Iranian oil supplies sent
buyers scurrying for supplies.
Mexico, meanwhile, announced Wednesday night that
it was raising the base price
for its crude oil price to $32 a
barrel, up from $24.60, and
;aid
ght'ratse-because of the "uncertain
situation in the world pertroleum market."
Mexico is not a member of
OPEC, but traditionally keeps
its prices close to those of
OPEC members. Mexico exports about
440,000 barrels of oil a day to
the United States, which
imports about 8 million
barrels daily from all sources.

CREST TOOTHPASTE
WAVE MAN

ite

REGULAR-MENTHOL-LEMON/LIVE-COCONUT

CHLORASEPTIC
SORE THROAT ANTISEPTIC
REGULAR OR CHERRY FLAVOR
Fast! 60Z. LIQUID

LISTERINE
OR

LISTERMINT
MOUTHWASH
SORE

$138

Just Arrived
New Shipment of

LOTION

Boy's Overalls

Relief

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

JERGENS
RED ULIR-EXTRA DRY SKIN
1001.

$138

Sore

THROAT
PA!N

Personna
Double Edge"

$128

886

jP
1 ERSONNA

S1111-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

DOUBLE-EDGE
BLADES

Sizes 1-6

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

DRY IDEA
ROLL-ON
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SCENTED-UNSCENTED
2.501

$196

EFFERDENT
DENTURE CLEANSER

Phis
Oki
Medicine
1,7

HEAD & SHOULDERS

SHAMPOO
It's got a delicious new crust. It's crisp on the
outside and light on the inside 'cause it's baked
in the pan. Sicilian style.
A tasty sauce and your favorite toppings
covered with 100% Mozzarella
cheese makes it even better.

7 OZ. LOTION
OR
41I7 TUBE

LABEL

—

OR
702 TUB

938

HAnKSCRAFr
by Gerber

VAPORIZERS &
AUTOMATIC HUMIDIFIERS
$1 988
YOUR CHOICE I ft

MODEL 5595-2-gal capacfly, provides up to 24 hours
of soothing steam
MODEL 240 — Large (1.6-gal.) capacity
delivers steady flow of cool
vapor for
12 to 20 hours. Has directional
nozzle
and output regulator. New 2-tone
de-'
sign In sturdy break-resistant
poiystyrene U' approved. Motor
sell-lubri, .
cated.

Offer good on reenlist menu prices
Oyu Jan 15th
One coupon
per party per vault ye participating
Pius Hut' restaurants

NewSidlianlanlizza
•.t.. ••,.• 1 20 rent

PAC
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Auburn Coach Call Loss To No.2 UK'No Mistake'
B)
SHEA R ER
"I think the kid is a super
AP Sports 11 flier
player and he made a great
-It wasn't a mistake that shot."
beat us," Coach Sonny Smith
It propelled Kentucky to its
of Auburn said Wednesday
12th
consecutive victory *ince
night after his Tigers came
-within an eyelash of upsetting an opening loss to No. 1 Duke
and enabJed the Wildcats to
second-ranked Kentoeky.
' "It was a great player that - escape the upset bug on the
beat us," Smith added after first night of full league actwo-time All-Southeastern tivity for the 10 SEC schools.
Conference guard Kyle Macy
The biggest shocker came at
sank a 25-foot shot , at the Nashville where Vanderbilt
buzzer to give the Wildcats a handed fourth-ranked
65-63 victory. ,
Louisiana State. the defending
"We knew *hat Macy was SEC champion and preseason
- going to try to do," Smith said. favorite, a 77-66 shelling

behind a 29-point performance
by Mike Rhodes.
Florida, which had lost II
straight' conference games,
upset Georgia 57152 and
Tennessee, also ranked
among the league's elite,
escaped with 'a 66-65 victory
over Mississippi When the
Rebels' Jarnalvy was off the
mark on (field goal attempt
with only five seconds left in
the game.
The only game that really
followed the expected script
saw Rickey Brown pour in 30'
points and snare ).9 rebounds

Crimson Tide Rolls On;
Voted Top Team By AP
By The Associated Press
Time marches on, but the
Alabama Crimson Tide rolls
along in the same place —
No.1 in The Associated Press
final college football poll for
the second year in a row. _
Alabama won the. national
championship following the
bowl garoes last-year,he2r in
Southern California in a hotly
disputed vote. This year'S
balloting, also seriously
_challenged on'the West Coast.
finished with Alabama No.1
and Southern Cal again in hot
pursuit. .
Coach
Bear Bryant's
Crimson T1tf6 •received '45
outright first-place votes to 20
for Southefn Cal from a
nationwide panel of 67 sportf
writers and broadcasters
Wednesday. Two voters split
their ballot between Alabama
and Southern Cal, giving the
Crimson Tide 46 first-place
votes to 21 for the Trojans.

Oklahoma finished third for championship — all under
the second straight year, Bryant — since The AP poll
followed by Ohio State and began in 1936.
The Tide received all 21
Houston.
Alabama began New Year's firstplace ballots from voters
Day in second place, 11-2 points in the South, 21-2 of the 12
behind top-ranked Ohio State ballots in the West, seven of
and 8k2 points ahead of No.3 eight in the Southwest. nine of.
Southern Cal. But the Crimson 16 in the Midwest and 61-2 of 10,
Tide, the only major college to in the East.
iinich wi,t, . a perfect _ 12.-0
The 66-year-old _ Bryant
record. convincingly beat a college football's winningest
pesky Arkansas team, 21-9, in active coach with 296 victories, said he was "highly
the Sugar Bowl.
Then in the Rose Bowl, pleased, but,not surprised" at
Southern Cal, which had a tie the final rankings "because I
with Stanford as the only thought all along we had a
blemish
its record, good chance of finishing first.
squeaked by Ohio State 17-16.
I decided not to worry about it
In totat points7--Alabahic;" One warirTheother"
received,1,317 out of a possible
Robinson. who said after the
1.340, while Southern Cal had Rose Bowl that he considered
1,289. In contrast to the final his Trojans No.1, said Wedregular season 'poll, when nesday: "Certainly, as you
eight voters kept Alabama out look over this year and 'last,
of the top three, only two the two best teams in the
board members had the Tide country are Alabama and
as low as third 'this time. It USC. We'd have been happy if
was Alabama's fifth national someone voted us No.1, but I
can't be angry if someone
voted Alabama No.1."
Oklahoma, 11-1-0, moved
from fifth to third after
routing previously unbeaten
Florida State 24-7 in the
Orange
Bowl Tuesday,,
totalling
1,163
points.
"Alabama definitely should be
the national champion and
Southern Cal No.2," said
Western Pleasure, Pleasure Oklahoma Coach Barry
Saddle or Slow Rack-Open, Switzer.
Ohio State, 11-1-0, finished
Open_13arre1l Race, Junior
13arrelLs for riders 16 years fourth with 1,160 points, while
and- wider.,Style-Rack4Open),- Houston, 11-1,-0.,_ 1744. cotton_
Open Flag Race to be run on Bowl winner over_ Nebraska,
and off fence, Ladies Barrett jumped from eighth to fifth.
Florida State and Pitt1Race,Araining Barrel] Race,
Figure 8 Speed Race, Open sburgh, both 11-1-0, were sixth
Speed Race (one barrel), and seventh, respectively,
by
Arkansas,
Best Rider, and Women's followed
Nebraska and Tennessee.
Western Pleasure.
The Second,- Ten had
Admission at the gate will
be $1 per person for each one Washington. Texas, Brigham
Baylor,
over six years of age. For Young,
North
information persons may call Carolina, Auburn, Temple,
Michigan, Indiana and Pe..ii
492-8572 or 492-8791.
State.

Third Winter Horse
Show To Be Held
Saturday At Center
The third Winter Horse
Show, sponsored by the New
Providence Riding Club, will
be held Saturday, Jan. 5,
--startirig-st4
st, the-West Kentuck y Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Faert Road, Murray.
Sixteen classes will be
featured, according to club
officials. They include the
following:
Open Halter, Fox Trot
(Open), Open Pole Bending,
Junior Pole Bending for riders
16 years and' under, Open

as Mississippi State downed
for the Tigers.
Alabama 80-66.
Valid). shot 70 percent from
The action left Mississippi the field in
the second half to
State and Tennessee atop the destro)
ISU, using a 22-11
standings with 3-0 records, spurt to build
a commanding
onehalf game ahead of 51-10 lead midway
through the
Kentucky's 2-0 mark.
period.
-I've been coaching for a
The liengals, who carried an
long time —24 years;in fact — 8-0 overall mark
into the
and I've never been prouder of game, got 30 points
fiom Rudy
a team," Smith said, who saw Macklin.
his team build a 10-point lead
••We couldn't get anything
in the first half. "1 thought we going front the very
beginning
did a hell of a job."
and going the first seven
The Tigera caught the mihutes without a
basket
Wildcats
between
an really hurt us," said Coach
emotional victory over Notre Dale Brown of ISU.
Dame last Saturday and a
-This has to rank as one of
bout this Saturday against the all-time low performanc
es
archrival Tennessee.
for a ISU team since I've been
"It Was just like we .here," Brown added.
"They
dreamed it would be, like outplayed us in every
aspect
everybody warned us it would of the
tZalne•be, and it turned out just that
•'1 don't think many people
way," said Coach Joe B. Hall thought we could win
this ball
of Kentucly.
game,- said Coach Richard
-I do not understand it ( the Schmidt of Vandy.
"We went
letdown 1." Hall added. "It has I o a zone defense in
the second
happened every year. I guess half and it realy worked
and I
it will happen from now on."' was realy proud of
our kids
Macy led Kentucky with 21 because they
dedicated
points, 17 in the second half. themselves
to
playing
Rich Valavicius and freshman defense."
Darrell Lockhart each had 14
Howard Wood, Tennessee's
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Money Market Certificates
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6 Months
(182 days)

11.88%

AGREEMENT POLICY

3 FREE ANALYSES...

•

$

7th and Main
753-7921
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715 So. 12th St.
3-1214
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FREE ADJUSTMENT. FREE
PARTS REPLACEMENT ...
if any Of these check-up* indicates the
need for any adjustments or part replacements that were part Of the Origin& tuneup. Goodyear will make the adiustment or
rldlacement free of charge

UPETIME• LIMITED

WS. cars
Additional parts and
'nukes WT. if needed
Lifetnne Al lard as
yeti. the engine'
own the car
porchadr.
Mods or 'mused.
U S auto car
tions • Covered
upon failure d1/0 to specificaworkmanship. blowouts,
fnahlfnell.
nill or
be mama of
mists** Or accident) wear (Cannot

Inwraaleil 1111 In er Leal mien. sealant awes Int

Front-End Alignment-Your Choice

Lube & Oil Change

WARRANTED
50 DAYS... OR
3,000 NILES
WHICHEVER
CONES FIRST

$588
,
Cludef Ift) to fiV. Quarts
-lief brand 10130 oil.
".) I niter erns It needed

f $3 88
vc. ., ,

9

Warr.
$
15
88

LIFETIME•
ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

pay we, from Men on, we'ii
align your car's front end at no charge.
every 5,000 miles or whenever it's needed
- for as long es you own your car No
proamins 'Wham% No fooling

1 Ar.

•Front-End Alignment and FREE tire roretton Parts and additional services also' if needed
tour Woe • Set caster, camber, and foe to proper alignment • Inspect suspension and steering • inspect and rotate all
systems
Most U.S. cars •'omega cars at our-eptlea • Front wheel drtv• and Venire*, extra
*UPIT1Mt ALIGNMENT
Foras long as you own your car, we will recheck and align the front end. if needed.
every
whenever needed Valid only at the Goodyear Service Store where purchsied Offer does6 months or 5,000 miles — or
not
Ores and/or parts that become wont or damaged Agreement void if service work affecting the COVW the replacement Of
alignment la performed
by any Other outlet

• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks
'•
• Please call for appointment

WINTER RETREAD PAIRS!
With Deep-Biting Tread Lugs For Traction
When You Need It!

"44401'.
IM04%.
4%0

2 for

2.for

2 for

2 for

2 36 44 52

4%
•.

Choose 6 05-14.
A78-13 or5 80-IS

C78-14 Of D78-14

E711-14

F70.1I 078.15
H78-15 orJ78-/5

P:ackwall prices Add 200 to 664 FET per Ire, depending on
sire no trade needed
(Construction may be b as ply Or bias-belted.)

Goodyear

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE

Revolving

Charge
AcCnt int

Use any of Ihnse 7 other ways to buy Our Own Cuslornoi
CrrAit Plan • Master Charge • Visa • American Express
Card •
Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

carte

• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZE
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE WARRANTY
NATIONWIDE
wpARANTI&Ail Goodyear Service Is warranted for at least 90 ear 3,000 miles, whichever Comet IWsI — many services, Much longer. If warranty service or
ever required, go to
Goodyear. Service Store where the original work was performed. isand
fix it, free
however, youie more than SO miles from the original store, go to anywe'll
of Goodyear's
1400 ssrvIco Stern nationwide.

Store Manager Mormon Nageilere

721 So. 12th

DE
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WARRANTY

CHARGE IT ON YOUR GOODYEAR CAR CARD!

4.000,41/1/1
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oodyear Muffler

.Drain and replace transmission fluid • Install new
pan gasket • Replace
transmission filter, when
equipped • Adjust linkage
and bands, where applicable•Most U.S. cars,some
imports

4-1111IIII. MUIR Inst., newt
2.1151.11. fleet DISC: i^s'a
Wilke iining, lii 4 wneeis
pads I^
grease seals
new front brake
• New front Prams
Resurface
• Re
grease seals•
...et Pa • Reteriacebearings • la.
rotors • Repack front
front
pack
a•
c.V•pers
inspect
bilanngs•
system •
hydraulic
idea
ydra.iiic system • Add ns-s
Ard fluid
(does not include rear *ate c Datum, Toyota, VW
• Mbst U S cars 7:st
window'
, cedes ant.
alas,
liarraatal 12 amen a 12,00

Just Say
'Charge It'
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ADD 53 PER TIRE!
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PROTECT YOUR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

fartylfltbdrawal Requires a Substantial Interest Penalty

•••••

11,YEAR
STORES

Any time within one year of your tune-up
take your invoice and free engine analysis
certificate back to the ftore that per
formed the tune-up. and Goody•ar will
provide an electronic analysis free of
charge. up to 3 separate analyses!

Brake Service-

Feder& Regulations prohibit compounding at interest on this type °mount

';*

YMIMMOMMISM.A414I,'

4688 $A088

DISTANCE
MAINTAIN STOPPING

$10,000 Minimum
Rate Effective
Jail. 3,thru Jan.9

Murray
Murray
FSLIC
South
Downtown
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Sayings 111 Loan Assn.

:jZt.M1•2111E'S. .

4010"
.
'

srstemil • Install new
• Check charging and
• Set dwell and timing to recommended specs •
points and COndenker • fur -r. midi • Install nen
Lubricant and check chats, *dant es required • Athirst
*ark plugs
carburetor
Additional darts and 1010[0S extra If nmeed
Electronic ign,tion Pour'
sndenser are no! rt.:Allred Air gap Is set when, reetifired..3110trect $4 ter cars
with electronic ignition

Under this special service policy C.
will tune your car electronically ioliowing
the 7-point checklist shown 'ere And
present you with a 'Free Engine Analysis'
certificate good for cne yea' ff ',in the
date of the tune-up

•

Hard
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avers
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••14JC

7-POINT TUNE-UP $A188
Standard Ignition'

2/
1
2Year Variable Rate
Certificate of Deposit - daily compounding effective annual yield
10.958%. This rate effective for month
of January

The Murray State Racers return to action following the
break tonight when they host Missouri-St. Lows in
• Racer Arena.
Tip-off for the game is set for 7:30p.m.
Halftime entertainment will be.provided by the Little
Racers, a group of 20 youngsters in the first through
fourth grades, who will perform a ball-handling routine.
The Racers' season record is currently 5-3 with the
three losses corning on the road by a total of only five
points.
4
;,.• holiday

12-MONTH TUNE-UP

Daily compounding, effective annual
yield 5.65% - ydu earn interest from
dote of deposit to day of withdrawal

Deily Compounding. effective annual
yield 6 18%. Interest paid quarterly.

Racers To Return
To Action Tonight

AUTO SERVICE CENTER

Regular Passbook

90-Day Golden Passbook

defeat. Kent Looney, who Alabama, Florida at Auburn,
transferred from Alabama Vanderbilt at Georgia and
and sat out a season,faced his Mississippi State at LSU.
old teammates for the first AUBURN 1161
time and tallied 25 points. toddled 5 4-6 14, Valevklus 3 44 14,
Banks 0 04 0, Price 4 040 &Inger 454
Greg Grim added 15 for State. 1,
Card 2 0-1 4, Duce 0 04 0, Mundhord 0
Ken Johnson paced the 4-05, Carter 0 2-2 2, Polodacter 3 040.
Crimon Tide with 18 and Anthony 3 3-6 IL Totals M 13-3000.
ILENTIJCILY 1171
Eddie Phillips added 17.
Cowes I 04 12, Maned 3 3-2 4, Bowie
SEC teams are idle until I $4 13, Macy 5 34 11, Saddler 1 0-0 2.
Mindelleld 0 04 1, lAmter 01-3 1, Hord 2
Saturday when Kentucky 4-5
1, Verderber 104 2, Hurt 0 0-0 0
visits Tennessee for a Totals 26 Lt.ts 67
tialtUme—Aubstre 36, Lastucky 30
regionally televised en- Paged out—Banks, Wee
mad Boerne Te
counter. Other conference - tel feeke—Aubtud 11, Kentucky IS A25,415.
action has Ole Miss at
Ithowrotratitisetestrorr miromstrn,,

WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.

PROTECT MOW% PARTS-

Higher Interest Rates To All Savers

supersub, hit an eight-footer
with 57 seconds remaining to
giVe 'Tennessee the 66-65 lead,
and the Vols nailed down the
victory by rebounding Ivy's
missed shot in the closing
seconds.
Reggie Johnson led TennesAee with 23 points and John
Stroud Paced Ole Miss with 31.
"We slowed the tempo of the
game tonight to take advantage of our strength,"
Coach John Lotz said after
Florida ended its SEC losing
streak.
"When you're playing with
youngsters, yoti've got to
generate some cohesiveness
and we didn't do that," said
Coach Hugh Durham of
Georgia.. who had four freshmen and a sophomore on the
floor."We just made too many
crucial mistakes." --Reggie Hannah scored three
of his 20 points in the final 30
seconds to preserve the Gator
lead. Freshman Dominique
Wilkins led the Bulldogs with
22.
Brown got plenty of help as
Mississippi State handed
Alabama its third straight ,
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Goodyear Service Store
Store Nears: 7 a.m. lentil 6 p.m. Ilea.-Sat.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE _
'Sports
In Brief
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Basketball
Scores

IllyTIsedser istedPress
By The dwelled Press
COLLEGE
EAST
NEW YORK ) AP ) - The University of eb inoton 1.) 1
inatutiore U 68
Alabama won college football's national
'
Ai.,ett
,63 in..26 61
championship for the second year in a row.
Pittsburgh 62 Temple 55
beatIng outSouthern Califomia Oklahoma
F'rovalence 78 Massachusetts 011
Ohio Stine and Houston
Rider 18 St Juseph's. Pa 74
Alabama received 48 timepiece votes toll
St bonaventure 84. Stonehtli 77
forSoutheleCAlfrons nationwidepsneluf II7
Syracuse III. Cameos el
spirts enters and broadcasters In total
SOUTH
pieta Alabama received 1,317 of a possible
Clemson 10, N.Cazolina 76
1,341 while Southern Cal had LSI
Davidson 72, E. Tennessee 16
Oklahoma finished third for the second
Delaware 71. Glassboro St 59
straight season. billowed by Ohio State,
E Kentucky 70. NC-Wilmington 60
Houston. Florida State, Pittsburgh,
Florkis 57. Georgia 52
Arkansas. Netraska, and Purdue
Masud* St 10, Alabama 66
TENNIS
N Carolina St 113, E. Carolina la
MELBOURNE, Australia
AP) —
Rkhmond X,South Florida 64
Argantkia's Guillermo Vilma overwhelmed
Tennessee IS, kliaalasippi 45
Jahn &edit 74, 6.3,4
M
1OM
14_9_91901100
Tennessee Tech 106, St Mary's, Minn
straight Australian Open Tennis Championship
Vanderbilt 77, Louisiana Stile
LANDOVE,
ft Md. (AP, — Chris Evert
Virginia 54, Wake Forest 56
Lloyd crushed Australian Dianne
Va Commonwealth 75, NC-Chsrlatte 73
Frontholth 0-1, 114 while Tracy Austin • Virginia 63.
Mandell 12
defeated Wendy Turnbull 6-1,64 in the firth

mummer

round of theft:IMMO women's tennis series
Cent. Michigan 107. Defiance 84
championships.
Dayton V, Miami, Ohio 56
HOBART,Taamanlai AP)— Hank Pfister
DePaulIS,Mlaaoog-t79)
struggled to a 5-7, 6-3, 6-4 victory over
Jackson St 70, N Carolina AAT 67
Aearalla'slohnIntsgereldintheAustraism
Jacksonville Si, St. Francis, Pa 52
Hardcourt CharnPanolltts
Kent St. 63, E Michigan 62
BOWLING
Kentucky 87, Auburn 13
ALAMEDA. Calif)AP) — Ed Chelbon
Kansas St. 10, Long Beach St. 67
averaged 240 for his first ex games and the
MarqUitte 93, Cleveland St. 69
firstroundleadintheopeningtournarne nt,an
Toledo 82, Charleston 75 .
115,000 event,on the IMO
winter tour
Virginia Tech 411, Stlatill 61
Chaise!''m8121:4=&Medd Greg ShteJcis
West
and Jay Robinson
Cal-Irvine 13, W. Illinois 74
GOLF
Fresno 36. 82, FL Lewis 65
MONTEREY,Calif ) AP I —Gary McCord
Idaho 0, Nebnuits 56
andPetellrownapenedplaywithlkOder-Par
TOURNAMENTS
stores of6$,tying for the fIrstround lead In
Ed Aims Holiday Classic
Monterey's 1130,000 tournament
FRO Rimed
Alan Tape and J C Snead tied for second
Gramtiling 71, Southern U 1
with 67s
Texas Southern 80, Florida Alatd 63
FOOTBALL
Hotter Clank
NEW YORK AP) — Tam Landry of the
Ftret Rased
National Confertthe's Dallas Cowboys and
Wanton Baptist et, Stetson 88
Don Coryell of the American Conference's
Navy U, iehigh17.(Yr
Sea Diego Cheesed were named head
coaches of the 16FL's Jan V Pro Bowl Game
in Honolulu.
GENERAL
SaLT LAKE CITY AP)- Controversial
foileard Berndt King was suspended indefinitely bythe NBA'sUtahl an after being
arreitedandbooltedIntothlilor investigation
of alleged forcible sexual abuse
By The Toseetated Press
JamthekesmanDeverredmansaidthe23Easters Coe/erode
year-otd King was suapended indslidtely
Meade Deidee
pantheisttheseinvesegattdia/the alleged
..1
L .6jr• .GB
chime"
769 —
Boston
30
9
NEMHA YEN,Cann ).AP)— New Jersey Philadelphia
V 11 " 711
2.1
N etsital.John Williamson wascharged with New York
30 21
.456 11
third-degree sessult for allegedly attacking Washington
16 20
444 12‘s
his wife_
New Jersey
15 24
.365 15
Police alleged thatW illiamson hit his wife.
Cestral DIvisloa
Berthatafterthetwohedana nnonentduring Atlanta
25 15
626
a drive home Williamson has been San Antonio
20 20
500
sesiehlifthe SIBAlinintot - ?leveling
ouspoZW
19 20
•2
4117
5,
becoming overweight_
Houston
17 21
7
447
PASA DEN A,Calt1.) AP)—Frank Wykoff, Indiana'.01
whowonOlyrnpcgoktmedalsasernember of Derott
10 30
MO ug
the American 400-meter relay leans in Ira,
Wester' Conference
1932 and 1936, died of emphysema at TO
Midwest Division
Kansas City
it 3
.561
Milwaukee
72 11
.350 -kt
Denver
15 36
8
.316
ByTheAsseentedPrems
Chicago
12 25
324
9
BASKETBALL
Utah
12 25
300 Itikt
VadatBasketbe0deseiseen
Picifte Divans
UTAH JAZZ--Suspended Barnard King, Seattle
V 12
.592
forward, Indefinitely Activated Paul Los Angeles
29 13
NO
Dawkins, forward
Phoenix
25 15
2‘v
834
FOOTBALL
San Diego
21 21
100
1
NotionalloothallLeague
Portland
21 22
41111
va
- DENVER BRONCOS—Signed Pete Golden State
333 14,
13 36
1
Woody quarterback; Jerry Holloway and
Wedeesday's Games
Dilate Jainism,defensive backs; and Greg
San Diego 103, New Jersey 97
Boyd. defensive lineman
Boston 111. Hound 103
NEW YORK JETS— Named RalphEtaker
Id Angeles 127. Indiana 120
linebacker and special assignments coach
'San Antonio lit, Phoenix 109
HOCKEY
Kansas City 128, Utah 121, OT
NathesDlockey League
Denver 135, Detroit 116
ST LOUIS BLUES—SentBobby Simpson,
Golden State Ill, Portland 92
let wing, to Salt lake City of the Central
Washington 139. Seattle 134, 2 OT
Hockey League
Ttersdsy's Games
VANCOUVER CANUCILS—Traded Jed
San Diego at New York, n
Mcllhargey. dMenseman, to the
New Jersey at Atlanta, n
Philadelphia Flyers for cash and future
Philadelphia at Cleveland. n
owinderations.
Indians st Milwaukee. n

Pro Cage
Standings

Transactions

AP Final
Football Poll
By The Asseristed Press
The Top Twenty teams in the final Associated Press college football poll. with
Orst-place votes in parentheses, records
and total pawn Paints based o0 36-16.11.
17-14116-14-1343-11-10447 464344 1,317
1./Uabarna 141)
1244
2.Sor Cakforni v 21) 1144
Lill
11*3
3.0klabana
11-14
4.117blo State
11-14
1,1110
1,024
5.Houston
11-14
I.Florida State
11-14
8.5
7 Pittsburgh
872
11-14
IL Arkansas
1640
867
11.Nebrastut
852
1040
10.Purdue
10-24
731
II A-Washingtoe
10-24
12 Texas
9-34
40
13 Brigham Young
11-14
474
14 Baylor
644
355
15.North Carolina
8-3-1
311
16 Auburn
1-34
$3
17.Temple
10-24
213
It klaclugan
0.44
387
19 Indiana
1-44
40
20.Penn State
158
z-includes forfeit by Arizona State
Others receiving votes (in alphabetical
order). Ceattral Michigan, Clemson, Indiana Mate, Louisiana State, Maryland,
Missouri, Nee-Lea Vegas, North Carolina
State, Notre Dame, San Diego State, S
Carolina, Syracuse, Tended, Texas
ARM, Tulane, Wake Forest

But Neither Wants To Go That Route Again

Injuries Just What Doctor Ordered
For Rams And Oilers This Past Sunday -

By The Associated Press
As it turned out, injuries
were just - what the doctor
ordered for the Los Angeles
Rams and the Houston Oilers.
But neither team wants to go
that route again in -its conference playoff games on
Sunday.
Los Angeles beat the Dallas
Cowboys 21-19 last Sunday, in
part because the uncertain
status of several players in the
Rams' secondary forced them
to carry nine defensive backs
on the roster._ But Pat
Thomas, Rod Perry and Dave
Elmendorf did play and the
extra backs were then
deployed in a seven-man
alignment that plugged up
Dallas'shotgun offense.
Without the injuries, the
Rams would not have had the
flexibility- to insert the extra
back in the defensive
secondary that hampered
By The daselketed Press
quarterback Roger Staubach
First Read
and forced him into four inDee. 23
Nailed! Conlerence
complete passes in Dallas'
Pfilladelphle 27, Chicago 17
last series.
American Cesferesce
Houston 11, Denver 7
"Football is a strange
Spread Redd
game," said Ram defensive
Dec.-23 Games
coach Bud Carson. "I guess
National Conference
Tampa Bay 24, Philadelphia 17
that was the one thing that
Americas Ceeteresee
came out of all those injuries.
Houston 17, San Diego 14
Dec. 39 Games
"It was a unique situation
Americas Canferesee
because we had So many
Pittsburgh 34,Miami 14
people hurt in the secondary.
Hannan Conference
Los Angeles 21, Dallas 19
We kept the ones we aequired
Suaday, Jas. 6
because they did a real good
Americas Con!ererce Clampionelhip
Houston at Pittsburgh
job on the special teams and
Nattiest Conference Clampionskip
we weren't sure about the
Los Angeles at Tampa Bay
Sunday. Jan. 91
status of Perry, Eltnendorf
Super Bowl XIV
and Thomas."
At Pasadena, Calif.
The Rams don't expect to
AFC champion vs NFC champion
utilize their special anti-passformation against the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers in the
National Football Conference
championship in Tampa
Natives' Hockey League
At A Glade
Sunday. The Bucs, led by
By The Associated Press
running backicky Bell, are
Patrick Divide
more run-oriented and do not
.1 L T Pts GF GA
Philadelphia
24 1 10
58 133 104
operate out of the shotgun.
NY Rangers
17 15 6
40 145 138
The Rams, however, may
NY Islanders
14 15 6
34 172 122
Atlanta
14 17 4
32 117 11
have to do a different kind of
Washington
923 5
32110 142
realignment because of the
Smythe Divine@
Chicago
questionable status of star
13 13 12
38 103 111
Vancouver
14 16 7
35 122 120 defensive
end
Jack
St Louis
13 1.1 6
32 107 177
Youngblood, who suffered a
Winnipeg
12 12 4
26132 150
Colorado
12 12 3
27 123 143
hairline fracture of his left leg
Edmonton
9 19 8 0 in 158
Sunday.,
Wales Cadereace
Adams DIMilem
Los Angeles Coach Ray
Beffeo
25 10 3
53 145 99
Malavasi
said Wednesday he
Boston
461$ 105'
X 11 5
expected Youngblood to play,
Inrinesoca
19 9 7
45 147 108
Toronto
16 17 4
36 129 137
but a final decision won't be
Quebec
15 17
36 117 111
made until later in the week. If
Nerds Divislos
Los Angeles
18 12 6
42 156 137
Youngblood can't start or play
Montreal
18 15 6
42 145 132
fulltime, the Rams plan to use
15 11 11
Pittsburgh
41 137 122
Detroit
11 18 7
23 117 12$ second-year pro Reggie Doss.
Hartford
9 16 10
1 114 la ' The Oilers are still
badly

NFL Playoffs

Pro Hockey
Standings

bandaged. They managed to knows whether the defense pionship last
year.
upset the San Diego Chargers wOuld have played as well if
"When I die I want you to
17-14 last Saturday without the offense wasn't wounded?
put this on my tombstone,"
Earl Campbell, the NFL's
Phillips joked Wednesday.
leading rusher, quarterback
But Houston Coach Burn "He 14.ould have lived. a lot
Dan astorini and receiver Phillips
knows that un- longer if he hadn't played the
Kenny Burrough.
dermanned teams don't Pittsburgh Steelers six times
generally ' it the defending in two years." "
Recognizing that the offense Super Boa champion Pittwas in a lower gear, the sburgh Steel s, who blasted
Campbell, whp injured his
Houston defense played in- the Oilers 34-5 in the American groin against Denver 13 days
spirational football. Who Football Conference cham- ago, returned to workouts

Olympic Officials Fighting
Political Boycott Of Games
•
.or
LONDON ( API — Olympic
officials have lined up against
Western politicians who. are
demanding, a boycott of the
Summer Olympic Games in
Moscow to protest Soviet
military intervention in
Afghanistan.
"Athletes come first, and in
no way should be prevented
from competing in international competition by
political, racial or religious
discrimination," said Lord
Killanin, president of -the
International Olympic
Committee, in a statement
Wednesday.
Sports officials from the
United States, Belgium,
Britain, Denmark, France,
Italy, Norway and West
Germany lined up with him in
opposing the boycott call.
Killanin's plea, in a
statement issued Twin IOC
headquarters in Lausanne,'
Switzerland,-came-lesstiJell 24hours_ after NATO nations
meeting in Brussels discussed
a possible Olympic boycott
that reportedly was suggested
German
West
by ' a
representative.

The Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan has profoundly
alarmed Western politicians.
. President Carter. . WedV.S.
recalled,
nesday
Ambassador Thomas Watson
from Moscow after declaring
that the Soviet move "has
made a more dramatic
change in my opinion of what
the Soviets' ultimate goals are.
than anything they've done in
the previous time that I've
been in office."
The Olympics - and politics
are no . strangers. African
athletes' boycotted the 197k
Montreal Gadies after a New
Zealand rugby team tupred
Smith Africa, and threatend a
further boycott of this year's
Games if the British Lions
rugby tour to South Africa
goes ahead as scheduled.
But Western sports officials
Western
that
strested
governments have few if any
legal- powers to-stop- athletes
from taking part.
A Belgian Olympic Commitee member said: "We (the
are a sovereign
BOC
organization. We can participate in the Olympics

Detroit Wednesday at 3:44 of
the second period by picking
up two technical fouls. He
disagreed with referee Hue
Hollins' call of a rebounding
foul on him. At'the time,
McGinnis had ,seven points,
seven rebounds, five assists
and three blocked shots.
. While Big George .was
having a quick night in
--Denver, the Bullets and'
SuperSonics worked overtime
before Washington won 139-134
in two extra sessions. The last
time the Bullets were in the
Kingdome, they were in the
process of losing the NBA title
to the Sonics.

In other NBA games, it was
Los Angeles 127, Indiana 120
as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
became the No.5 scorer in
league history: San Antonio
118, Phoenix 109; Kansas City
128, Utah 121 in overtime;
Boston 111, Houston 103; San
Diego 103, New Jersey 97, and
Golden State 111,Portland 92.
Bullets 139,SuperSonics 134,2
OT The Bullets rode Elvin
Hayes' 34 points, including
nine in the second overtime,
past Seattle.
The Sonics got a game-high
36 points from Dennis Johnson
but he couldn't help in the final --

1:133 of the second O'F-; when
the Bullets scored eight
points.
Lakers 127, Pacers 120
Abdul-Jabbar passed Elgin
Baylor and now has 23,170
career points. He tallied 32
points against the Pacers for
his 184th consecutive game
scoring in double figures.
The Pacers got 32 points
from Johnny Davis and -31
from James Edwards.
Spurs 118,Suns 109
George Gervin poured in 42
points and combined with
James Silas (20) and. Mike
Evans ( 16) to score 24 of the
Spurs' 32 fourth-quarter
points. .
Kings 128, Jazz 121, OT
Scott Wedman connected for
a career-high 45 points as the
Kings moved one-half game
ahead of Milwaukee in the
Midwest Division. He hit 'a
three-point field goal with five
seconds
remaining
in
By WILL GRIMSLEY
everybody, or even a fraction Association ( NCAA) at- regulation to force the extra
AP Special Correspondent
of everybody,that one team Is tempted, as many of us have • session, then scored nine of
better than all the others.- argued for years, to -inStall a the first 11 Kings points in OT. •
In the Deep South, how playoff plan.
PASADENA, Calif. (API —
,
Clippers 103, Nets 97
Stop the presses. Call off the could anybody even suggest
First of all, it would be
Lloyd Free put in 31 points
dogs. Forget all the ser- that Alabqrna's unbeaten unwieldy. It would add — 21 in the first half — as San
monizing?. pontificating and Crimson Tide doesn-'t deserve tremendous strain to a Diego evened its.record at 21exporting of the past about the to repeat, although it beat one program that already has 21. Mike Newlin had 27 points
necessity of establishing a of the secondary teams of the stretched to 11 games and for the Nets.
championship playoff system Southwest Conference? You cannot.bend further without
can't do the Bear that way.
infringing on the players'
in college football.
But out here on the Pacific academic responsibilites.
If you'll excuse the reversal,
we'd like to take the other Coast, sentiment is just as
More than that, it would be
strong that the real No.1 is antiseptic. There is no way
tack.
Leave the bowl games massive, ,talented Southern such a playoff could capture
Nancy Stranklin, a biology
Cal, which knocked off the color and the carnival graduate student at Murray
atone.
They provide a sparkling previously No.1 Ohio State in a hididay spIrit that has been State University, recently
climax to the long drudgery of battle of unbeaten conference built up by Ihe tradition of the completed
second
her
marathon run in an event held
the regular season with their champions. And nobody can bowls.
festive . air. their pomp and tell Southwesterners that
.
Because °Abe massiveness Dec.29 in Atlanta.
pageantry and the in- mighty Oklahdtlia, with the
A
native
Helen.
of
Lake
of the project, chapces are no
tersectional contriiversies - hard-running Billy Sims,
Fla., Stranklin competed the
champion
truer
could
.
be
couldn't beat the lot of them —
generated over who is No.1.
hilly course in 4:32:44, placing
cletP.rminediban tbe, oRt:that 161 ,sut
• liped up,one by one.
Who is No.1, anyhow?
of 166 finishers. There
comes unofficially out of the
Let the people argue until
were 223 runners that started
Regardless of the choice of
madness.
Year's
Day
New
the race. Seven runners were
Alabama as No.1 in the they're blue in the face. It's
postbowl poll Wednesday — stimulating. It's healthy. And
One only has to wants* one women.
and the polls, incidentally, it hurts nobody.
Stranklin ran her first
Rose Bowl pageant to realize
7-Meanwhile, try to imagine that its, demise. like that of marathon in November in
_ -should remain an 'institution
:pot to be tampered with — what would happen if the the othet bowls — would be a Louisville, finishing with a
you're riot going to convince National - Collegiate Athletic greet tritgedy03
time of 5:02:00.

-.'J
Grimsley's Sports World

Leave Bowls Alone!

MSU Student In
Atlanta Marathon

Maurice Herzog,one of two
outside of the government."
Sir Denis Follows, chairman French members of thelOC,
of the British Olympic said: -In spite of the reactions
Assoctatism, said:. "The only of sonic, the business at Kabul
way the British government has nothing to do with the
can prevent us taking part is 91ympie Games."
by taking away the passports
A . member of the Italian
of all our eompetif6rs, and
there is no way that added:,
that is Olympic Committee said:
:We are against any politicrl
going to happen." He
It is not for, governments to knyolvement in sport." .
Danish Olympic Committee
meddle in matters of this kind.
Sport should be above politics, member Kurt Moeller said
otherwise the whole concept of "We don't want to inc.11vr
sport just goes out the win- Olympic prospects with NAT(
matters."
dow."

Tillman Leads EKU To Win
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Led by James Tillman's 72
points, Eastern Kentucky has
rolled to a 70-60 college
basketball victory over North
Carolina-Wilmington. Eastern
Kentucky, 4-3, took the lead
for good at 3:35 remaining in
the first half of the Wednesday
night game at Richmond and
never trailed from that point.
The Colonels stretched their
lead to 15 points at 50-35 with
13:54 jeft to play.

NC-Wilmington
trimmed
the Colonels'lead to 61-56 with
58 seconds remaining, but
clutch free throw shooting by
Eastern Kentucky's Bruce
Jona( and a basket by Dale
Jenkins put the game out of
reach.
Garry Cooper led NCWilmington, 5-3, with 18 points
and Danny Davis added 13.
Jones had 16 points for
Eastern Kentucky and Dave
Bootcheck added 10.

e:5°
StylePerfect®
Interior Latex Paint

• One Coat Coverage, applied as directed.
• Easy Application • Washable • Durable.

McGinnis Returns To Action But
Gets Kicked Out in 2nd Quarter
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
George McGinnis' return to
the Denver Nuggets'. lineup
wasn't an auspicious one but
the Washington Bullets' first
visit to Seattle this year
certainly was.
McGinnis returned'from tan
three-game suspension bit
National
R-asketbalt
A.ssociation
Commissioner
Lawrence
O'Brien
for
crashing into --referee Jess
Kersey in a game at Seattle
last month with a short performance. The 6-foot-8 forward was thrown out of the
Nuggets' 135-116 victory over

Wednesday and said he WAs
ready to run. His condition
was listed as questionable, as
was Burroughs. Pastorini.
who also injured his groin in
the Denver' game, was listed
as doubtful, although he said
he €Txpectert-to work out later
in the week before the team
leaves for Sunday's AFC
championship game in Pittsburgh.
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Over 360Pre-Pasted Patterns
• Washable • Many Strippable
SALE I
t
;pp
$629
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Over 230 Fabric-Backed-Vinyl Patterns
• Scrubbable • Strippable
SALE
$9

_
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(wollrovering packaged in double rolls)
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• 9" good quality kit
• For all paints
• Includes plastic cage.
frame, metal tray, cover
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SALE
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A paint.
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Auburn Coach Call Loss To No.2 UK'No Mistake'
behind a 29-point performance as Mississippi State downed tor Ow Tigers.
supersub, hit an eight-footer defeat. Kent Looney, who Alabama, Florida
.Alaborna 80-66.
at Auburn,
by Mike Rhodes.
Vandy shot 70 percent from with 57 seconds remaining
:!
to transferred from Alabama Vanderbilt at Georgia and
action
The
left
Mississippi the field in the second
Florida, which had lost 11
half to give Tennessee the 66-65 lead, and sq.out a -season,faced his Mississippi
State at ISU.
straight conference games, State and Tennessee atop the destro) ISU, using a 22-11 and the Vols nailed
down the old teammates for the first AUBURN (11161
It propelled Kentucky to its
standings
with
3-0
records, spurt to build a commandin
upset Georgia 57-52 and.
g victory by rebounding Ivy's time and tallied 25 points.
Lockhart 544 14, ValavIcius 5 44 14,
12th consecutive victory since
Tennessee, also . ranked onehalf „game ahead of 51-40 lead midway through the missed shot in the
Banks 0 04 0, Price 4 04 4 Seaga' 4 04
an opening loss to No. 1 Duke
closing Greg Grim added 15 for State. 11,
Kentucky's
mark:
2-0
.
Card 3 0-1 4, Buce 0 040, Mumpbotd
among the league's elite,
period.
seconds. '•
and enabled the Wildcats to
Ken Johnson paced the O4 0, Carter 111-14, Poindexter 3 0-0 It
-I've been coaching for a
escaped with a .66-65..victory
The Bengals, who carried an
Reggie Johnson led Ten- Crimson Tide with 18 and Anthony 3 34 II. Totals M 1345 IS.
escape the upset bug on the
K10111.1CKY tell
over . Mississippi when the long time — 23 years, in fact — 8-0 overall mark into the nessee with 23 points
and John Eddie Phillips added 17.
first, night of full league acCowan 6 0-3 12, Maim 3 2-2 4, Bowle
Rebels' James Ivy was off the and I've never been prouder of game. got 30 points from Rudy Stroud paced Ole
t
34 13, Macy I 3-3 21, 31Weer 1 04 1,'
Miss
with
aity for the10 SEC schools.
31.
SE
C
teams
.are
idle
until
team."
a
Smith
said,
who
saw
mark on a field goal attempt
Macklin.
-We'slowed the tempo of tbe Saturday when Kentucky Misolatleld 0 040. Lugar 51.3 1, Hoed 2
team
build
his
a 10-point lead
4-34, Verdsrber 1 04 2. Hurt 0 SO
The biggest shocker came at with only five seconds left in
-We couldn't get anythink game tonight to take ad- visits
Tennessee for a Totals 24 1543 67
in the first half. "I thought we - 1..loing
Nashville where Vanderbilt the game.
from the very beginning vantage of our strength," regionallyrn 35, Kentucky 311
- televised en- •Haldane—Aubu
etet—Ilanks. Price and Bowls. Tohanded fourth-ranked
The only game,that really - did a hell of a job."
and going the first seven Coach John Lotz said after
counter.
-Other conference tal Natli—AMburn IS, Kentucky tO AThe Tigers caught the niinutes
Louisiana State, the defending followed the expected script
without a basket Florida ended its SEC losing action has Ole Miss
at was
between
an really hurt_ us." said Coach streak.
SEC champion and preseason saw. Rickey Brown pour in 30 Wildcats
favorite, a 77-66 shelling points and snare 19 rebounds emotional victory over Notre Dale Brown of 1SU.
—7-Jeaweis -iiiXteess,•
"When you're playing with
'Dame last Saturday and a
"This has to rank as one of youngsters, you've got to
bout this Saturday against the all-time
low performances generate some cohesiveness
archrival Tennessee.
for a LSU team since I've been and we didn't do that," said
"It was just like we here,"
Brown added. "They Coach Hugh Durham of
dreamed it would be; like
outplayed us in every aspect Georgia, who had four fresheverybody warned us it would of the
game."
men and a sophomore on the
be, and it turned out just that
The Murray State Racers return to action following the
"1 don't think many people floor."We just made too many
way," said Coach Joe B. Hall thought we
holiday
break tonight when they host Missouri-St. Lows in
could win this ball crucial mistakes."
Of Kentucky. •
Racer Arena.
game,"
said
Coach
Reggie
Richard
Hannah
scored three '• Tip-off
By The Associated Press
Oklahoma finished third for championship — all under
"I do not understand it (the Schmidt of
for the game is set for 7:30 p.m.
Vandy. "We went of his 20 points in the final 30
Time marches on, but the the second straight year, Bryant — since The AP poll letdown
. Halftime entertainment will be provided by the Little
Hall added."It has to a zone defense in the
seconds
second
to
preserve
Alabama Crimson Tide rolls followed by Ohio State and began in 1936.
the Gator
happened every year. I guess half and it
Racers, a group of 20 youngsters in the first through
realy worked and
lead. Freshmen Dominique
along in the same place — Houston.
The Tide received all 21 it will happen from now on."
fourth grades, who will perform a ball-handling routine.
was realy proud of our kids Wilkins led the Bulldogs with
No.1 in The Associated Press
Alabama began New Year's firstplace ballots from voters
Macy led Kentucky with 21 because they
The Racers' season record is currently 5-3 with the
dedicated 22.
final college football poll for Day in second place, 11
/
2 points in the South, 2'7 of the 12 points, 17 in the secimd half.
three losses coming on the road by a total of only five
themselves
to
playing
Brown
got
plenty
the second year in a row.
of
help
as ;points.
behind top-ranked Ohio State ballots in the West, seven of Rich Valavicius and freshman defense."
Mississippi State handed
and 3'7 points ahead of No.3 eight in the Southwest, nine of -Darrell Lockhart each had 14
Boward Wood, Tennessee's, Alabama its third straight
Alabama won the national Southern Cal. But the Crimson 16 in the Midwest and 6'7 of 10
championship following the Tide,ithe onlajor college to in the East.
" bowl games last year, beating fini§h2viffi a perfect 12-0
The 66-year-old Bryant,
Southern California in a hotly - record, convincingly beat a cellege football's winningest
WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
-disputed vote. This year)-' Pesky Arkansas team, 21-9, in active coach with 296 vicballoting, also seriously the Sugar Bowl.
tories, said he was ."highly
challenged on the,We§i Coast,
Then in the Rose Bowl, pleased, but not surprised" at
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
fin i died wit,ti Alabama No 1 Southern Cal, which had a tie. the final rankings "because
_ _
_ .:_rmscl.Southern Cal again in hot. with Stanford as the only thought all along we had a
blemish on its record. good chance of finishing first.
• Bear Bryant's - squeaked by Ohio State 17-16.
I decided not ta worry; about it
Crimson Tide received 45
In total points, Alabama one way orthe othei'r:'-'
outright first-place votes to 20 -received 1,317 out of a possible
Robinson, who said after the
for ,Southern Cal from a 1,340, while Southern Cal had Rose Bowl that he considered
nationwide panel of 67 sports 1,289. In contrast to the final his Trojans No.1 • said Wedwriters and broadcasters regular season poll, when nesday: "Certainly, as you
Wednesday. Two voters split eight voters kept Alabama out look over this year and last,
their ballot between Alabama of the top three, only two the two best teams in the
7-POINT TUNE-UP 84188
and Southern Cal, giving the board members had the Tide country are Alabama and
4 cyl
Crimson Tide 46 first-place as low as third this time. It - USC. We'd have been happy if
Standard Ignition*
6 cy,
$4688
•cyl
$4988
votes to 21 for the Trojans.
• Cheek charging and sty'
srstems • install neer
• Sfit dwell and timing to recommended specs •
was Alabama's fifth national someone voted lLS No.1; but I
roofs and condenser • Ics:a.. ure rOter • install new
lubricate and chock choke. adjust a• required • Adjust
spark plugs
can't be angry if someone
cartfurftor
Additional Dens and services extra it needed
voted Alabama No:l."
'Electronic rdnitiort- Pal,'ii-'-Indenser are not redfured
gap is lot whore required Subtract 54 for cars
ssitti electronic ignition
Oklahoma, 11-1-0, moved
from fifth to third after
routing previously unbeaten
/I N ,
Florida State 24-7 in the
AGREEMENT POLICY...
FREE ADJUSTMENT. FREE
3 FREE ANALYSES
Orange Bowl Tiie"sday,
Under thiS Special service policy Goocloar
PARTS REPLACEMENT ...
Any hme within ode year of your tune-up
will tune your car etectronicati .0iiowthg
take your invoice and free engine analysis
totallin
It any or these check-ups indicates the
1,163
•°tots,.
r th t
rn
for an ad ustments or an replace"A abama definitely should be
present yOU wiffl a Free Eng,ee 4,
4Iys,s
'Drilled the tune-up and
oo • year w
men
a were pa 0
or gins wisecertificate good for cne yea
'••,e
rai,ide an electronic analysis free of
the national champion and,
up. Goodyear will make the adjustment or
QUICK STARTS
gate of the tune-up
.narge up to 3 separate analyses'
replacement free of charge
Southern Cal ,. X9.2," said
SAYE GASl
The third Winter Horse
Western Pleasure, Pleasure Oklahoma Coach Barry
will walk
PROTECT YOUR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
DISTANCE
Show, sponsored by the New Saddle or Slow Rack-Open, Switzer.
MAINTAIN STOPPING
LIFETIME• LIMITED
Ohio State, 11-1-0, finished
Providence Riding Club, will Open Barrell Race, Junior
WARRANTY
be held Saturday, Jan. 5, Barrells for riders 16 years fourth with 1,160-points; while
starting at 4 p.m. at the West and under, Style Rack (Open), 'Houston, 11-1-0, a 17-14 Cotton
wl winneLov_er Nebraska,
Ktocky"L1v€5tovk- -and be4-im--en
Exposition Center, College and off fence, Ladies Barrel! jumped from eighth CO fifth.
md,t,cnal OE!,,
said ServIc•S
PL.
2
'
and M,ices
Florida State and PittRace, Training Barrell Race,
Farm Road
extra if needed
.
,Murray.
e,f.4 needed
sburgh.
both 11-1-0, were sixth
Figure 8 Speed Racs, Open
• Drain and replace transowi
Sixteen classes will be Speed Race (one MrrelI), and seventh, respectively,
mission fluid • Install new
S. cars
4-00141E1 Olttlee Intta, nen
,-s'a
pan
gasket
012C.
Replace
•
MONT
Antiliensi
oeuttll
2.1111211
featured, according to club Best Rider, and Women's followed
4
parts
all
by
Arkansas,
and swore* extra
brake titling
• tifill010. Al
paos,....
if
transmission filter, when
WV as me,
new front broke
• New front grease seals
rho onliwi wrIfiter,Med**
the car
officials. They include the Western Pleasure.
Nebraska and Tennessee.
grease seals•**surface
• SeSurfatt drurWS • Se
equipped • Adjust linkage
• Repack front • f. 611 pack front bearings • .
in
Meets or
following:
Canpefs,t •
The Second Ten had
CICAPOCIS all Li S
Admission at the gate will
and bands, where applibell,"21• InSPeCt
at car aptactficaNona • Covered
',pact nydraulic system
hydrauliC system • IMO !
upon Failure
Open Halter, Fox Trot be $1 pr person for each one Washington, Texas, Brigham
Add fli.1.1
cable
due to materials
Most
•
cars,
U.S.
feet
some
workmanship.
rear
include
(Wes not
blowouts,
rust
Or wear
V1.4
00 reaulf of millUee
imports
(Openi, Open Pole Bending, over six years of age. For Young,
(Cannot
• Most U S cif-1 'At datum. 19704
or accident)
Baylor,
North
frit
COMM
Ilierlf
•
ones,
MaffeleMd 12 MOOS or 12.500
emollient III ewe er 1,405 wiles, elateesesir Noes erst
Junior Pole Bending for riders information persons may call Carolina, Auburn, Temple,
16 years and under, Open 492-8572 or 492-8791.
Michigan, Indiana and Penn
State.
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
-It wasn't a mistake that
beat us," Coach Sonny Smith
of Auburn said Wednesday
night after his Tigers came
within an eyelash of upsetting
second-ranked Kentucky.
"It was a great player that
beat us." Smith added after
two-time All-Southeastern
Conference guard Kyle Macy sank a 25-foot shot _ at the
buzzer to give the Wildcats a
65-63 victory.
"We knew what Macy was
L.:bine to try to do." Smith said.

"I think the kid is a super

player encl.)* made a great
shot."

Racers To Return
To Action Tonight

Crimson Tide Rolls On;
Voted Top Team By AP
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Higher Interest Rates To All Savers

5%%
6%
10.40%
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Daily compounding, effective annual
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date of deposit to day of withdrawal

90-Day Golden Passbook
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yield 6 18%. Interest paid quarterly
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6
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Goodyear

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
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Charge
ACCOtint

•WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZE
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS• WE HONOR OUR AUTO SEMIICE
WARRANTY NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY...All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90 days-o
r 3,000 miles, which-

Use any of these 1 Other ways to buy Our Own Customer
Credit Plan • Master Charge • Visa • American Express
Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

ever comes first — many services. Much longer. if warranty service Is ever
required,go to
Goodyear Service Store where the onginel work was performed,
If, however, you're more than SO miles from the original store, 00 and welt fix it, free.
10 any of Goodyeer's
1400 Service Stores nationwide.

Store Manager Norman Magedern

Goodyear Service Store

721 So. 12th

Stare Mere:7 a.m. sti'5 p.m. Nom-Sat.

"

LIFETIME*
ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

For as long ea you Own your car, we will recheck and align the front end, If
needed. every 8 months or 5.000 miles — or
whenever needed Valid only at the Goodyear Service Store where purchased
Offer does not cover the replacement or
tires and/or parts that become worn or damaged. Agreement void if service
work affecting the alignment is performed
by any Other Outlet.
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$3988

a1588

•Front-End Alignment. and FREE tire rotation Parts and additional services
Ira if needed • Inipect and rotate all
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and steering systems
Most U.S. cars • For** cars*ow option • Front wheel drive and Chevettee extra

• Chassis lubrication and oil change
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports
In Brief

rib

Basketball
Scores

ByTheAmmistedPreas
By The Associated Fleas
COLLEGE
EAST
NEW YORK AP - The University of
liusion 1, 66. Battunore U 68
Alatoma won college football's national
Lafayette 63 Drexel 61
championship for the second year in• row
Pittsburgh 62, Tentpie 33
beating stSuuthern Califonus. Oklahoma
Providence 78. Massachusetts 68
Las Slate and Huston
Ruler IS. St Joseph 5, P• 74
Alabama recetved6 firstpla ce votes toll
St Bonaventure 64, Stonehdi 77
forSouthernCalfroma nationwide panelSW
Syracuse II, Cantslus 49
sports wrtters and broadcasters In total
SOUTH
points, Alabama received 1,317 of a posaibie
Clemson 93 N aru4ins 76
1.340 while Southern Cal had L.
Davidson 72, f: Tennessee 06
Oklahoma Brushed third for the second
Delaware 79, Glassboro St 59
a:ought season, followed by Ohio State,
E Kentucky 70, NC- Wauseon 60
Houston. Florida State, Pittsburgh,
Florida 57, Georgia 52
Arkansas. Nebraska, and Purdue
Misaissippso K Alabama 66
TENNIS
N Carolina St 6.3, E Carolina 68
MELBOURNE, Australia i AP) Richmond 63, South Florida 64
Argentine's Guillermo Vila" overwhekned
Tennessee IS, Mareappt 65
John Sadri 74, 63,62 to win AL second
Tennessee Tech 136, St Mary's, Minn
straight Auetrallan Open Tarr Chatn- 73
pionaldp.
Vanderbilt 77, Louisiana St 66
LANDOVER, Mt API - Chris Evert
vtrgsus 64, Wake Forest 50
Iloy$1 .crushed Australian Dianne
Vs Corrunonwealth 75, NC-Charlotte 73
Frombcdts, 6-1. 6-4 while Tracy Austin
VI Virginia 63, Marshall 62
defeated Wendy Turnbull 6-1,6-0 in the first
MIDWEST
round of the 2250*0 women's tennis series
Cent Michigan 107. Defiance 64
championship
Dayton 57, Miami, Ohio 56
HOBART,Tasmania AP - Hank Pfister
I aePaul 92, Missouri 79
struggled to a 97, 6-3, 6-4 victon, Irver
Jackson St 70, N Carolina A&T 67
Australia•sJolualtzgerald In the Astealis
Jacksonville 61, St Francis, Ps 52
Hardcourt Champlorshmi
Kent St 63, E Mictugsn 62
1110WIJNG
Kentucky 67, Auburn 65
A1AMEDA. Cab'
- Ed Cheilson
Kansas St 90, Long Beach St 67
averaged 240 for his first all gams and the
Marquette 93, Cleveland St 69
Bre U.ourvileactintheopenirigtournarne nt,an
Toledo 82, Charleston 75
*5,000 event, on the 1980 PRA winter tour
Virginia Tech 06, St Louis 61
Chellson was 12trim ahead of Greg Shields
West
and Jay Robinson
Cal-Irvine 63, W Illinois 74
GOLF
Fresno S1 00, Ft Lewis 65
MONTE RE Y.Calif AP Gary McCord
Idaho fn. Nebraska 55
andPeteBrownopenedplaywittili-under-par
TOURNAMENT'S
aroma o166,tying for the firstround lead In
Ed Adams Holiday Classic
Monterey's 2120,600 tournament
First Roar
Alan Thole and J C Snead tied for second
Grambling 71, Southern U 46
with 07s
Texas Southern 80, Florida A&M 63
roornALI.
Hatter Closet(
NEW YORK AP - Tom Landry of the
First Renad
National Conference's Dallas Cowboys and
Houston Baptist 69, Stetson 66
Don Caryell of the American Conference's
Navy NI Lehigh 67, In
San Diego Chargers were named head
coaches of the NFL's Jan 77 Pro Bowl Game
in Honolulu
GENERAL
SALT LAKE CITY AP / Controversial
forward Bernard King was sumenrkd iii
deibutely b ythe NBA'eCtahl matter being
arreetedandbookedintojaillor investig•tion
of alleged forcible sexual abuse
By The Associated P1-ens
JazzapzkesmanDaverrodsnansaidtben
Eastern Canferewee
year-old King was suspended Indefinitely
*lark Division
ofthealleged
forthertireestigation
pencil:1g
.W
L
Pet GB

rfl

14
0.41
rd 0
00

sic
02
rd 2
00

Pro Cage
Standings

N9W HAVEN.Conn. I APi- Now JerseY
Netseta rJohn Williamson wascharged with
third-degree mama for allegedly attacking
his wile
P0/cantle/0d thalWililmineon*thrall&
Berths,afterthettrohadanargumentdaring
a drive home Williamson trs been
itiBralitdIlla mama by the.
becoming overweight
PASADENA,Cald.i API-FrantWykalL
whowcrOlympicg oidinerale asamem
ci
the American 400-met relay teams in 1926,
1632 and 1936, died of emphysema at 70

Transactions
ByTheAmeerrelPrism
RASKETBALL
Marna'Baslortheallmor Ulnae
UTAH JAZZ- Suspended Barnard King.
forward, Indefinitely, Activated Pool
Dawkins. forward.
FOOTBALL
Notiosalleethallragre
DENVER BRONCOS-Signed Pete
Woods, quarterback. Jerry Holloway and
Mile Johnson,defensive backs; and Grog
Boyd, defensive lineman
Named Ralph Baker
NEIrsons.J
linebacker and 111
21 asst8flinentil coach
HOCKEY
NatieralHeekey Urger
ST LOULSRI-UFS Sal &kb,'StfrIO000.
1St wing. to Salt Lake City of the Central
-Lesem
VANCOUVER CANUCKS-Ttaded Jack
Mellhargey, deifenseman, to the
Philadelphia Flyers for cash and future
considerations.

Philadelphia
27 11
.711
2%
New York
3627
AN 11
Washington
.444 12%
16 20
New Jersey
15 24
365 15
_Carrel Masao
25 15
Atlanta
625
20 - 10
Son Antonio
.5*
5
Cleveland
19
5%
Houston
7
17 21
447
Indiana
13 22
A* 714.
Detroit
10 30
250 15
Wailers Conferenee
Midwest Division
Kansas City
73 18
561
MIlwaukee
X II
4
.
..550
Denver
15 X
366
8
Chicago
124
12 25
9
Utah
300 10%
12 26
Pacific Dishes
Seattle
27 12
697
Lon Angeles
690
29 13
Phoenix
26 15
634
2%
San Diego
500
21 21
21 22
Portland
Mg
IN
Galen sate
333 14%
13 X
Wednesday's Gaines
NewJersey v.;
San mean 1
Boston III, Houston 103
Los Angeles in. Indiana 129
San Antonio 118. Phoenis 109
Kansas(My I* Utah 121, OT
Denver 135, Detroit 116
Golden State Ill, Portland 92
Washington 139, Seattle 134, 2 OT
Theiroday's Game*
'
San Diego at New York, n
New Jersey at Atlanta, n
phdadeipiug at rteryniand, n
Indiana at Milwaukee, n

AP Final
Football Poll
By The Associates' Press
The Top Twenty teams in the Baal Associated Pram college football poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses, records
and total points Points based on 20-15-1817 16 15.14-13-1111-1044.7 46-4-3.11
1,317
1244
1 Alabama 40,
1,269
1141
2-So Cahlorni 21
1,163
11-LO
3 Oklahoma
1,160
11.1-0
4 Ohio State
1,054
11-1.0
5 Houston
883
11-1-0
6 Pion& State
872
7 Pittsburgh
1114
157
10-2-0
8 Arkansas
852
1132-0
9 Nebraska
10-24
739
10 Purdue
603
10-24
11 a-Washington
4114
9-3-0
12 Te.113
474
11-14
13 Brigham Young
358
44-0
14 Baylor
311
6-3-1
15 North Carolina
16 Auburn
263
6-34
10-2-0
17 Temple
213
287
646
16 Michigan
306
6-4-0
19 Inches
144
1144
Pam State
z-Includes forfeit by Arizona State
Others receiving votes In alphabetical
order Central Michigan. Clanton, Indiana State, looriana State, Maryland,
Missouri, Nev-Las Vegas, North Carolina
State, Notre Dame, San Diego State,, S.
Carolina, Syracuse, Tennessee, _Texas
'
A&M, Tulane, Wake Forest.

But Neither Wants To Go That Route Again

Injuries Just What Doctor Ordered
For Rams And Oilers This Past Sunday

By The Associated Press
As it turned out, injuries
were just what the doctor
ordered for the Los Angeles
Rams and the Houston Oilers.
But neither team wants to go
that route -again in its conference playoff games on
Sunday.
11,os Angeles beat the Dallas
Cowboys 21-19 last Sunday,in
part because the uneertaln
status of several players in the
Rams'secondary forced them
to carry nine defensive backs
on the roster. But Pat
Thomas, Rod Perry and Dave
Elmendorf did play and the
extra backs were then
deployed in a seven-man
aligArneAlt that Plugged -up
Dallas'shotgun offenSe.
Without the injuries, the
Rams Would not have had the
flexibility to insert the extra
back in the - defensive
secondary. that hamperedBy The Associated Press
quarterback Roger Staubach
First Round
and forced him into four inDee. 23
National Conference
complete passes in Dallas*
Philadelphia 77, Chicago 17
last series.
Antericaa Csfereace
"Football is a strange
Houston 13, Denver 7
Second Road
game," said Ram defensive
Dec. 29 Games
coach Bud Carson. "I guess
National Coederese
Tams Bay 24, Philadelphia 17
that was the one. thing that
American CaSeneace
came out of all those injuries.
Houston 17, San Diego 14
Dec 38 Gaines
"It was a unique situation
American Conferees
because we had so many
pittelmegh 34, Mouni 14
the-secondary.National Cinsfereasee
Los Angeles 21, Dallas 19
We kept-the Ones we acquired
Jai;
11
Sunday,
because they did a real good
American Confereace Championship
Houston at Pittsburgh
job on the special teams and
Nadas* Conference,Championship
.we weren't sure 'about the
les Angeles at Tampa Bey
status -of Perry, Elmendorf
Sanday, ink 24
Super./latilltIV
and Thomas."
At Pasadeas, CAUL
The Rams d9n't expect to
AFC champion vs. NEC champion
utilize their special anti-pass
-formation- agdinzt-the -Tampa-Bay Buccaneers in the
National Football Conference
chamtionship in Tampa
Nara* Sleeks, Lawn*
At A Gleam
Sunday. The Bucs, led by
By The Ameclaied Press
running back Ricky Bell, are
Patrick Division
more run-oriented and do not
W L T Pts GE GA
Philadelphia
24 1 10
58 153 101 operate out of the shotgun.
NY Rangers
17 15 6
40 145 138
The Rams, however, may
NY Islanders
34 122
14 15 6
Atlanta
32 117 125
14 17 4
have to do a different kind of
Washington
73 110 142
923 5
realignment because of the
Smythe Division
38 100 111
questionable 'status of star
13 13 12
Chicago
Vancouver
14 16 "
35 122 120 defensive
end
Jack
StLoWs
32 107 127
13 18 6
Youngblood, who- suffered a
Winnipeg
12 22 4
28 102 150
Colorado
12 22 3
27 123 143 hairline fracture of his left leg
Edmonton
24 123 154
9 19 8
Sunday.
Wales Conference
Adams DIvielon
Los. Angeles Coach Ray
Beak
25 10 3
53 145 99
Malayasi
said Wednesday he
Boston
45 136 105
K 11 5
19 9 7
Minnesota
45 147 1011 expected Youngblood to-play,
Toronto
36 139 137
16 17 4
but a final decision won't be
Quebec
15 17 6
36 117 128
made until later in the week.If
Norris Wades
Los Angeles
18 12 6
42 156 137
Youngblood can't start or play
Montreal
18 15 6
42 145 132
runtime, the Rams plan to use
15 11 11
Pittsburgh
41 127 122
Detroit
11 18 7
29 117 136 second-year pro Reggie Doss.
Hartford
9 16 10
26 114 in
The Oilers are still badly

NFL Playoffs

Pro Hockey
Standings

nandaged. They managed to
upset the San Diego Chargers
17-14 last Saturday without
Earl Campbell, the NFL's
leading rusher, quarterback
Dan astorini and receiver
Kenny Burrough;
Recognizing that the offense
was in a lower gear, the
Houston defense played inspirational football. Who

knows whether the defense
would have played as well if
the offense wasn't wounded?

pionship last year.
When I die I want you to
put this on my tombstrine,"
Phillips joked Wednesday.
But _Houston Coach Bum "He would have head k lot
knows that. un- longer if. he hadn't played the
dermanned teams don't Pittsburgh Steelers six times
generally
'
'it the defending in two years."
Super Bow champion PittCampbell, who injured his
sburgh Steel s, who blasted
the Oilers 34-5 in the American groin against Denver 13 days
Football Conference cham- ago, returned to workouts

Olympic Officials Fighting
Political Boycott Of Games
Maurice Herzog, one of two
outside of the government."
The Soviet intervention in
LONDON (AP)- Olympic
French
members of the IOC,
Sir
Denis
Follows,
chairman
profoundly
has
Afghanistan
'officials have lined up against
of the British Olympic said: "In spite of thereactions
%/intern politicians who are alarmed Western politicians.,
President Carter _Wed- As:sociation, slid: "The only of some,the business at Kabul
demanding a boycott of the
U.S. way the British government has nothing to do with the-recalled
Summer Olympic Giune.s. in _ netday
Moscow to protest Soviet Ambassador Thomas Watson can prevent is taking part is OlympicGames."
military; intervention in from Moscow after declaring by taking away the passports
that the Soviet move, "has of all our competitors, and_ A member of the Italian
.
Afghanistan.
'
"Athletes come first, and in made a more dramatic there is no way that that is 'Olympic Committee' said:
no way should be prevented change in my opinion of what going to happen." He added: "We are against any political
from competing -in in- the Soviets' ultimate goals are "It is not for governments to involvement in sport."
Danish Olympic Committeeternational competition by" than anything they've done in meddle in matters of this kind.
"Member
Kurt Moeller said'
Sport
should
be
abovi
politics,
I've
political, racial or .religious the preview time that
otherwise the whole concept of "We don't want tn
discrimination," said Lord been in office."
The Olympics and, politics sport just goes out the win- Olympic Prospects with NAT()
Killanin, president of the
matters."
International _Olympic" are no Istrangers. African dow."
the
1975_
boycotted
committee., in &otPmPnt. , Athletes
Montreal Games after a New
Wednesday.
Sports officials from the Zealand -rugby team toured
United States, Belgium, South Africa,and threatened a
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)
Britain, Denmark, France, further boycott of this year's
trimmed
NC-Wilmington
Italy, Norway _ And West Games if the British Lions Led by James Tillman's 9 the Colonels'lead to 61-56 with
-Germany lined up-wiirrhiniin -nigby-•-four to Smith Africa- points, Easterit Iceittadty haS 58 seeimds remaining, but
rolled to a -T0-60 college clutch free throw shooting by
goeS ahead as scheduled.
opposing the boycott call.
But Western sports officials basketball victory over North Eastern Kentucky's Bruce
Killanin's -. plea, in a
that _ Western Carolina-Wilmington. Eastern Jones and a basket by Pale
statement. issued from LOC stressed
headquarters in Lausanne, governments- have few if any Kentucky, 4-3, took the lead Jenkins put the game out of
stn athletes for _good at 3:35_ remaining In reach------Switzerland,came lesathaw24--legal_powers
the first half of the Wednesday
Garry doper led NChours after NATO nations from taking part.
A Belgian Olympic Corn.- night game at-Richmond and Wilmington, 5-3,with 18 points
meeting in Brussels discussed
a possible Olympic boycott mitee member said:"We (the never trailed from that point. and Danny Davis added 13.
The Colonels stretched their Jones had 16 Points for
that reportedly was suggested BOC) are a . sovereign
German organization. We can part..lead to 15 points at 50-35 with Eastern Kentucky and Dave
a- West
by
ticipate in the Olympics 13:54 left to play.
Bootcheck added 10.
representative.

Tillman Leads EKU To Win

evet:Se
StylePerfect®
Interior Latex Paint

• One Coat Coverage, applied as directed.
• Easy_Application • Washable -• Durable.

McGinnis Returns To Action But
Gets Kicked Out In 2-nd Quarter
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
George McGinnis' return to
the Denver Nuggets' lineup
wasn't an auspicious one but
the Washington Bullets' first
visit to Seattle this year
-certainly whs.
McGinnis returned from his
three-game suspension by
Basketball
NationAl
Association •
Commissioner
for
O'Brien
Lawrence
crashing into referee Jess
Kersey in a game at Seattle
last month with a short performance. The 6-foot-8 forward was thrown out of the
Nuggets' 135-116 victory over

Detroit Wednesday at 3:44 of
In other NBA games,it was
the second period. by picking Los Angeles 127, Indiana 120
up two technical fouls. He as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
disagreed with referee Hue .became the- -WI; , eui et in
Hollins' call of:a rebounding league history; San Antoniofoul on him. At the time. 118, Phoenix 109; Kansas City
McGinnis had seven points, 128, -Utah 121 in -overtime;
sevin, rebounds, five assists- Boston Ill, Houston 103; San
and three Olocked shots._
Diego 103, New Jersey 97, and
While Big -George was' Golden State 111, Portland 92.
having a quick night in . Bullets 139,SuperSonies 134,2
Denver, the Bullets and OT
SuperSonics worked overtime
The Bullets rode Elvin
before Washington won 139-134 Hayes' 34 points, including
in,two extra sessions. The last nine in the second overtime,
time the Bullets were in the past Seattle.
Kingdorne, they were in the,
The Sonics got a game-high
process of losing the NBA title 36 points from,Dennis Johnson
to te,Seaics.
but he couldn't help in the final

Grimsley's Sports World

Leave Bowls Alone!
By WILL GRIMSLEY • . APS-pedal Correspondent

(

everybody, or even a fraction
of everybody.that one team is
better than all_the others.
In the Deep South, how
PASADENA, Calif.(AP)Stop the presses. Call off the could anybody even suggest
dogs. Forget all the -ser- That - -Alabama's unbeaten
monizing, pontificating and Crimson Tide doesn't deserve
expecting of the past about the to repeat, although it beat one
necessity of establishing a of the secondary teams of the
championship playoff system Southwest Conference? You
can't do the Rear that way.
in college football.
-But out here on the-Pacific
If-you'll excuse the reversal,
we'd like to take the other Coast, sentiment is just as
strong that the real No.1 is
tack.
Leave the bowl games massive-, talented Southern
Cal, which knocked off
alone.
They provide a sparkling previously No.1 Ohio State in a
climax to the long drudgery of battle of unbeaten conference
the regular season with their champions. And nobody can
festive air their pomp and tell Southwesterners that
pageantry and the in- mighty Oklahoma, with the
tersectional controversies' hard-running Billy 'Sims,
couldn't beat the lot of themgenerated over who is No.1.
lined up,one by one.
WM.is No.1, anyhow? :
Let the people argue until
Regardless of the choice of
Alabama as No.1 in the they're blue in the face. It's
postbowl poll Wednesday - stimulating. It's healthy. And
and the polls, incidentally, it nurts nobody.
Meanwhile, try to imagine
should remain an institution
not to be tampered with - what would happen if the
you're not going to convince National Collegiate Athletic

4

Association
NCA-A-1 attempted, as many of us have
argued for.yearc.. to install a
playoff plan.
First of all, it would be
-Unwieldy. it would add
tremendous strain to a
program that already has
stretched to 11 games and
cannot bend further without infringing on the players'
academic respOnsibilites.
More than that, it would be
antiseptic. There is no way
such a playoff could capture
the color lind the carnival
holiday spirit that has been
built up by the tradiOn of the
bowls.
Because of the inallidOness
of the project, Chances are no
truer champion could be
determined than the one that
comes unofficially out of the
New Year's Day madness.
One only has to witness one
Rose Bowl pageant to realize
that its demise - like that of
the other bowls - would be a
great tragedy.

1;03 of the second OT, when
the Bullets scored eight
points.
-Lakers-127,Perris128
Us:lid-Jabber passed Elgin
Bailor and now has 23;170
career points. He tallied 32
points against the Pacers for
his 184th consecutive game
scoring in double figures.
The Pacers got 32 points
from
Davis and 31
from James Edwards.
Spurs 118,Suns 109
George Gervin poured in 42
points and combined with
James Silas (20) and Mike
Evans (16) to score 24 of the
Spurs' '32 fourth-quarter
points.
,,Kings 128,Jazz 121.07
Scott Wedman connected for
a career-high 45 points as the
Kings moved one-half game
ahead of Milwaukee in the
Midwest Divisions, He hit a
three-point field goal with five
seconds
remaining
in
regulation to force the extra
session, then scored nine of
the&sillKings points in 01'.
Clippers 103, Nets 97
Lloyd Free put in.31 points
- 21 in the first half:- as San
Diego evened its record at 2121. Mike Newlin had 27 points
for the Nets.

MSU Student In
Atlanta Marathon
Nancy Stranklin,' a biology
graduate student at Murray
State University, recently
second
completed
her
marathon run in an event held
Dec: 29 in Atlanta.
A native of bike Helen.
Stranklin cotnpeted the
hilly course i3,4722:44, plaiting
161 OUt of166 finishers. There
were 223 runners that started
the-race. Seven runners were
women.
Stranklin ran her first,
marathon in November . in
Louisville, finishing with a
time of 5:02:00. '

Wednesday and said he was
ready to run. His condition
was listed as questionable, as
was Burrough's. Pastonzu,
who also injured his groin in
the Denver game, was listed
as doubtful, although he said
he expected to work out later
in the week before the team
leaves for Sunday's AFC
championship game in Pittsburgh.

WellAida
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e
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Satin Enamel
SALE

saline
w ar?
a gal.
regA13.99

u gal.
rug '12.99

Setisfecties Guareateed in the use of these coatings
or your purchase price will be refunded.
Sale ends
January 21
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30 offeroll
on Fashionable
Wa/frovering!

Over 360Pre-Pasted Patterns
• Washable • Many Strippable
SALE It

no 0A,29

Single roll
Reg. $3.99-58.99

Over 230 Fabric-Backed Vinyl Patterns
• Scrubboble • Strippable
. SALE
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4111,5inglesolL__
Reg. $7.991-$16.99
(wallcovering packaged in dou6le rolls)

Awe oatItolk, &Trey/fit
•• For
9" good qyality kit
all paints

Save on 2"Polyester &ash

• Includes plastic cage,
frame, metal tray. cover
lNo 7510,

• Our Best Quality
Trim Brush

point.
A store.
A whole lot more.
Free Deeerettley 4stioteeet.Ism ~go memeimeo with Masem Chesyt or rise.
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Representatives, Housewife Are
Lobbyists For General Assembly
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Lobbyists registered for the
1980 General Assembly include a Louisville housewife
interested in problems of
adopted adults and an
assortment of representatives
oil
companies.
of
'homebuilders, medical,
professional and labor groups.
About 44 organizations or
individuals have registered so
far, with the "big rush" expected next week when
the
._
legislature convenes, according to Assistant Attorney
General Nancy Collins.
State law requires all lobbyists to register with the
Attorney General's office, • to
provide written authorization
from their employers, and to
file an expense statement
after the legislature adjourns.
Anyone failing to comply
could be liable for a hefty fine
and-or a prison term.
A lobbyist is anyone employed as a legislative agent
or legislative counsel to
promote. oppose or act with
reference to .any legislation
which affects or may affect
private financial interests, as
distinct from those of the
whole people.
Most state officials lobbying
on behalf of Kentucky state

agencies are exempt from
registration requirements
because they are considered
to be working for the public
good, Mrs. Collins said.
Lobbyists who receive no
salary or reimbursement for
expenses are also exempt
registration
from
requirements, but the attorney general's office encourages anyone in doubt
about his lot her status to
register.
There is no fee. A lokbyist
simply signs his or her name
in the Attorney General's
docket book, giving occupation, place of residence,
length of employment and the
nature of legislation he is
interested in.
-- The docket book is open to
public inspection, an names
of lobbyists are published in
the daily Legislative Record.
Lobbyists are not required to
wear name badges, or
otherwise to identifY themselves.
State law requires a lobbyist
to register within a week of his
employment, but sets no
specific deadline prior to a
legislative session. _However,
lobbyists should register
before testifying before a
legislative committee 41
engaging in any other
legislative activity, Mrs.
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These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
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more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
11.880% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through January 9,
1980.
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Bufferin
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We have something new in our savings plans - the
TA YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE. With a $1,000 minimum deposit, you can
earn an interest rate only
3/4% below U.S. Treasury Securities. The interest rate
for January is 10.15%, with
annual yield of 10.681%. The rate on new certificates is
determined the first of
each month.

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip SivIngs account is your answer. Interest rate is 51
/
4%
and paid quarterly.Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
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system if it cannot meet
Friday's payroll. A shutdown
would enable teachers to
collect unemployment.
The president of the Chicago
Teachers Union would not saywhat action would be taken if
the board ignored the request.
Gov. James R. Thompson
was given the proposal for city
and bank participation in a
bailout for the-system during ii
meeting on Wednesday, the
Chicago • Sun-Times said in today'seditions,
"I expect the governor lo
have an announcement
Friday," the paper quoted one
official assaying.
Thompson has insisted that
the city and the banks share
with the state.
volved in getting the school
system out of its jam
According to the published
accounts, the emergency
funds
loans against state
aid expected later — would be
advanced to meet Friday's
payroll, while the city and
state purchases of school
board notes would be aimed at
getting the system through the
next few months.

Wholl Pay You 11.880%

1

4;.„ e,•

,#
Bankers, City And State
To Provide Funds For
Chicago School System

CHICAGO ( AP
Chicago
bankers and the city and state
have agreed to provide
millions of dollars to keep the
nation's third-largest public
school system from closing for
lack of money to pay teachers
and suppliers, according to
reports published today.
Under the agreements,
major Chicago banks would
lend money to the city, and
both the city and state would
buy notes from the 475.000student _ school system, which_
has been shut, out of money
markets since its huge deficits
were revealed late last year.
The Chicago "Tribune
reported
a
_tentative
agreement had been reached
bie beak:,:_:;_nsEditgoold.
..the
state
to
advance
emergency funds to the school
system to enable it to meet
Friday's $41.5 million payroll.
The Tribune said the bailout
could total as much as $300
million.
Teachers, who went unpaid
Dec. 21, voted
overwhelmingly Wednesday —
19,154 to 2,358 — to ask the
school board to shut down the

Lrl= ri

nsaJ
111 • 10

lobbyists registered could be
fined up to $1.000 for the first
offense and $5.000 thereafter.
The court also has the
authority to revoke an employer's coporation charter
for such violations.
Any officer of a corporation
or association who fails to
meet the legal requirements
could be fined up to $1,000 or
sentenced to up to a year in
14. .
After the session ends, the
attorney general's office turns
over the names of suspected
violators to the Franklin
Commonwealth
Attorney's
office for possible legal action.

Collins said.
of
days
10
Within
registration, a lobbyist must
file .a written statement from
his employer that he is
authorized to act as a lobbyist,
and must file a complete
expense statement with the
Attorney General's office
within a month of adjournment.
Any lobbyist found guilty of
violating those,, requiretments
cduld be fined "lip to $5.000,
sentenced to five years in the
penitentiary, or both.
Employers who fail to make
the required expense report or
who fail tb-b-a-ve the names of
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Milk
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Nighttime Cold
Medicine

Milk

$ 19

COLDS aff

6 Oz. Bottle

Sale

GVVE
Will!

GWE
Will!

GWE
Will!

GWE
Will!

°WE
Will!

Buy One Get One Free

Tablets

kA\'‘W A

$295
Sale

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY
Member FDIC

KY.

—•

au
•
•

High Potency Iron
and Vitamin Tablets
100 Tablets

,

$166
7' •

Geritol

A subs!antial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of del.

he

Sale

2 Lb.
Jar

Q 98
tfe

Sale

Jamboree Pure
Preserves
Strawberry
Blackberry

250
MG

100
Tablets

.
Bestever Vitamin C

•
Sale

•

.
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HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, LY

ome items

not exact'

as

Reg.$6.87 Sale

I

ictured

forfligid weather, made
from thermal fleece.
Top 100% Acrylic, Foot
& Leg 75% wool,15%
Stretch Nylon, and 10% Polyes
ter

Infants & Girls

$2
27
IT

Coats

Nodal Insulated

Your
Choice

Hooded Parka

11/3

Off

NTry Blue Color Only$

I.

Boots
$19m

Work Boots

Values to
$29.99

Several
Styles

20%

• HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL
TYPE SUIT
• DOUBLE THICK PVC LAMINATED
• ELECTRONICALLY WELDED WATER
PROOF SEAMS
• ZIPPER FLY FRONT PARKER
WITH SNAP FASTENERS
• TWO STORM POCKETS
• SUSPENDER TYPE ADJUSTABLE
SHOULDER STRAP
• VENTILATED YOKE BACK

Rain
Suit
$997

Includes 4 official size 5-ply rubber
faced paddles, 4 table tennis balls,
net, adjustable net posts_ & instruction booket.

$547

00

"Jon-E Hand
Warmer"

Racquetball
Racket Reg. $9.47

Off

Can of Two
Racquetballs$1.67

Coats

40%;

Standard size hand warmer
and 8 oz. can of fltiid
in carded pack

6

With Genuine Cowhide
Leather Wrapped Handle $

99

Down Mittens

Assorted Styles,
Colors & Fabrics

Shell and Lining Nylon,
Interlining 100% Down

or
Coats

Gun Rack
With Locking Drawer
Hand Rubbed Walnut Finish

$777

Mens Flannel

-

Table Tennis
Set

Tenex "Fiber Pro"

Exquisite Form

Palmas

FEATURES:

tele

Mens Insulated

Now

:
11

Also Available Are OLT, G11.11 and Scotch
Duck Calls

50% Polyester,50% Cotton
With A Thermal Knit ,
Reg. 11.99Insulated Lining

Ladies Fashion
Short Dressy Styles

hli,

All Purpose
Industrial

Blizzard
Socks

Mens Flannel

5-Brother
Long Tails
Reg. 12.99

s

$500

Available at Uncle'
Jeff's Sporting Goods
All At Discount Prices

Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
Shirts

Mallard Calls

Madeof Solid Zinc
With A Hand Rubbed
Antiqued Brass Finished
Assorted Fish and Wildlife
Buckles to Choose From

ir

0V

Mike Mclemoru
Custom Championship

Reg.;14.97

$
Sale

Lined Denims
Vinyls, Corduroy

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hard
ware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty
aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera deportment and
the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Pric
es.

Solid or
Print

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Stove Boards
Last Group Brick Design

42" x32"
Reg 17.97

54"-x 36"
Reg. 25.97

Snow
vets
$ceir47 each
18 inche
s
wide blade
"D"Handle

With 18" Blade

$957
a.

167 _

Pipe Wrap
$1 37
each

Vinyl and Foam Back

27,2

199

each

Boat Trailer Wheel
Bearing Packer Kit

200 ft.
No.30 Cotton

Sale

-

$
4
95

Sal'
e37
Each

sr)

Adjustable
Thermostat
Reg. 7.47
34 Degrees

Sale

$F99
Each

$737

6 ft./30 It. Lengths

$999

Cast Iron
Dog Irons
- 15" Deep

$2899

up

Also 1" Steel Rod Grates at Super Savings

Macrame
Twine

Plastic
Electric
Tape

$4999

From

each

1997

Mouse
Traps

Sale

4,000 Watts
with
Thermostat

iII

24",27",30"front length
From

1 Lot of
Mixed Color

66 Ft. 34"wide
Reg. 77e

3

Sale

Victor

594

*INV
i
,..,
a. rep

Reg:. 8;17

Heater iF5---

Reg. 2.67

Down Spout

•

gyp

2 Pkg. For

$

).

$267
Sale

Water
Pipe
Heat
Tapes

Cast Iron Fireplace Grate

Auto,Truck
Seat Covers
-Reg. 11.97

11:!=frtMOM!

Reg.$56.97

Each

1 Group

25 ft. roll, 3 in. wide
with plastic moisture wrap

Drain Away
Reg.

3 Stack

5,000 hr.

Fiberglass

AN1,10&"
. ..•

ZLU V OIT

Heat
Lamp Bulb

Pushees

$1297, $2197

Sale

41112str
Norelco
250 Watt

Armstrong
Linoleum
3Ft. by 6 ft.

Pcs.
Assorted Colors
and Prints- —
"Soft Touch"

Weather Strips
Door Seals
Window Kits
Super
Special
Price

$257each

Save Energy
Furnace

Window
Shades

Air Filters
20x20x1
14x25x1
Owns/Corning
Fiberglass

Assorted Cut To
Your Specifications

'

$299

Discount Prices

From

Up

Pair

Just
Restocked
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Expert Says Overheated
Wiring Caused Fire At
Southgate Supper Club
irtAiNG1ON. K).
metallurgist called as an
expert ss itness in the Beverly
Hills trial said he is now more
certain I-Fan ever that
oxcrheated alwninum wiring
caused the fire at the
Southgate nightclub.
'Facts are not always
.available as soon as the smoke
clears. It takes some time to
put them together,- said Jesse
Aronstein. vice president of
Wright-Malta Corp.. a New
York product-testing agency..
He dismissed the contention
attorneys for the alumtnuin
'and wiring industry that three
Seeder cables in the basement
of the plush supper club might
have been a -probable cause"
of the May 28.1977, blaze.
Defense lawyer Jacob Stein,
,-ross-examining Aronstein,
argped that the metallurgist
was not certain aluminum
sviring caused the tire when he
made a statement under oath
_ _ - In March 1978:
"I have maintained the
'highest probability is an
overheated aluminum wire
outlet,- said Aronstein.
Before the trial was
recessed Dec. 21 for the
Christmas break. Aronstein
had concluded that the fire
was ciused by failure of an
aluminum wire-- outlet in a
cubbyhole
receptionist's
outside the club's Zebra
Room. Testimony resumed

Wednesday in U.S. district
court.
The civil lawsuit was
brought by the 50 persons
injured and the families of the
165 persons who perished in
the fire.
They claim that faulty
"oldteehnology" aluminum
wiring caused the fire.
•
U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin said attorneys for the
victims must first prove to the
jury that the fire was caused
by the aluminUm wiring.
If the jury finds that . the
wiring caused the fire, the
plaintiffs -must- then try to
prove that the aluminum
companies knew about alleged
defects and tried to cover
them up.
- The victims have collected
more than $15 million in out
of-court settlements from
previous defendants.

PA

4120111nr
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Zingers!

Specials Good
Jan 3 thru Jan. 9

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

Children Hospitalized
Following Accident

Autontive
eer

ele

Air

SHOCK
ABSORBERS
• SteadyRider Shocks
• Heavy-duty Plus
• Heavy-duty Shocks
Choose the one best
for your kind of driving

INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE
Fast, low-cost installation
for all Sears shocks
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

Sears
sEAks.

iP!

••• ID CO

Lc! Air Center
9-:.30 Mon.-Sat.

PRESTONSBURG, Ky..
AP — A Floyd County school
bus plunged over a 20-foot
embankment and landed on its
top, sending all 29 children
aboard and the driver to area
hospitals, state police said..
The bus left Kentucky 979 at
Grethel in Floyd County
Wednesday after colliding
with a dump truck, officers
said. There were no serious
injuries, according to investigating officers, and the
victims were to be released
following examtnation and
treatment.
Grethel is 23 miles southeast
of Prestonsburg in south
Floyd County.
The children, from the John
M. Sturnbo Elementary School, and bus driver Paul- Tackett, 24, of Teaberry in
Floyd County were taken to
Methodist
Hospital
at
Pikeville and McDowell
Hospital in Floyd County,
officers said.
The driver of' the dump
truck, Otis Martin, 21, of
Beaver in Floyd County was
not injured, state police said.
Officers teported no charges
filed in connection with the
accident.
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Order Your Pit Baked Hams, B.B.O. Shoulders
Smoked Turkeys

ham S-1 mea-Ther
Fri sad Sat. ii

Martha
White Self Rising

‘4,

FLOUR

I'.,

Plain or Self Rising

.1

fli
t
4

Limit 1
5 Lb.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco A Dairy Products

Limit I

32 oz.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

•

,

eri

COCKTAIL

17 °z

B&B Chopped

49'

1,1

MUSHROOM

$

S

19

I

4
-

BEANS
,t

1

6 oz

eocimals

Green Giant Cut Green

6DMIAL 1110TOILS PRIM INVISKI
,

•

Hormel w beans

011.1.1

'

c.

TIP
STEAK
• $i79

15 oz 69C

"Om .410.

41ki
,

Green Giant W K or C S

CORN

17 oz

3/$1
3/s1

SWEET PEAS

PEAS w
TURNIP GREENS

MUSHROOMS

WI

I 7 or

Luck s

w turnips

I 7 oz

Vieth Chilli Hot

BEANS
u,
APsPLE 7.1SUICE

15

oz

40 oz

BLEACH
Hunt s

TOMATO SAUCE

8 oz,

Bush Cut Asparagus

SPEARS

14

Pringle

rificiet
POTATO CHIPS mu
.
Sofpoc

-

TOILET TISSUE

01

OLEO

Owl 7: •
2la

-

POTATOES
5'2 0

I

SAUCE

lb.

3201

Center Sliced

-SMOKED
HAM
sigh

MILK
Green Top

MILK

w beans

,

Save More On Hyde Peek Milk
Hyde Park

MILK

I

89'
69`

ulln -

CH1111

.4 4k

gal

Hyde Park Homogenized
10Ib

l6 oz 3/S1

Paramount Hamburger

Hyde Park to-Cal_

$1 59

3 LB 5169

Hormel 15 or
rt.

PP-1
,
rvr-f
s

lb

FOOD (110'`4ENET

/
1
2 gal

lb.
Hyde Park

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

32 oz

$1I 29

HilliPiEkRMILK

TIP ROAST

lb

S259

2 901

:r•

DELI

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN
U S Choice Sirloin

Owen's Best

$798

B.B.O. BEEF

lb

J
,p

••
•

lb

L.

•

' •

lb

TRIMMINGS

(For Seasoning)

Krey
iicoN Nt

pk

12 or pkg

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

S1 98
Large

89`
99'
39'
99c

B.B.O. RIBS

lb

089
L

isp
LETTUCE.

4.
1450
US No I

Owen's Best Fried

CHICKEN,

Whole chicken 9pcs 5329

Owens Best

B.B.O. CHICKEN

lb

$189

RED POTATOES
POTATOES

Harper's Country
whole lb

159
Owen's Best Homemade

sliced lb

S119

SLAW

vv

PRODUCE DEP

Boneless Breakfast
.
10

89`

Hyde Park Cranberry

sh.

59c

8 oz

JAM

SLICED
BACON

Martha White
Arrgrotin or Scalloped

4 roll pkg

Blue Bonnet

Bonnie

89'
4131*—
79'
99'
19'
49'

gal

39c
39c
39c

Jamboree Strawberry

Clorox

89c

In
Ph
st
th(
Pr,
in;

17 or

Pork

oz 97'

•

St

_

Green Giant Whole & Sliced

Ham

maw

1601

Lb.

753-2617

641 South

an,
tre
an,
de
I.

•

M
1;
APPLESAUCE

,
Green Giant.

3/$1.uu

Choice

CHICKEN THIGHS

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

.7

Luck's 81ackeye

"

With Genuine GM Ports

411
.
!)11111
,
<4

1. •
'1 •

Liby Fru,1

Grade A Fresh

.Keep That Great GM Feeling

With $12.150 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

-•

/1"<"

•• •

411
?
. )
11 :
1111 411111114
r

CHICKEN LEGS

$5,000

Limit 1

71.

Owens Best

Short wheel base, 4x4.6 cylinder, 4 speed, power
steering, power brakes, sliding rear window,
locking differential,burgundy, burgundy inside, approximately 25,000 Mlle&

IOU*

Afiraclo
Whip

SELF NSW
imeamturo

49c

5 Lb. Bag

,
Kraft
MIRACLE
WHIP

ty';
661 -d Medal 14/
dr%

MEAL

HAM

1978 Chevrolet
Pick-up

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

•

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Sears

N. b.14 60Omahas
WI GLARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

Disabled Citizens
System Recommended

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A Legislative Research
Commission report recommends a statewide information and referral system
for disabled citizens:
The study recommends that
the system be established
within the office of the ombudsman in the Department
for Human Resources.
The study -was requested by
. lhe-NO._61„Bepresentatives
after a number of handicapped citizens complained
Subscribers who have not receiv- about problems in obtaining
hatne-tieltverecl copy of information about services_
eif
The Murray Ledger & Times by offered by the state.
Kentucky currently has
530 p.m, Mon-day-friday -or by
rn. Saturdays- re- urger te- e5ght-dittes.27*-_110,art5neasoc
:all 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. cabinets and nine, bureaus
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri- with programs for the handay, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. dicapped. It is estimated there
are between 375,000 and
Saturdays.
A circulation department 475,000 disabled adults and
employee is 'onduty during these children in the state.
The study found there is no
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls Must be single agency in state
which
can
• placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 government
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee provide accurate and peroeltyerf tinent information about the
The regular business office hours services available.
The study also recomof The Murray Ledger & Times are
• 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,„ Monday through mended expanding the scope
Frida and ,8 a.m. to noon, Satur- of the division for protection
and advocacy in the Depardays.
tment of Justice to provide
legal services to a larger.
'group of disabled persons.

IV9-a Owen's Food Market

Fresh Green

CABBAGE
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Man Suffering From
Legionnaire's Disease
Improving In Hospital

LIT -7

-7

•-

Y.4

cc

_•

L-1 -A 21

ff

BYRON'S

11L

DISCOUNT I
PHARMACY

Phone 753 2.tho
Olympic Plaza
506N 12th Murray 1•,
of persons contracting
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API A West Point, Ky., man has Legionnaire's disease is about
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
been in Louisville's University 10 percent, which is less than
Hospital for about 10 days with the 10 to 20 percent mortality
Legionnaire's Disease, and his rate for persons contracting
E NGTH
E XTR A -STR
COIT1MOIV
more
condition is improving, ac- the
pneurnococcal pneumonia.'
cording to officials.
The 59-year-old man, whose
rfikLETS
EXTRA STRENGTH
name was not released, is in
l(X) Tablets
the intensive care unit of the
hospital, a spokesman said
Wednesday.
He was criticially ill at one
Off
point, but his condition was
Limit 2
improving Wednesday and he
—
CINCINNATI (AP
should be out of the intensive
MAJOR PW)MOT1ON — Robert P. Bosking, an assistant professor in the Department of
Cincinnati Zoo officials are
days,
two
or
one
in
unit
care
in
Military Science at Murray State University, was recently promoted to the rank of Major
said Dr. Martin Raff, chief of puzzled over the reasons why
ceremonies held at the University. Shown placing the oakleaf shoulder marks on Biking
infectious diseases 4%1) of their lowland gorillas
the
14 Kt.
are his wife, the former Linda Strohm of Leawood, Kan., and LTC Randal G. Routt, Chairat the University have died since October.
department
late
the
and
Hosking
Milida
Mrs.
of
son
The
Gold
man of the Military Science Department.
'Still another young gorilla,
of Louisville s'ehoot of
William Bosking of Lincoln, Neb., he and his wife have two daughters; Jennifer, 4's-yearsLash, has been hospitalized
medicine.
old, and 10-months-old Suzanne. They live at 1300 Kirkwood Drive in Murray.
Legionnaire's disease got its after showing symptoms
common name after more similar to those displayed by
Sugg. Retail
than 20 persons died after the latest gorilla to die.
2.00
2-year-old
a
Mkubwa,
attending a convention of
oz.
8
American Legionnaires at a gorilla, died Monday, and zoo
Off
autopsy
awaiting
are
officials
hotel in Philadelphia in 1976.
in reports which they hope will
cases
Several
Bloomington, Ind., in 1978 tell them what killed the
were traced to bacteria found animal.
Lyn Kramer said the latest
in cooling towers at Indiana
The clinically proven way to
is "definitely not"
death
-University.
about
worried
patients
By DANIEL Q. HANF:Y
Wisconsin Medical School,
LcT
Raft said the public should related to the death of the
- Associated Press Writer
was published in this week's fatigue, shortness of breath
not be overly concerned, gorilla named Alice last,BOSTON 4AP) — Internists edition of the New England and high blood pressure..
Soon On Television
The researchers said the though the disease sometimes' October. He said the definite [2.
and general practitioners both Journal of Medicine.
never
death
was
that
cause
of
treat people's routine aches
Internists concentrate on differences between the two reaches epidemic proportions
established.
and pains, but the internists diagnosing illness. - However, groups cottld not be attributed and can be fetal.
Kramer described the
Suggested Retail 4.49
The disease has received a
devote 40 percent more time to both internists and general to the internists seeing more
Limit I
gorilla's con: cc
hospitalized
because
attention
more
media
of
lot
treating
looking at each patient, anew practitioners give routine new patients or
$237 28's
"very
dition
guarded."
as
of the deaths and because it
checkups and treat such new problems.
study says.
General pr.ictitioners far has only recently been-- _=Lash is holding his
The study, based on the common complaints db Cu ,
right now," Kramer said.
medical habits of nearly 1,000 _staiwwh. tiches.. and sore outnumber internists in the recognized, Raff said.
is his biggest
"Diarrheacorda
—actiially
the
itis
1975,
"But
In
States.
country,
United
backs.
physicians across the
Overall, the researchers year the statistics were mon entity, a common form of problem. He's got an instops short of taking sides on
/mot
of the colon and
12 oz
the question of which -group found that internists Spend 18 gathered, Americans paid 235 bacterial . pneumonia," he flammation
any
he's
not
absorbing
honor
PCS,
We
- - minutes- with each patient, million.visits to general said.
provides better care.
"We see sporadic cases with nourishment properlY. We're
While internists, who are while general practitioners practitigners and 62 million to
CREME RINSE
Medimet, Av.
-th
tr-l• moderate—degree-- of--fralloricm iniertrests7Hier-icor:
- - • AiilYZOW.74-7;Z:INER
S'oeClairsts- LO
Agfee
causes this and we're awaiting
Public Assis4inedicine, .snenrciprne Ilowytk..jhefe were greatej._ The study found that in- frequency around,.hers, and
•
.
cieid
tip.yCit't'tWti
CaseI''"'ITPaac
ts
c
'or
htiiietreare
laboratory'
there
with each patient, they also differences among speeffic. - ternists ordered
tance Prescrip•Oily
Amok
tests for 73rcent of the across the United States," he get an idea."
are more expensive, because kinds-of treatment.
•Extra Body
C
worktions
and
was
hospitalized
Mkubwa
Visits,
said.
madeOffice
For instance, when people people who
they order far more tests and
Eight cases have ,been early Saturday after zoo ofman's Comwent to their, doctors compared with 34 percent by
X-rays. the report said.
cc
at or referred to ficials noticed he was not
The
reported
practitioners.
general
"The implications of these requesting- general medical
pensation
Nurses from
differences for the cost and examinations, internists spent internists also required three Louisville-area hospitals since eating properly.
July, Raff said. Health of- area hospitals volunteered to
quality of primary care need 37 minutes going over the times as many X-rays.
The researchers com- ficials said four cases were give' around-the-clock atfurther study," the resear7 Patients, while general
20 mented that this tendency reported in Jefferson County tention to the animal, one of 11'
spent
practitioners
chers concluded..
gorillas bdrn in the zoo since
The study, written by Dr. minutes. The internists also "must be questioned from a last year and nine in 1978.
LC3
C
1,Q-1,_11
1A1 Lf2Lj
iff g3 A
1970.
rate
mortality
said
the
Raff
standlioint."
cost-contardment
on
longer
of
University
considerably
spent
the
of
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Zoo Officials Are
Puzzled By Deaths
Of Two Gorillas

TYLENOL

Walking
Canes

$919
gim

25%

PeptoBismol

Jewelry

50%

Internists Devote 40 Percent
More Time With Each Patient

99c

New
Ambassador
Pink
Panther
Cards

MIIMMNIS

Lose Weight Fast
As
Dexatrim

Agree

4fs

99

Prices Good Thru Jan. 10, 1980

Gold

ATTENTION
WANTED:

NI4e1"

We
Pay
Cash
1)4/),
-lovs

s„.„, • Gold & Silver

e66°
ds

tAleetIl
Gov—

(.)0
-7vvrf

s

(JP

cosy-Z.,

""
%vs
21
et'
cP,,,No9)

Quarters

ePO

Go0'
Y

Gold & Silver

01

1
'
stevV°
Oiel

WE PAY CASH

SELL NOW WHILE PRICES ARE HIGH
10 Kt. Class
Rings
$20.00 To$80.00

Call
753-6986

Cast'

ove%

1

For
Private
Appointment

$5.00

ONE
BUYING
LOCATION

White Gold
Yellow Gold

War Nickels
Indian Pennies
Silver
Sterling
°Woes
Over taal

9..00

2 DAYS ONLY

Friday & Saturday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.

Murray Holiday Inn
Room 111

753-5986
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PERMITS.
94011C'N'T I BE
, NVITEPTC)A PART -'?N,
.. -4

WNO SAYS
I'M'CRABBY?

ait
NANCY
OH DEAR- -MY
TEACHER
TOLD ME TO
GIVE THIS
NOTE TO
AUNT FRITZI

PICK IT UP
IMMEDIATELY
AND THR‘2W
)
IT AWAY

'
l *7

BEETLE BAILEY
COME
HERE,YOU
BEAUTIFUL
TH4NCi
zzz.

BLONDIE

YOU ARE ONE
&ORGEOUS
SALAMI!!

I LOVE
YOU!
YOL

-SHE DIDN'T

.Wl-tATD SHE
SAY?

SAY

DoN'T
SAY,.

YOU

'Shabby Trick' Leaves
Pageant Host Jobless
••1 am really, honestly, so
AsTr
s Writer
edflP
ibilre
:rtF
oc
liii
B
ALr
stunned. I really wish Al
ATLANTIC CITY,' N.J. Marks had called me per(Atli - Perennial Miss _ sonally. I'm very sad. But if
America Pageant host Bert it's true, it's true.- That's the
Parks says pageant officials way life is. I've loved every
pulled a "shabby trick" by moment that I've done it."
firing hini-after 15 years of
Parks has been - the
singing "There She Is" to
pageant's television master of
tearful beauty queens.
ceremonies since 1955, the
-You've got to be kidding
second year of- Its nationwide
me. I'm. absolutely shocked. I
telecast.
Allow nothing about- this at
Marks said Parks earned
said when told of
all," Parks
----his dismissal late Wednesday $18;500 for. his Services_ last year,
which
included
night.
think it's their loss. I rehearsals and three nights as
never thought they'd pull a host of preliminary comtrick like this," Parks said. petition in addition to the twohour television show. "
-This is a little shabby, isn't
it?" '
A pageant source who asked
Albert-A. Marks Jr., the not to be identified said Parks
pageant's chief executive was fired because he was
officer, said Wednesday that getting too old and "too
Parks "has not been invited powerful" for the non-profit
back to -be the 'emcee next pageant organization, led by
year." dozens of, Atlantic City area
Marks said he told Parks in businessm-en- and civic
a letter two weeks ago that he leaders. •
wdold not be rehired • to his
The source said the
traditional -one-year contract. pageant's television sponsors
Marks would not give a reason - Kellogg's, Gillette and
for Parks'dismissal.
Campbell's Soup -- supported
Parks, 65, reached at home the dismissal.
in Greenwich, Conn., said he
"Look, the gay's 65 years
had not received the letter.
.old," the source' said. 'A
younger face is needed for
that slot."
Marks would not say who
would be host of the pageant's

Lexington Man
Arrested After
Death Of Grimes

MIMS
2. Notice
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Listed here Is a reedy
reierenc• that will quickly
help you locate the
national telecast on Sept.
classification you ere leek6. The New York Daily News
ing for.
1. Legal Notice
reportedthat pager;icials
2. Notice
were considering ripe John
3. Cord of Thanks
Davidson and Mac,.11Oavis, talk
4. In Memory
show host Mery Griffin and
5. lost and Found
6. Help Wonted
actor Gavin MacLeod.
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. OpportunityDorothy Benham of PittI 1. Instructions
sburgh, Miss America 1977
12. Insurance
and co-host of the 1979
13. For Solis or Trade
pageant said -she--had- teen
14. Want To Ivy
15. Articles For Sole
invited to return as co-host
16. Home Furnishings
this September:
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Machines
IS.
- "It'll be different wilhout
11. Farm Equipment
him," she said when told of
20. Sports Equipment
Park's firing. "... He's a great
21. Monuments.
man. He's done
for the
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
show. ... l'he Miss America
24. Miscellaneous
pageant is a tradition.It's part
25. BusinesS Services
of America. He is known as a
26. TV-Radio
part of that tradition.",
27. Mobile Home Soles
28. Mob. Horn* Rents
Parks, an _ Atlanta native
29. Heating-Cooling
called "Bertie" by many in
30. Business Rental "
31. Wont To Rent
Atlantic - City, is a former
32. Apts. For Rent
Broadway actor. He was the
33. Rooms for Rent
nation's top game show host in
34,Houses For Rent
the 1950s when he was chosen
35. Farms For Rent
For Rent Or Leos*
for the pageant. Parks was
37. livestock-Supplies
host of such '50s TV shows as
38. Pets-Supplitrir
"Name That Tune" and
39. Poultry-Supplies
-"Break the Bank." His last
40. Produce
network series was in 1963
II. Public Sole
42. Home loans
when- he hosted "Yours for a
43. Real Estate
Song.'44. Lots For Sale
Parks took over the job froin
13. Farms For Sole
46. Homes For Sale
Bob Russell; - a television
Motorcycles
producer who emceed the first 47.
La. Auto. Services
televised pageant.
49. Used Cars
SO. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
..ette,Services Off•red
-fectiota
55. Feed And Soed
56. Fre* Column
57. Wanted

rah.

aa.

Indiana Men Spend New
Year's Day Water Skiing

WINCHESTER,Ky. AP)I
ciri man_ has been
in con
OR
- wit
the Saturday death of 22-yearA LONG STORY...TELL YOU AFTER.' (TAKE THIS. YOU -MAY NEED
old-Denny-Grimes:
IT BEFORE WE LEAVE.
DINNER SOME NIGHT.
._D:A.v.Ktokr.LEN
_
ouiiiitty_river„said.they.plairto
George Wastiabanght-----26,-- ABABA &
-OW DID YOU
TRYING
make it-an annual thing.
was
arrested
Wednesday
Evansille
Courier
The
RIND ME
TO FIND
Sort-oililte-the- Polar
afternoon
charged
mid_
oats
E. MDUNT VERNON, And. Bear' clubs," said 13ulla,
with murder. Bond was set at
1417;000 " by. -flisttil:C'.--Zallit -r-API-----'.- 4::iMfter"'of•-•=anra'roftirrtrirlir-Trrtiirtii; or
Vernon men came up. with slightly zany organization in
Judge John Paul Moore.
Grimes was found dead in what they believe is a Curefor -some northern areas whose
members go swimming in
his home in Clark County. No New Year's hangovers.
They staggered out of bed frigid lakes and rivers.every
I'M GOING
cause of death has been
TO HELP
TUesday Morning, put on New Year's Day.
released..
HIM
The only difference, Buda
Washabaugh was being herd wetsuits .and swimming
.trunks, got out a speedboat said, is that "we don't swim.
in the Clark County Jail.:'
and went %water skiing on the We ski."
But they didn't waste much
Ohio River.
headache's gone," said time doing it. ,Most of the
• _ .Phil Gross of Mount Vernon. ,skiers limited their time in the
as 'he' waded out of the 46- water-to one big circle in front
NI/
4110
V
/
IV
Fa- Mir
0
V AV I'
AV /
degree river , water and into of Mount Vernon's riverfront
/ffia/NII...laa...laga/IIINII 4=11, -II IIIF
Mr'
i
Marra
the 32-degree air. "But I'm so park, and the whole thing
AW /
Iir M
2 #.1 w
ar ,M MI
ANW lli III
Arr mAr "
II Ar
ir If.
A! /Ar
M "
AI S
"
III "
IMIIINAIIIIIF/
IIII/M4I/AIL-AIIIIIIIAVIII/-#6
lasted less than 20 minutes.
cold I can't feel anything."_
IF
....f
irc l
IIIWAVIIIIarly/IVIII=r1W
MAIM/
Even so, they were in the
Gross was one of four
1IIIFIII
/III,
#1111/111/
II
//I
#1
IPIIIIVII
i/4
III ANIMINV
/MAIM' In
menibers'Of the Poco Ski Club water long enough for a small
who decided a quick zip crowd to gather along the
around the murky river would shore. "Most of the guys skiinwout
be the perfect way to cap the
club's annual New Year's Eve there today are pretty serious
about it," said Gross.
Party.
than
"Usually somebody gets "They're
better
-vireCked eriOugh ori - New- average."'
Indeed, the four skiers and
Year's Eve to-suggest we try
Double Boor- Brick Lined
.tevik.,fixras,
,
. as_ this," -said .1:0
"Ian Be Used With Doors
Rocky Gottman, another driving the boat were good
Or Removed To Got
member of the club, which enough to avoid the numerous
Full Fireplace Effect."
claims several dozen mem- stumps, tree limbs and other
hers and has won awards in miscellaneous garbage
Retail $499.95
regional and national water floating on the river surface.
Bulla said the club's acski conpetitions.
"We r talk about it every tivities are not' limited to
year, but usually there's water skiing. He.said several
enough ice in the water to keep- members have recently taken
us out. This year there wasn't up hang-gliding:
-"We're crazy," said Bulla.
any,
so we figured why not?"
Controlled
Thermostatic*
The, four men who skied -This kind of stuff isn't for
Wood Neater
Tuesday - Gross, Gottman. everybody."
Retail $279.95
"I haven't-had thiotnachitio
---Rob-130144-lend Darr-Custer along with. other -club diem- since the last time I set m)
bers-who- weren't-quite up to -hair on fire," said Custer, as
taking off their clothes and he stood on the shore,
NOW
being palled around the shivering.

Ar ,

44.

Model 2400

Save 20%

Save
20%

Wood
Burner

$22396

Huntsman

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Model 30
Reg.$399.95

Model 2502
With Thermostat
Retail 9189.95

5 Vast throngs
Answer to Wednesday's I:nzzle
6 Transactions
7 Nobleman
1 Danger
8 Bitter vetch
6 Lance 11 Spirit
9 Digraph
12 Eagles' nests 10 Blush
11 Of the cheek
14 Landed
15 Strong winds 13 Soft drinks
16 Inquires
17 Suffice
18 Falsehood
19 Customs
19 Covetous
20 Place for
combat
person
22 Tricks
20 Sum up
23 Change
21 Near
22 Chess pieces 25 Melodies
26 Musical dra23 Region
24 Comes back
26 Forebodings 28 Speech mak39 Greek letter
32 Bank
ers
27 Employs
41 Deface
employee
29 Stone worker
28 Unlock
42 Sainte(abbr )
29 Horse's neck 30 Gets up ' 33 Girl's mime
44 Proceed
35 Location*
31 Short conhair Pl.
46 Exclamation
versation
38 Repetition
31 Scalloped
34 War god
35 Fragment
36 Spanish arti13
12
cle
17
III16
14
37 Female rela•
tive Collor)
ao
19
1a
36 Lasso
MI
39 Sick
ACROSS

UL' CI .C1100 OBS
CC 0 1213100 C1, g
Iri:]131130 E s 00E10 s 64
MEI F se 1313ICI
GICI clE1 DUD ODOM

Save 10%

CO ED DOT YEA
CM COO CI E g CI i
000 i gica op A . i
Capp COO 00E8

gio oco,0
0m0.00 0001.M
Gina go, A L. 30 II

UO T UTEPS

MA

Turn Your Fireplace
Into a Furnace

Reg.$199.95

Reg.$189.95

Reg.$179.95

Save 20%

Save 20%

Save 20%

Model 2221

Model 2219

Model 2217

421"

19"

17"

amm

NM4 ill ill7 dr 10
in
1111
III

US

Now$15995 Now

Now 4395
N!1

Murray Lawn Garden Center
and

40 Bone

_41 Slogan,
42 Food fish
_43 Nullify
45 Decayed
47 Painful spots
48 Cut

IM
Nil
lila

II III
in28 111111111M1111
111111111

2755.
29
°

UUU

34
gli

DOWN
1 Courteous
2 Great Lake
3 Rodent
4 Negative prefix

Id
a

IA

UIUI4.1 a

'

USUUal
11
39
42UUU
45 46
.•

all

UUUU

Need another copy? We
have Lave 31-tini
-Aestthies.

I

CARTE
304 Main

75

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS The Murray Ledger
Times Office, 103 N. 4
Street, is open for busine
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mo
day through Friday an
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon o
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business 'office, classified
advertising department,
retail advertising department and Circulation
department.
At times other than those
isted-above the office is
losed for regular business
ven though newsroom and
oduction employees may
on duty.

we_ seques_t___Ihat
ustomers observe. the
Mess office hours in
lacing calls to the
e-Wspaper...
The. telephone numbers
for the newspaper depart'ents
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
753-1916
Classified Ads
Circulation
753-1917
753-1919
Display Ads
Accounting
753-1916
News & Sports
753-1918
The Murray
Ledger & Times

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00
John i4 l5, 'If ye love me,
keep my commandments." II
John 1 9, -Whosoever transgresseth, and •abideth not in 4the doctrine of Christ hath not
GOIL_He_that_abideth in the doctrine of Christ. he hath the
Father - and the Son.- Sabbath.
worship service, Saturday's II
AM and 6-PM. Bible study,6 til'
8 evenings. Study by phone
anytime: free Siore for the
needy. All donations appreciated. Anyone having need
or wouktiike Bible infor,m.ation
Or study _calf Bible Facts Of Free
Store. 759-4600_

t aid Found
• Lost, female Beagle hounds
with Illinois collers..with F M
Clements on them. Ledbetter
Church Area.lf found call 7531996

Small black dog
with some _gray
hair last seen
near__ Bonner's
store -011 280. Answers to dime of
Jack. Child's birthday
present.
Has ScOtt Terrier
face.
Call
436-2598

1'
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YOUR KEYtoBuy,Sell or Trade Anything

ARE THE CLASSIFIEDS

16. Home Furnishings 25. Business Services

2. Notice
Free Store. 759-4600.
6. Help WanteiApphcations now being accepted at Fern Terrace Lodge.
1505 Stadium View Drive. No
phone calls please Apply in
person.
CUSTOMER sERvics AND
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Neesfed for growing fast food
operation Excellent opportuni
ty -fur persons looking for advancement and bettering their
future Positions open in Murray aod other locations
throughbut the southeast
Equal opportunity employer. II
_interested call Mrs Sexton at
Kentucky fried Chicken for appointment.Toll free 1 800-633
5912
- MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
Needed_ for growing fast food
operation. Excellent opportunity tor persons_looking for advancement and bettering their
future. Positions open in Murray and other locations
throughout the southeast.
Equal opportunity employer If
interested call Mrs Seiton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for appointment. Toll free 1-800-6335912.

•‘.

•

Full size mattress and
springs in fair condition,
$30. Call 753-0306 after
4 p.m.
For sale Sofa and matching
chair. 2 mattresses and box
springs, one iron bed, coffee
table, easy chair. 489-2199 or
759-1401.
GE Refrigerator. 20 cubic ft
Frost free with icernaker. Gall
753-3566 after 8 pm.
Lady Kenmore Washer and
dryer. Call 444-2355.

19, Farm Equipment

43. Real Estate

Maybelle loyner Bridals, Wingo,
Kentucky. Allred Angelo bridal
gowns. bridesmaid's dresses
aod veils, sizes 6 to 2412.
Shown by appointments. Call
376-5381.

47. Motorcycles

Doctor Of nurse worried about 1977 Harley Dayrdson. Sportgetting to work this winter ster. 8.500 miles, like new,
when the ice and snow comes? 52.500 firm. Call 436-2289_
Need a phone in your car? Have
48. Auto. Services
a pet, but no place to put it?
Like a large work room away
MlIIELlI MICHELIN
froni it all for those rare spare
CARROLL
moxient3? We have a gillition
TIRE
foryou...For the complete picSERVICE
ture, cal! 753-1492...Offered
t
,1
Century 21. Loretta, Jobs
.by
v
z Reattors

26. TV-Radio
25 inch RCA color t v
automatic, $250. In good condition. Phone 753-6531
Wanted- responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25" color t.v Warranted.
Clayton's - I & B Music. 753/575

LL

It'
753-1489

I

1 105 Po._

-7;

'IMMOYAL mem
49. Used Cars

27. Mobile-Home Sales Other than lead guitar at 'Ban the Nukes'

53. Services Offered

50. Used Trucks

Guttering by Sears Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears"
753-2310 for free estimates
lave your carpet cleaned by
Icie Smith Carpet Center the
ieople who know carpets Call
'53-6660 tor free estimates
Having trouble getting things
Jone around the home' Plumbing, carpentry, roofing? Call
753-8950
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears' 7532310, for free estimates

1974 El Camino- Classic
$1950 Clean 110A.Greenbrier
Drive 753-4981 1975 Jeep Cherokee Chief. 2door, 4x4, quadrotrack,
automatic, power steering and
brakes, good condition Call
753-8754 after 5 pm

_
51. Campers
for:
Prowler
trailers
new
the
See
1980. - Also many good used
trailers. Arrowhead Camper
Sales, Highway 80 East.
Mayfieltl:KY. 247-8187.

53.1•prvices Offered

All kinds of mechanic work
Watch for details of 1
Nice _1978 three bedroom demonstrations, where else have you
in motor rebuilds
spfctalizing
1968
Chevrolet.
good
trailer, 12x60. $6500. 436Bridal
Fair, February
appeared?",
mechanical condition $450. Work by the lob, reasonable
2285. •
24th.
Cali
satisfactionalways.
rates.
Call 753-0448.
43. Real Estate
1073, Revere,, 12x65, 3 34. Houses For Rent
after 430 pm, 753-8430. .
CARTER STUDIO
Datsun,
1969, -4-door.
' completely
bedroom, 2 bath,
&
Brothers
Byers
304
Mon
753 5298
furnished including washer Vacant, January 1st, white
First time.offered!.Many lovely automatic, excellent mileage.
remodeling,'Son-Geralhm framing,
$595.
436.2146.
and dryer. Central heat and air. brick house in country with atwooded, home sites in one acre
aluminum siding, gutters, and
Priced at $5250. Call 753- tached garage, $200. 753to ten acre tracts. Be the fast 1975- Firebird Trans Am, new roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or I- licinsed Electrician and gas in2762. 8333.
stallation, heating installation
to selecla site for yOur dr6arb• tires, tilt, air conditioned, AM, 362-4895.
and repairs. Carl 753-7203.
1flLj
-tome and--help • design Your FM stereo, 4-speed. Price
28. Mob. Home Rents 37. Livestock-Supplies
1.
;
1 --j°
Concrete and block work Block
uni- $2195. Phone 753-9710.
re4r1ctions
in
a
most
own
Licensed electrician. Prompt
Attractive. all - electric, 2
fl -Floyd- Majors 11.1
que subdivision. Call Spann Ford F-250, 4 wheel drive, good garages,- basements, driveways, efficent service. Reasonable
bedroom mobile home. Two
National Spotted
Real Estate
steps.
tree
patios,
walks,
Reilly Associates, 753-7724.
rates. Call Ernest White 753shape. 753-9299.
miles east of Murray. Low
Swine Sale
estimates. 753-5476.
-- 105 N. 12th _
0605.
Musical
Four
acre salvage yard, 40x50 1978 Ford LTD II Broham, 222.
utilities. $140 per month;
January 12th
block building Owner terms, door, all extras, extra nice, low Carpenter contractor. New and Mechanic or body work, I &
$140 deposit 753-9829. •
641 N.
11:00 a.m.,
PIANO IN 01A 11.1.1.111.
Will trade? Assume? mileage, regular gas, new remodel. Hawley Bucy. 492- Garage. Call 474-2384 or 527$25,000.
Beautiful
spinet-console
52
Murray, Ky.
For Rent. Two bedroom trailers
Located
about'
5
8120.
759-1739.
stored locally. Reported like
3777.
Goodyear radials, radial snow
in Shady Oaks Trailer Court
at the
miles from Murray on
new. Responsible party can
CarpOntry service. Whatever Paintings- Paperhanging. Comand
$3850
firm.
Call
Situation-WanteU take
at big saving on low
tires
rims.
Call 48972611.
N.
three
641
bedroom
Western Kentucky
payment balance. Write
your needs, old or new, quality mercial or residential Free
753-1888 after 6 pm.
B.V. home newly
Livestock 'Center
in Piano, Joplin, Missouri
Will do housekeeping 2-3 days
Small two bedroom, all elecwork. Call 753-0565.
estimates. 759-1987.
decorated, large kit1973 Grand .Prix, needs body
a week Experienced 492tric, water and garbage pickup
100 boars, 100 gilts, 25
chen-den, spacious
work, best offer. Call 759- Carpet cleaning, at reasonable Snow removal from driveways,
8925
furnished, mile out of. city
.
bred gilts. All
753-1222
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-Lp.
master bedroom, car1112.
limits. One or two adults.
arking lots. etc Also tractor
_ Arai da deaw/11,_ 410uses, 01. _ 23. Exterminating
Pft/ and bruceUosis
--.1car..7.7.7
•
vice. Custom _Carpet-Care. 489-,
port.
Move
into_this
5•1.,•13.
after
753.5405
Rhone
'''-breikirtf-7- disking.
vmk
rli
fre3fit
For
more
in1976 Mercuii Monarch, 4- 2774.
fries, stores 'and re-s-ta0ants
spotlessly clean home
bushhogging. blade work. Call
formation contact:
door,
34,000
miles.
extra
nice.
Call 759-4610.
Trailer for rent, see B.B Dill at
GOOD
HOUSE
and enjoy good councleaning,
free 753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5
Carpet
NATIONAL SPOTTED
Call 527-3700.
Dill's Trailer Court.
SENSE
try living. Price
Weekends and Weekdays
estimates. satisfied references._ pin 7_512632_
._
- - - ---------SWINE RECORD
1973 Plymouth Brougham, Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanbabysitting done 'Calf 753
reduced to $37,500.
Three bedroom central heat,
Four bedroom brick
Bain
Bridge,
IN
46105
plumbing
and heating
Will
do
Neat As
local one owner. 53,000 miles. ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
5152
natural gas, new furniture and
home on_ Sharpe
---*Ph.
317-522-6272
remodeling
repairs,
around
and
nearPitt
Call
753-8848
before
A
belt
carpet, '2 MIT
Street. Central gas
- 753-5827,WI7dTs7-ewing 8 years elK
the horrie. Call 753-9600.
753-5209.
Call
University,
realistic
heat
price,
1972 Torino With 1975 motor. Driveways white -rocked and-?mime-15343472
Sow:
$33,000. Phone 753Will haul driveway white rock
waited for immaculate
Call 753-6392.
Two bedroom mobile home for 317-Pets4upplies
graded, free estimates, Clifford and Ag lime, also haiii-any type
1222.
12. Insurance
3 bedroom, 2 bath,
rent, gas heat, newly AKC
1974 Volkswagen Dasher, Garrison, 753-5429, after 4 of brown or white pea gravel.
Golden
registered
EXCELLENT BUSINE1S
B.V. central elec. heat
decorated, excellent location.
automatic,
great gas mileage, pm.
puppies, great for
Retriever
Call Roger Hudson, 753-4545
OPPORTUNITY
and air.'Ample closets
S 19 I4
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455.
$1400. 436-2415.
We've
hunting or pets_ $100. Phone
Fireplace and chimney brick or 753-6763.
throughout,
extra
Newly listed 4-bay
Two bedroom Trailer in Hardin, 527-9390, Benton, KY.
1975 Vega, One owner. 27,000 repair. Fireplace inserts and Wet basement? We make wet
large double garage,
Got
shop with paint room
ellaneous
completely furnished. Call 437miles, Excellent condition. See stoves, made to order. Brick' basements dry, wait complete43.
good garden area.
Real
Estate
and
lots
of
equipment
the Shield
Firewood oak and hickory, 4850 or 437-4462.
house Pointing. Call after 6 ly guarenteed. Call or write
1803
College Farm Rd.
--Priced
to
sell
at
to remain with purdelivered $20 a rick Call 474- 12x55 Two bedroom trailer, ex- As time goes on! You'll be pay$49,900.
chaser. Nice office
Morgan Construction Cp.,
1976 Vega GT stationwagon, pm, 436-2855. ing more and more for rent. So
For your
2382
tra clean. No pets. Call 489- why not buy your -home now.
with
equipment
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,'
and
2
Call
.753actual
miles.
36.000
Life•Heelth•Home
753-8080
Firewood for sale, $20 a rick 2118..
Sears 753-2310 for free KY 42001, or call day or night,
baths. All in an ex7853.
This. exceptionally nice 2
Car•F•rm•Business
you haul. 31. Want To Rent
rick
delivered.
a
$15
cellent
estimates
for your needs.
1-442-7026
location
and
on
bedroom may be •lust the one. Different strokes_ for dittere:71
1.0014 TO THE SHIELD
1969 Volkswagon, excellent
Wood ready now. 759-1167.
a large. lot (175x200
new
Completely
redecorated,
tri-level
folks...modern
milage,
like
new.
Call
753gas
Wanted: Single bedroom apartPriced realistically.
Firewood. 18 inch, 24 inch. ment, furnished or unfurnish- heating system including bedroom, 2 bath home with
FallHouse Cleaning
7259.
lennie Ness
•
Phone
Kopperud
rick.
Hickory.
$25.00
Fisher
and
wood
burning
stove.
all
fam6
Oak
an.
and
heat
central
314-649-3829.
ask,
ed
Phone
and
Realty, 753-1222.
50. Used Trucks
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
new kitchen appliances and room, ea!-in kitchen large
.Fancy natural honey $4 50 qt. for Gary.
Davey Ross
estimates. Insured and experirced. Call day or
For sale or trade: 1949 Jeep
bathroom fixtures, new roof utility room. .situated on 1'2
Cap 489-2327_
32. Apts. For Rent
night:
this year, private backyard with acre lot m-I. Priced in the Good quality older home truck, all original flathead, 4
Firewood. Oak and Hickory,
tires,
cylinder,
16
inch
snow
located
deck.
at
500
N
large
Priced
in
520's.
6th
Street
Apartment
for
rent,
209
has
753-..Phorte
$40's
759-1176
$20 00 4 x 8 rick. Immediate
210E
Call Spann Realty Associates. 1492...Offered by 'Century 21 3 bedrooms, living room, and excellent 4 wheel drive.
Walnut, Call 753-3685.
delivery Call 753-6831
Main
1-354-6217.
kitchen-dining room combina- $950. Phone
753-7724.
Loretta lobs Realtors.
For sale 289 ft. of green vinyl Furnished 2 bedroom apart733-040
tion, utility room and enclosed
Murray
ment
near
downtown
MI• IU
coated chain link fence fabric,
porch Old carriage house proFor Sale
FREE
Ainley Auction
Purdom & Thurman
used only 2 months. 759-9512. Call 753-4109.
vides
outside storage Large lot.,
-Ton-in1675_2
2,
Realty
Sales
Estate
Real
al
&
20
MILE
14. Want To Buy
Priced at $25.900_ Need to sell- ternational
Firewood for sale, reasonable' New two bedroom apartment, Insurance
COI POURS 11111212
Trucks
southaw:&soilmkauar-g-_appliances
Aut
444144
all
furnished,$250
Realtorto
_
complete settlement of-t DELIVERY
Book entitled "The Cunn- prices. 436-5684.
with grain body and
tppraiscr
Kentucky
-Spa= Atofty
mg-IeTatv,
1
WS,
'wail
i
hmunii
=
mmuning
hoists.
-12,000Eldfins fawn and-garden- 753-0814.
16 . HP753-0984
.11,q
753-4451
Associates. 753-7724
Gingles Call 753-8034
tractor. New battery, wheel.
perfect condition.
Floored
and
ready.
Up
to
This
12
x
24.
Also
barn style, ofmakes house sense! For
Call
Want to buy Junk cars -Call weights, Chains, plow, disc,
lllllllllll lllll
For
aninnisunllllllllllllll
lllllllllllllllllllpit the
active farnit, who roarilt a
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U474-8838 after 5 pm
cultivator, snow btade, 48 ineh
Ellis
Rent
3 really functional home. here's
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
mower. Excellent condition.
3
your opportunity. 3 bedrooms.
Buying All Kinds of
Popcorn
Nice
Call 1-247-0898.
furnished
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CLOUD FROM RI. op...Ili SON. 2 p..,C
2 baths, fully equipped kitScrap Iron Metals.
Wisw•ll Rd.
apartment for 1,
King wood burning stove. Call
Now hiring, full or part time, $7.00 per hour to k: chen A good place to raise a
753-5451
PORTABLIBUILDINGS
CUSTOM-BUILT
Industrial
753-8448.
2, 3 or 4 girls.
753 start, Local National AAA-1 rated Corporation ifardily. Call
Clean-Up Service
Phone 753-5865 or
Wood for sale, $22 50 you pick
needs 10 neat, honest, young minded people with 1492 Offered by Century 21
Rinal, Ir. News S n.m.-4 p.m
up. $27.50 for delivery Call
permanent address to fill 10 good jobs immediately. Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-5108.
Mon.-Fri.
412411135
153-8167
No experience needed, car necessary, complete
ir
40
paid training program, paid vacation, group inTwo bedroom apartment, fur
surance and bonus. Only those willing to work need =
nished, water furnished. Call
apply. Call 753-9444 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday
753-8119.
and Saturday only. Ask for Mr. Osmon

1

Poland 25 automatic chain
saw, 2 years old, $100. Call
753-8848 before 8 30 pm.
Eight foot. -CTs-e wheel disc,
cylinder hoses and front disc 1
year old. Call 489-2716 after 6
pin
19644000-ford gas, power
steering, remote hydraulics,
good shape, 5 ft. bushhog, /ft.
disc. three 16 inch plows_ Call
436-2269 after 6 pm.
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HELP WANTED

Year End
Storer/1de Sale
Now Is The
Time To Buy

me
II
tranat in 4-h not
the
h the
Math.
'S 11
. 6 tit •
hone
Th
apneed
ation
Free

FM
etter
753-
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Stereo's, Radios, Tape
Players, Lights, Speakers,
Turn Tables and much
miscellaneous merchandise.
Financing Available!

=
of Sound
. . So.World
12th
i 222
"Ill

Look for the Big Orange Sign

Ann's Beauty
and
Style Shop
Specialize in precision cuts,
sets, perms, etc.

Opening Day-Wed., Dec. 26th
Open Every Day
Except Tuesday
9 a.m. til 5 p.m.
Sharon Ann Stokes, Owner and Operator

(502)492-8284
East Barnett St.
Natal, KY
Located 2 blocks behind lees lank

g

33.Rooms for Rent

Furnished room, kitchen and
laundry facilities furnished,
one block from MS11, boys only.
$50 per month. Call 759-4538
after 12 noon.

34. Houses For Rent

a
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HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Widow, Streat

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:3B-Noon
Price of
^
HAIRCUT $1.25

Closed A:1 Day Wed.
Saturday 7.30 til5:00

PRICE SHAVE 75'
House for rent, 215 L P Miller
P.. IN
a harm ad.*ow pa 751 3555 oe.6,2..
2222.. ."'••• Pub
"
",
,
Street, 7 rooms, gas heal. Can
I
be seen Jan 7. Call 753-3685.
House for rent in Tayler Store
community. Call 717.i.N.....
tional Hampshire Meat Hog Conference
after 6 pm.
Auction
10:00 a.m., Bowling Green, KY,
Newly decorated 3 bedroom
Tuesday,
January 8, W.K.U. ag. Expo Center.
house, full carpet, 4 miles
south of Murray, Southwest
Offering 100 healthy tested boars and 100
school district, $210 per monopen gilts from top Hampshire herds in U.S.A.
th, deposit and references required. Call 753-4406 before 5 For more information call or write: Hampshire

Swine Registry, 1111 Main
61606. Ph. 309 674-9134.

St., Peoria, IL

Two bedroom house in Hardin,
completely furnished. Call 437-4850 or 437-4462.
Three -bedroom house, fully
carpeted, located near
Panorama Shores. Call 4362266._
Three bedroom house near
Sat. Jan. 5th 10 a.m. Rain or Shine At Uncle
University. Available now. No •
Connie Mills Old Farm Nome 11
pets. 5250. 753-3942.
/
2 mile southwest of Stella, Ky. Leave Nil: 121 at West
Three bedroom house, washer
and •dryer hookup,-.available
Fork Church on Butterworth Road.
January 151h, located on
Big house filled with old and antique items.
fairway 94 East. Call 753- Bedroom,
living room and dining room, furniture,
E15.
'appliances, linens, dishes, cookware, oak wash
stand, dressers, tables, book shelves, beds, picture
36. For Rent Or Lease
frames, old books, lots of trinkets, lawn furniture,
tredel sewing machine, old team and garden tools,
WoMind
too many good itern.s to list serrate. For info call

Auction Sale

I

rekoese
Storage SP•c•
Forltent
753-4758

Chester's Auction Service
435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
•

HANG OUT THE
WELCOME-SIGN
At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room, kitchen-den combination,
2car garage with electric door opener, central gas heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped
yard. All this for only
$42,500. Phone 753Kopperud
1222,
Realty,
COUNTRY NOME
CLOSE TO
TOWN
Exceptionally
nice
three bedroom home
only four miles from
city 4imits. Beautiful
Pi acre wooded lot,
with outside storage
and concrete floored
workshop. Priced at
$53,900. Phone .Kopperud Beatty, 753-1222.

FarmsTor Sale
109 acres. 70 acres posted.
good woven wire fence, included is 24 head Polled Hereford
catlle of which T4 -cows wilt
calve,in March. 400 biles, hay
Located on Highway 280 and
Old Murray-Concord road, lust
off 121 South $85,000 Call
753 4,25

46. HomesTillieThree bedroom brick, living
room, den. FHA approved - Call
;
• 153-8925

BOYD-MAJORS

105 N. 12th Street
753-8080

REAL ESTATE

DUPLEX. One unit offers 3 bedrooms and -one unit offers 2 bedrooms. The 3
bedroom unit has a living room,kitchen and-dining area and a full bath. The 2
bedroom unit has a living and dining combination, large patio. Call us today
about this one.

513 Whitnell St., near Bel-Air shopping. Lovely 3 Bedroom By., attached
garage, patio, fenced backyard. Newly decorated, entry hall, elec. heat; front
awnings. You'mustsee inside this Spic and Span home to appreciate it. Owner
leaving state wants quick sale. $33,500.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Audra Mood, 753-9036
B.B. Hook 753-2387

After Office Nowt
Warren Shropshire 753-8277
Reuben Moody 753-9036
Homer Miller 753-7519
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James Joe Mason,
Father Of Murray
Woman, Is Dead

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Mrs. Andrews

Final Rites Held
For 18 Year Old
James M. Crouch

Mrs. Ethel

Lester
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Saturday

Mrs. Ethel Douthitt Lester,
Funeral services for Mrs.
Petersi VS, died Wednesday at 10:15
i Floy
Garrett
Andrews of South Side Manor a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Apartments. Murray, will be County Hosuital. Her death
held today at 3 p.m. at the followed an extended illness.
Her residence had been in
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Holllp with the Rev. Waco. Texas, but more
R. J. Burpoe officiating and recently she has lived with her
Mrs. - Oneida White as sister, Mrs. W. T. (Veda
Grogan, Farris Avenue,
organist.
Pallbearers will be Edgar Murray.
Other survivors include two
Downey, Willis Bucy, Kevin
Wheeler, Fred Wheeler, Jim grandchildren, Suzanne Allen
-Gil-Wm.-and Doug;Glum' and Bill ester, and two great .
Entombment will follow in the grandchildren, Hemet, Calif.;
,Boone-Douthitt of
Tinausotelan at the Murray tint
Nashville,Tenn. •
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Andrews, 79, -died. . Her husband. Clyde Lester,
Monday- at 5:10 p.m. at the former superintendent of
Murrai-Calloway County schools in Carlisle County and
-Hospiteft. She was a member in-the--Kentucky- -Legislature
of the First Baptist Church. from Graves County, died in
Born March L. 1900. _in 1944. Her son, Douthitt Lester
Calloway County:she was the of Waco. Texas. died in 1973.
daughter, of the late Jim Four brothers. Ira, Cecil.
Peters and Sally Stewart Noah, and Ezra Douthitt,
formerly of this area, also
Peters.
Survivors include her preceded her in death.
snt
dahatedilcti
taught
rined Baasr:
M e1.1Lester
husband Garrett Andrews. schoolrss
• Jetties Michael Crouch
steP
three
Murray;
the Hillcrest Memorial
daughtrers, Mrs. Fred ningham, and Marion in
Gardens there.
Wheeler and Mrs. Janice Kentucky and also in Atlanta.
The young man died early
Kokomo, Ind., and Mrs. Ga., and New Orleans, La. She
Daly.
on the morning of Dec. 14 as he
Gillam. Wheaton, Ill.: had
James
was returning to his home in
grandchildren; two. master in Bardwell for two
step
five
Las Cruces,. N. M., from
grandchlldren.
yearS, and was -executive
great
step
Provo-Orem, Utah, where he
secretary-of th&Red Cross of
was a student at the Utah
Jackson. Miss., for two years.
Technical College. His pickup
Prior to the time of her
collided with a coal-carrying
husband's death the two had
50
about
rig
The funeral for Mrs. Bessie - tractor-trailer
worked in the Kentucky
miles ft6rn• Provo in an area
Thorn of Benton Route 1 was
Unemployment Department
Canyon,
Fork
Spanish
held Wednesday a 1 p.m. at 'near
in several counties of the
Utah.
the chapel of the Collier
Mrs. Steve Jackson Purchase. - The
--tris
by
'survived
-Is}teFuneral Home, Benton, iv-ith
!Josephine i'Srason eiNfuiiay
funerni will be held
The
the Rev. David Elliott-11z- :parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Route 2be held at the Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
R. Crouch, 2020 Turrentine, chape_L_rif. the _Max_ ChurchilL
I
chapel -of-the A/drier-Funeral
Las. ...Cruces, N. M. Two Funeral Home with the day
Grandsons served
home. Bardwell, with Alonzo
sisters, Jackie Booth, Salt and time to be announced. The
pallbearers and burial was in
Wilams of Paducah and
---Lake-Eity,--Dtak; and - Dena. Rev. Bill COlitiill-ciftleate and
the Union FlltIgerernetei-rr
Wilcox of Murray ofTipton
Crouch, Las Cruces,-N. M.; burial. will fallow lathe...Coles
Mrs.Thorn,87,died Monday
-Dr. Glenn_ Wilcox
-fieiating:
hiS grandparents, Mr.- and Camp Ground Cemetery.
at 5:30 p.m. at the.Calvert City
Burial will
soloist.
be
will
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Lynn
Convaleseent Center. She was
'Friends may call at the follow in the Roselawn
a member of. the Bethel Grove.
,
funeral home.
Cemetery.
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Mason, 38, died
Friends may call at (hi'
She is survived by two
Tuesday at j:30 p.m. at the funeral home after 2 p.m
daughters, Mrs. Mary G.
Vanderbilt Hospital, NashFriday.
Johnston of Benton and Mrs.,
ville, Tenn. Her death
Jean Boren of Detroit, Mich.;
Mrs. Myrtle Outland died followed an extended illness.
three sons-Tommy Thorn of today at 120 a.m. at the
She was a member of the
Benton, Leman Thorn of McKenzie Memorial Hosptial, Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Gilbertsville, and J. C. Morris McKenzie, Tenn: She was 81 Church of God, Murray. Born
of &diet, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. years of age and the wife of Aug. 27, 1941. in Florida, she
Mrs Hoy May Green die:
Idell Ross . of Benton; one Onus R. Outland who died July • was the daughter of Rose
• Perricone Prezzia, who
Wednesday at 1 p.m. She wa brothers Chester York of 5, 1963.
-Hardin; _25 grandchildren; 35
She is survived by one survives, and the late Guy a patient at the Calvert Cl!,,
great grandchildren; three daughter, Mrs. Arthur Prezzia. She had beenzem- Convalescent Center, and a
I Estelle) Crews, Springville,
great great grandchildren.
ployed as a secretary and pronounced dead on arrival a'
Tenn.; four grandchildren- . accounts clerk with the the Marshall County Hospital.
Franklin-D. Crews and Mrs. Student Financial Aid Office Benton.
Federal-State Market News Service
She was 81 years of age and
Wayne (Jane) Hoffman, at Murray State University
January 3, 1980
member of v,Baptist
a
Gary
and
Mich.,
Market
Hog
Purchase
Area
Muskegon,
Kentucky
before her recent illness.
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Born May- , 1898. in
Church.
Fruitport.
Moore.
June
and
by
survived
is
Mason
Mrs.
Receipts: Act. 779 Est. 550 Barrows &
she was the
County,
Trigg
Gilts .25 lower Sows steady $1.50 lower
Mich.
her husband, Steve Mason,
most decline on wts. over 500
of the late Perry
daughter
held
be
will
funeral
The
and
Tony,
Lenny,
sons,
three
536.75-37.00
US 1-2 200430 lbs.
$36.50-36.75
usz200-240 lbs.
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the W
-Steve.- -Jr-, _her_ _Jones and Ann Wallace Jorle
535.50-36.50
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.
_Ii. Churc)mifl.
MAL nle5 40..(1.
chapeL
P_2-9 Pre••••is:.
1J 24 o0-404., rub':
Funeral Home. with burial to and a sister, Mrs. Grace Elbert Green, preceded her In
SOWS
.$29.00-30.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. death.
follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Masan,all of Murray Route 2.
$28.CO-29.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
„Mrs. Green is survived by
$29.00-31.00
Friends may call at the
US 1-3450-500 lbs.
$31.00-32.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
two daughters, Mrs. Kathryn
6 p.m. on
after
home
funeral
$27.00-M00
lbs
US 2-3 300-500
Cathers, Kakohia, Ill., and
Friday.
.ans er 300 lbs. 32.00-2600
Mrs. Mary Jane Castle,
USDA+
LOUISVILLE, K>. AP:
Ill.; three sons.
Belleville,_
Insurance. I
calves
and
cattle
receipts
Estimated
Pnces of stocks-of local, interest at
Cecil of 'Benton, John- of
noon. EST: today.-iurrusitedlo the Mw- 400; slaughter steers and heifers scarce,
Ask us about
ray Ledger & Times by' First of other slaughter and feeder classes mostMarshall- County, and Billy
the best
-Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as ly steady; few cornmercial cows 45.50Joe of St. Louis, .Mo.: 16
49.70- utility 48.0044.50, few 54.75-56.00;
follows
combination
few cutter 47.0041.00; slaughter bulls
432
Industrial Average
grandchildren; 11 great
of price,
1000-1450 lb 58.00-64.00; few choice 185grandchildren.
365-435
choice
280 veaters 79.00-91.00;
protection
35.,
Air Products
The funeral will be held
American Motors
lb'calves 70.00-71.0D; feeder steers few
ww
and service.
39
Ashland
medium frame No. 1 240-390 lb 84.75Friday
at min. at, the chuRel._
.
-194841114lir.nsudrum
Auverielmi Tetepheas.;:.1
lob
213/16B 3.4/10,A -.--1501,7-9900819.-tbof the Goodwin Fhneral Wife
Bonanza
No_2390-565 lb 68 00-79 50: heifers
fr
uric
tr9
Chrysler
Pinney
coup} small lots medium frame No. 1
Cadiz, with burial to follow in
35L .s
Ford Motor
297477 lb 75.00-75.75; medium frame No.
.30 une
Ins,
the Matheny Cemetery in the
G.A F
355440 lb 60.00-70.00; stock cows
2
19si,
General Care
Agency
Land Between the Lakes.
medium and small frame No. 1 5-8 years
5011 + Lu
General Dynamics
107 's 4th
750400016 52.60-59.25.
49% + 11
Friends may call at the
General Motors
7534937
0440
5
Ott
barrows-and
8081.
Hogs
4-%
a
201
General Tire
'funeral
home after 6 p.m.
,
salesearly
Wednesday's
uric
than
20
lower
Goodrich
121..
Representing:
mostly steady with close; 1-2 210-245 lb
today (Thursday).
Hardees

James Joe Masourither of
Mrs. Shirley Elkins of
Murray, died Tuesday at 1
a m: at the Vanderbilt
Hospital. Nashville, Tenn. He
la as 60 years of age.'
•The deceased was a back
hoe operator and rveteran of
World War II. He was a
resident of 936 South Seventh
Street. Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Montez Mason; one
daughter, "Mrs. Elkins:. one
son, Joe Mason, Graves
. County.; three „sisters. Mrs.
Mary Lee Derrington. Graves
County, Mrs. Sue Youngblood,
Mayfield Route 3,- and Mrs.
...Eva Nell Darnell. Cuba; Nur_
brothers. John W.. Stanley,
and . Ray Mason. all Of
Mayfield Route 5. and Henry
Mason. Mayfield Route 7; four
grandchildren.
Tile funeral- is being held
• today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
Funeral Home,
the By
Mayfield. with the _Rev:
Leonard Young and the Rev.
Don Cooper officiating. Burial
will follow in the Highland
Park Cernetery"there.

The funeral for James
Michael Crouch, It year old
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
FleetWood Crouch of Lynn
Grove, was held Dec. 17 at the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, Las Cruces.
New Mexico.
Bishop Robert J. Sabin
officiating and burial was in

Mrs. Bessie Thorn
Dies; Funeral Held
At Benton Chapel

Mrs. Steve Mason
•
Dies With Rites
Planned At Chapel

.
Mrs. Outland Dies
Today At Hospital

Mrs. Floy Green
Dies; Services To
Be Held On Friday

Hog Market

Livestock Market

Stock Market

.•

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

w's -LI,
624s -ks
1874B 19310
234 -.I
31
27% -40
.4
33ku
128 124zA

fieublein
1.8.M
Jenco
ffznart Pennwalt
'Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal Mart
Windy s

37.50-38.10; 1-3 205-255 lb 3700-37.50; 2-3
couple lots 265-270 lb 36.20-36.60; lot 300
Wedneslb 34.05; sows 50-1.00 lower
than lb 31.80day's early sales; 14300-426
lb
500425
33.25; 425-500 lb 33.25-35.00;
35.00-36.00; boars over 3005,27.09-27.50.
Sheep 75, no recent price comparison
available.

CPI

11139
5

Bel-Air
Center

The Store For Men

WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
1/2

Sportcoats
41.

Leather

Coats

noes
0
/

Suits

Leisure Shirts

0 OFF

Dress

ss
?tots Jean Shirts - Jean

PRI"

Pullovers

Shirts

*eaters

••
111•••••

Dress Jeans & Corduroy
- Blazers -

Ties
Belts

20w

Jeans

Off

1=Taat On Sale
Socks, Underwear and'
1 1 .LA
IELENNENNIRLRINWIL .2

amid,

Mrs. Reba Tidwell
Dies With Funeral
Being Held Today
Mrs. Reba Tidwell, 220
Windmill Drive; Paducah,
died Monday at 11:05 a.m. at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She was 68 years of
age, -• She was preceded in dealt)
by,:her. husband, Curtis lidwell. She Was a member of the
Broadway Church of Christ,
Paducah.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. .Carolyn
Howie, and son-in-law, James
Howie, Paducah; one sister,
Mrs. Gladys Brown, Hardin,
six brothers, Curtis Mohler,
Kirksey, Ward Mohler.
Benton, Clarence Mohler,
Almo, Loyd Mohler, Evansville, Ind., Earl and Gayliwi
Mohler,. Mayfield; fin I.
granddaughter, 1,11i s
Cassandra Howle,Paducah.- Final ites are being held today at 1 pin, at the chapel of
,the Lindsey Funeral Home.
Paducah, with Danny Cottrell
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Leon and Michael A/older,
Dale and -Billy Tidwell, Jerry
Watson, and Alvie Whu
Burial will folio* in the
Maplelawn Cemetery.

Olympic Vacuum Sales & Service
January Clearance Sale
All Sales Final (No Refunds or Exchanges)
Sale Good Thru January 10, 1980
Limited Stock-First Come First Serve
Financing Available Also Visa & Master Charge Accepted
We will beat anyone's price on any make or model of vacuum
commercial or domestic
Sales - Service - Parts For All Makes Of Vacuums

nParts & Service Specialc-1
$10.95
Kirby Conversion Bag ,us„disposable bags
Reg. 16.95
Clean, Lube & Check
Reg. $14.95 St.)ectal $10
.95 +
Non-Electric Hose Replacement
salt.$10.95 w/old hose exchanged)
20% Off Regular Price on all bags, belts, & parts in stock
Sale

Parts

Reg. $12,95

does not apply to special orders

Save 20% to 50% On These Cleaners
(New & Demonstration Model Cleaners)

No. In Stock-Description 8, Model
3 Demo's-KND 33 Filter Queen Power Team (chrome)
1-Electrolux Olympic w/Power Nozzle
1-Eledrolux Model I w/Reg. Tools
1 Demo-Compact C8 w/Power Nozzle
1 Demo-Kirby Tradition w/tools
1 Demo-Kirby Classic 111w/Tools w/Shampooer
1 Demo-Fairfax wet& dry w/Power Head
1 Derno-Roial 880 Upright ii/tools
1 Demo-Royal 801 Upright w 'tools
1-Royal 501 Revolving Brush Hand-Vac
1-Eureka 1290 Canister w Power Team
1-Eureka 1424 Model Upright w/tools
2-Bissell 2 Motor Upright w/tools
2-Bissell 2 Motor Power Broom
1 Bissell Deluxe Power Broom
1-Bissell Eledrofoam Shampooer
6-Bissell NuBroom Carpet Sweeper
4-Hoover 51015 Porta-Power Cleaner
1-Hoover 51029 Deluxe Porta-Power Cleaner
1-Hoover Celebrity II Canister w Power Head
1 Demo-Hoover Celebrity ll Canister w reg. tools
1 Hoover Concept I Power Drive Upright
1-Dertiri-1i0Over-Deruxe Diai-A-Matklower Drive w/tools
1 Demo-Hoover Convertible Elite Upright w/light
2 Demo-Hoover Convertible Elite Upright
5-Hoover Convertible Uprights
2-Oreck CVR4000 Commercial Upright
6-Bissell Small Area Rug Shampooers
3-Hoky Model 24S Commercial Carpet & Floor Sweeper
5-Premier Power Broom

Reg. Price
$789.95

Sale Price
$589.95

$589.95

$399.95 ttat_
$199.95
$489.95
$399.95
$299.95 4--

$649.50

$389.50

$289.95

$189.95

$469.95
$289.95
$689.95
$689.95

$229.95
$79.95
$389.95
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Like New Rebuilt & Reconditioned Cleaners:
(All with 1 year parts Warranty)
1-Pullman 20 gal. Commercial wet dry S1200.00 $350.00 -tax
$125.00 +tax
1-Clark 5 gal Commercial wet dry
$250.00 +tax
1-Hildt 5 gal. Commercial wet dry
$349.95 4- tax
1-Filter Queen Rebuilt priPower Nozzle
$249.95 tax
1-Filter Queen Rebuilt t reg. tools
$199.95
1-Kirby Classic Ill w tools
$199.95 4- tax
1 -Rebuilt Electrolux 1205 w/Power Nozzle
2-Rebuilt Electrolux Model "1" w/Power Nozzle $169.95 4- tax
$139.95 +tax
2-Rebuilt Electrolux Model G w/POwer Nozzle
3-Sears Best Kenmore Canister w/Power Nozzle $99.95 +tax
$139.95
1-Compact Electra Rebuilt w 'Reg. Tools

$39.95 tax
$39.95
$49.95
$19.95
$59.95 .1.
$49.95 •
$59.95'tax

1-Sears Kenmore Canister w Reg. Tools
1-Hoover Celebrity Canister
1-Filtex Tank Cleaner
1-Hoover Concept I Upright
3-Hoover Convertible Elite Upright
5-Hoover Reg. Convertible Upright
8-Rebuilt Eureka Upright
1 -Royal 880 Upright
1-Royal 801 Upright
1-Hoover Dial-A-Matic Upright
1-Regina 3 speed Deluxe Power Broom

$129.95

tag

$99.95 -tar
$69.95 4041
$111.95,+i.

Miscellaneous Specials:
Sale $5.95
2 gal. Bissell 2 in 1 Carpet Shampoo
1
/
Fteg.$7.95
Sale $2.95
Bissell Home & Auto Upholstery Shampoo w'Applicator • Reg.3 95
Sale $1.99
Reg. $2.79
Bissell One Step Cleaning Wax
Rent Our Rinse N' Vac For Only Si per hour Mon. thru Thurs. or $10 °remit."
Special Power Wand w/Rotary Brush gets carpets up to 37% cleaner available at 50( per hour
extra.
Rent our Commercial Dr Foam Sham looer For Onl $2 ler hour or $15 overnite
Gary and
Arna Osman
502-759-1344
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OLYMPIC VACUUM
SALES
SAN/TA/RE

Olympic Plaza
Center
Murray, Ky.
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